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Abstract 
Recent technological advances have resulted in increased use of online dating websites, providing 
an efficient channel for individuals to seek different types of romantic partners. Current filtering 
techniques applied to online dating networks offer users the ability to search for partners by 
sifting through candidates who meet the user’s defined conditions. There is a problem with this 
approach. When a search condition is general, too many candidates are returned and when a 
search condition is specific, too few candidates are returned. This emphasizes the need of 
developing a recommendation system for online dating networks. Traditional recommendation 
systems are widely applied for user-item recommendations which only require one-way 
recommendation. Recommendations in dating networks require two-way or reciprocal 
recommendation as they are user-user recommendations. Additionally, online dating networks 
have a large user base and the data is usually quite sparse. This adds on challenges of dealing with 
the scalability and data sparsity issues in recommendation methods for online dating networks. 
 
This thesis has developed two-way collaborative recommendation methods for people-people 
recommendations including both memory-based and model-based approaches have been 
developed due to the merits and shortcomings of both types. Two types of memory-based 
methods, Link-based and Two-way neighbourhood are developed focusing on improvement in 
recommendation accuracy. Common Link-based methods only consider one layer of links when 
calculating the users’ similarity. The proposed Link-based methods consider the links influence 
from multiple layers in order to determine users’ similarity. Unlike a traditional user-item 
recommendation method which only needs to consider the user’s need, Two-way Neighbourhood 
recommendation methods are designed to take into consideration both the user’s and the 
candidate’s (what would traditionally have been the item) preferences. Two types of model-based 
methods, co-clustering and segmentation are developed focusing on the scalability issue. Co-
clustering recommendation methods are designed to assign co-related male and female users into 
a co-cluster and then a learning model is built to calculate the match score of each pair of male 
and female users within the co-cluster. The segmentation methods proposed in this thesis aim to 
speed up the recommendation process by segmenting users into different parts according to the 
users’ needs. This allows for different recommendation methods to be applied to cater to the 
needs of users in different segments. 
 
The proposed methods are evaluated using the data from a live online dating network with the 
criteria of Success Rate, Recall, Execution Time, and Computational Complexity. Several 
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experiments have been conducted by comparing the settings for each proposed method in order to 
achieve the optimal performance and comparing between the performances of the proposed 
methods as well as with the benchmarking methods. The two-way memory-based 
recommendation method utilising user profile information can achieve a success rate as high as 
0.93. The proposed model-based methods are able to achieve better F-1 score performance than 
of memory-based methods due to of yielding better recall. The sparsity problem is leveraged by 
the inclusion of static data about users with their network activities in all the proposed methods. 
Scalability of recommendation is also improved by employing segmentation and co-clustering 
methods. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed methods of two-way 
recommendation outperform current state-of-the-art approaches. 
 
This thesis contributes towards the hot topic of people-people recommendation for large online 
social networks especially in online dating networks where two-way recommendations are 
needed. In particular, this thesis bridges the research gaps in people-people recommendation, 
handling the data sparsity that often comes with large data sets and scalability in recommendation 
systems. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
With the advent of World Wide Web, more and more web based applications are being created 
and made available to users. In the same line as e-commerce, time has witnessed a great increase 
in demand of the online dating industry. It is reported that the online dating industry has gone 
from zero about 10 years ago to about $90 million AUD dollars in 2008 increasing to about $100 
million dollars in 2010 (Online Dating: a Sign of Desperation, 2010).  The online dating systems 
offer various advantages to its users such as an enormous amount of choice for a user, no 
limitation on the physical distance, secure communication channel, less embarrassment when 
asking personal questions and many others. Online dating websites are a community type of 
social networking where users are related through various communication paths; including 
sending messages, emails or chat. Figure 1.1 shows some of popular online dating websites.  
 
 
Figure 1.1. Some Online Dating Websites 
Users join an online dating social network in order to communicate with potential partners and 
eventually set up the start of a good relationship. A user is usually asked to provide his/her profile 
and his/her’s ideal partner’s preference during registration.  A profile includes information on 
demographic, fixed-choice responses on physical, identity, lifestyle, career, education, politics 
and religion and other attributes, free-text responses to various interests such as sports, music. 
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Users are also allowed to upload their photographs. A user’s partners’ preference includes the 
same type of information that users like their ideal partners to have. Users can have multiple 
choices for a preference attribute. If the registration is successful, there are many modes of 
communication. The simplest form is viewing other users’ profile. However, it shows only one 
way interest. Another initial communication is exchange of short length pre-typed messages 
between two users. A positive exchange of messages then encourages follow-up communication 
potentially through email or chat. 
 
With many people joining and being available in the network, users are overwhelmed with 
choices when choosing an ideal partner. Currently, the majority of online dating networks employ 
filtering techniques to find suitable candidates for users. The results returned from the filtering 
system are too large for users to browse through when the search query is too general, and the 
filtering system returns no matches when the search query is too specific. Moreover, a filtering 
system offers once off results for users and requires efforts from users to identify suitable 
matches. The user has to pose a query each time when they look for a match. Due to the 
shortcomings of filtering systems, online dating recommender systems have become a necessity 
for personalizing the results of each user based on his/her past history, profile and preference. 
 
Recommendation systems have been developed to assist users to find focused information. In a 
recommender system people provides preferences as inputs, which the system then analyses and 
directs recommendations to the appropriate recipients. In some recommendation systems, the 
primary transformation is in the aggregation; in others the system’s value lies in its ability to 
make good matches between the recommenders and those seeking recommendations (Resnick & 
Varian, 1997). With increased user confidence on the use of e-commerce, the definition has been 
broadened by producing individualized recommendations as output or by guiding the users in 
locating interesting objects in a large space of possible options (Burke, 2002). Examples of 
recommender systems can be easily found online for movie, music, books recommendation to 
information search engines. The iTunes music store from Apple has a “Just for You” feature that 
recommends songs and albums (Porter, 2006). Amazon.com has had their book recommendation 
system for years.  
 
According to (Burke, 2002) content-based and collaborative-based recommendation systems are 
the most commonly implemented types of recommendation systems. A content based 
recommendation system learns the correlation of users and items either from user history or 
machine learning methods. A collaborative-based recommender system collects all users’ ratings 
of items, and identifies the similarity between users. Then it generates the ratings for unrated 
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items based on similar users’ ratings. However, there are several drawbacks with the traditional 
content-based and collaborative-based recommender systems when applied to online dating 
networks. They are as follows:  
1. One-way recommendation; A traditional recommender system is a one-way 
recommender system where the item, an inanimate object, is recommended to a user, an 
animate object. The one-way recommendation process considers the preferences of the 
users only in the matching process. For example, a movie recommendation system 
explores the users’ preferences from rating history for recommending movies to users. In 
many applications, such as online dating, expert matching (mentor-mentee, employer-
employee, doctor-patient) and question-answer in an e-learning system, the 
recommendation system requires reciprocal (or two-way) recommendation. The 
recommendation system needs to consider the preferences/requirements imposed by both 
parties, which are animate objects. For example, in these systems, two users need to be 
compared to decide their suitability. More specifically, one user’s preference is 
compared to another user’s personal profile and vice-versa.  
 
2. Scalability; The online dating networks usually have a large user base. A traditional 
recommender system will need a user to be compared with the rest of the users to check 
their compatibility. For a system with a million female and a million male users, in order 
to find compatible partner(s) for each user, the system needs to execute these 
comparisons  are a million by a million times. A scalable online dating recommendation 
system should make recommendations to users in short time period even with the 
increase of users.  
 
3. Inability to deal with a sparse dataset; A traditional recommender system, especially a 
collaborative-based recommender system is not capable of dealing with large sparse 
datasets which are a common result of having a large number of users. Due to the large 
sparse matrix (refer to Section 3.8), the correlation scores between items can be quite 
low. Consequently, a recommendation system cannot identify whether items are 
correlated or not with high accuracy.  
 
This thesis attempts to provide an automatic process of recommending the top-n most suitable 
candidates to a user in a system which requires two-way recommendation; such as online dating 
networks. The identification of three research gaps in online dating social networks leads to the 
formulation of the following research questions.  
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1. How to make two-way recommendation work for online dating networks so that the 
recommendations take into consideration the requirements of both the users and 
candidates? 
 
One-way recommendation is not designed for online dating network and the recommendation 
accuracy will be affected. Two-way recommendation is required for online dating network. 
 
2. How to build scalable Link-based recommendation methods for online dating 
networks? 
3. How to build segmentation methods in order to make recommendations to users 
efficiently? 
 
Scalability is one of the issues which needs to be considered when building recommendation 
systems, especially for large scale recommendations. An Online Dating Network is a social 
network and thus the use of social network methods is desirable for this research. Link-based 
methods are one type of social network method. However, Link-based methods, especially those 
that require a traverse of the graph are not scalable.  
 
Traditional recommendation compares each pair of users in order to find suitable pairs and is a 
time consuming process. By segmenting users into smaller groups, the recommender system only 
considers the suitability of pairs of users within the group. Because the size of a group is much 
smaller than the whole user base, time can be saved. 
 
4. How to build effective co-clustering recommendation methods so that the sparse 
interaction data does not affect the performances including the success rate, recall and 
run time? 
 
Co-clustering methods are able to make recommendations in large scale data sets by dividing 
users into smaller groups. However, existing co-clustering methods only consider the interaction 
data which leads to the sparsity problem. Sparsity is one of factors that influence the performance 
of recommender systems. 
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5. Which type of methods achieves better performance, the memory-based methods or the 
model-based methods? 
 
Link-based and Two-way Neighbourhood methods are memory-based methods, while Co-
clustering and Market Segmentation methods are model-based methods. It is necessary to 
compare the performances of proposed methods from both memory-based methods and model-
based methods. 
 
1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 The proposed research aims to employ social network analysis and data mining techniques in 
order to solve the match making problem of online dating services. The mainstream traditional 
recommendation methods incorporate the collaborative and content recommendation methods. 
Collaborative filtering methods automate the process of “word of mouth” recommendation: items 
are recommended to a user based on how like-minded users have rated those items (Antonius & 
Bogers, 2009). Collaborative filtering methods work better than content-based methods in terms 
of the generality and their potential to explore in implicit associations. The generality is important 
to this thesis in that the proposed methods are expected to be applied to not just the dating 
problem but general match making problems. Because of this, the collaborative method is 
employed in this work. Collaborative methods developed in this work fall under two main types; 
memory-based methods and model-based methods. The details on reasoning of the proposed 
methods being classified into memory and model-based are reported in the introduction of 
Chapter 5 and 6. Memory-based methods predict the ratings for the recommendation from either 
the similar users or similar items (Liu, et al., 2011). The memory-based method can be further 
classified into two types of methods; user-based and item-based. User-based approaches predict a 
user to item’s rating from the ratings of similar users . Item-based approaches predict a rating of a 
user to an item based on the ratings from similar items. Model-based approaches train the model 
with techniques such as clustering, Latent Semantic analysis, and singular value decomposition 
from the field of machine learning and data mining. The learnt model, representing the latent 
characteristics of the users and items in the system, is used for the prediction of ratings for new 
items (Kantor, et al., 2011).  
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More specifically, following objectives are required to be fulfilled. 
 
• Development of memory-based methods 
o Development of Link-based methods. Link analysis, as its name suggests, 
analyses the linkage between the actors in a social network to determine the 
relationships amongst them. These relationships can be used to derive the 
similarity in social network analysis. The common neighbour approach is 
usually applied in link analysis methods to perform recommendation. In this 
context, two users are determined to be similar if they link to the same 
candidate. However, the common neighbour approach only considers one 
layer/step/hop (which is direct link) of relations between users which means the 
similarity of two users are purely determined by their linked candidates and the 
links of the two users’ contacted candidates do not matter. The influence that 
many layers of link relations (which are indirect links) has on the users’ 
similarities is unknown when using the traditional common neighbour. The 
proposed link-based method called SimRank endeavours to find and utilise the 
influence of these layers on users’ similarities. 
o Development of Two-way Neighbourhood methods. Traditional 
recommendation methods are sufficient for dealing with user-item 
recommendation. For user-user recommendation, the challenge lies in two-way 
recommendation which means the preferences of both users should be 
considered. The proposed two-way neighbourhood methods are designed to 
handle this challenge. A method using the users profile information will be 
applied to tackle the Cold-start problem; how to make recommendations to new 
users whose activities information is scarce. 
• Development of model-based methods 
o Development of co-clustering recommendation methods. Traditional algorithms 
such as k-mean and hierarchical clustering measure one-way similarity. For 
example, rows are clustered based on the column attributes similarities. 
However, they fail to identify the intertwined relations that may exist between 
the products and users. Co-clustering is a technique of clustering rows and 
columns simultaneously. It performs clustering in such a way that intermediate 
row clusters incorporate column clustering information at all stages, and vice 
versa. This research will apply co-clustering techniques to online dating 
recommendation. The result will indicate whether co-clustering works for online 
dating recommendation. 
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o Development of Segmentation recommendation methods. Users have different 
needs and preferences with regard to the number of communications. Some 
users like to communicate with lots of other users before they decide to start a 
dating relation. Some users may only communicate a few times before they 
decide to stick with a given candidate. A segmentation method is proposed in 
this work to deal with the varying needs of different users. 
 
1.3 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION 
This thesis has developed approaches to automatically recommend the potential matching 
candidates to users in online dating network. In particular, the contributions of this research are: 
• A comprehensive analysis of an Online Dating Network (ODN) is conducted. The 
analysis includes an examination of social network structure, degree centrality, network 
reachability and user behaviours. The findings of this analysis led to the proposal of 
various recommendation methods. The reachability of ODN inspires us to come up with 
the adapted SimRank approach. The user-taste matrix is designed to deal with the 
sparsity problem in ODN, while the inconsistent user behaviour leads us to use implicit 
user preferences rather than the explicit preferences. The degree of attribute breakages 
show that an attribute’s importance should also be utilised when match making. 
• Two types of information including the users’ activities and user’s profile are combined 
and utilized in various recommendation methods. In the adapted SimRank method and 
two-way neighbourhood methods, the users’ activities information is firstly applied to 
find the closely contacted neighbourhood. Then the profile information which includes 
personal profile and preference are utilized in order to narrow down the top-n most 
similar neighbours. The proposed co-clustering method clusters users into groups based 
on the user’s profile information. Then the result of clustering and the activity 
information are applied in finding the co-cluster groups. In general, this work utilises 
various attribute information such as profile and relations in social network for proposing 
a social recommendation system. 
• Two variations of SimRank methods are proposed for ODN recommendation based on 
the link-analysis theory. The comparisons of various SimRank methods; including the 
SimRank method without clustering, with clustering, with in-link information only, out-
link information only, and the combined information, as well as adapted SimRank; were 
conducted.  
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• A reciprocal collaborative recommendation method is proposed. We adopt the concept 
of a memory-based method where the recommendation is made from neighbours’ 
successful past relations. 
• A co-clustering method is proposed to simultaneously cluster male and female members 
of the ODN into groups. Three variations of the co-clustering method are proposed for 
dealing with the different types of input information available on the network. A 
recommendation strategy using a learning algorithm is then proposed to rank the quality 
recommendations. 
• A new recommendation approach with multiple recommendation strategies is proposed. 
Users are divided into three segments; a highly active user segment, a medium active 
user segment, and a non-active user segment. For each segment, a different 
recommendation strategy is proposed. 
 
1.4 RESEARCH LIMITATION 
The dataset obtained for this research is a part of the dataset (2 year period) from a commercial 
online dating website. Although it is possible to make recommendations for the whole dataset,  
the recommendations are not made for the complete dataset in this research due to limited 
resources and time. Online dating websites do not make public their matching algorithms and 
therefore, it is difficult to compare the performance of this research with other commercial online 
dating recommendation systems.  
 
1.5 THESIS ORGANISATION 
In Chapter 2, a review of relevant literature is conducted. The review covers literatures about 
online dating networks, traditional recommender systems, and social network analysis. Existing 
match making methods are discussed in detail. Three types of traditional recommender systems 
are compared, including a discussion of advantages and disadvantages of each method.  Possible 
social network analysis methods which may be applied to ODN are then discussed. The proposed 
research utilizes the literature reviewed in this chapter to avoid the shortcomings of existing 
methods. 
 
In Chapter 3, a comprehensive analysis of ODN conducted in order to propose the most suitable 
method to solve the research problem. The analysis includes an overview of how an ODN works, 
a Bow Tie analysis (In, Out, Core, Tendril structure), Small World Phenomenon test, 
Reachability, and an explanation of why implicit profile information instead of explicit profile 
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information is utilized in the proposed methods. This chapter is important as it provides the 
preliminary critique of ODN and outlines why specific approaches to research are employed in 
this thesis. 
 
In Chapter 4, the design of methodology is proposed. Proposed methods in this thesis are divided 
into memory-based and model-based methods. The details about the experimental setup, data 
format, and statistics of the dataset are presented. The benchmarking methods are introduced and 
mechanisms on how they work are explained. 
 
In Chapter 5, memory-based methods are presented. The memory-based approaches include Link-
based methods, and two-way neighbourhood methods. The Link-based methods include SimRank 
methods and adapted SimRank methods. SimRank methods explore network structures and are 
contextually independent which means the methods can be applied to any knowledge domain. 
The adapted SimRank methods discussed in this chapter include methods with neighbourhood in-
link information only, methods with out-link information, methods with combined in-link and 
out-link information. Then the results of variations of Link-based methods are compared with the 
traditional memory-based method. Another type of memory-based methods called Two-way 
Neighbourhood Recommendation methods are also detailed in this chapter. Two-way 
Neighbourhood Recommendation methods include Two-way recommender using profile 
information, and Two-way recommender based on common neighbour are proposed. These two 
methods make recommendations based on the idea of similar users and common neighbours in 
order to achieve high precision. At last the experimentation results of Two-way Neighbourhood 
methods are presented and compared against with the benchmarking methods 
 
In Chapter 6, model-based methods are proposed. The model-based approaches include Co-
clustering based recommendation methods and segmentation methods. Variations of co-clustering 
methods which simultaneously cluster male users and female users are detailed. The motivation 
of co-clustering method is discussed. Interaction based co-clustering method, step-wise co-
clustering, and feature enhanced co-clustering method with the inclusion of learning algorithm are 
also proposed. In the experiments, the results comparisons of three co-clustering methods are 
conducted and the effects of learning algorithm are studied. Further, the model-based method 
combined with social network analysis concept is proposed. Based on the observation of users’ 
message sending activities, users are divided into three sections. For each segment, different 
recommendation methods are employed. Then the experiments are conducted and results of 
segmentation methods are compared to the benchmarking methods.  
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In Chapter 7, the results of all the proposed methods and benchmarking methods are compared. 
Analyses of the results are conducted and the reasons of why some methods work better than 
others are presented. 
 
In the last chapter (Chapter 8), presents the conclusions from the research that were drawn and 
recommendations are made regarding possible future research and development activities.  
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2Chapter 2:  Background & Literature 
Review 
This chapter aims to present the techniques related to online dating recommendation. This chapter 
starts by discussing existing match making methods which include methods from the fields of 
psychology and recommendation systems. The inclusion of existing match making methods helps 
in understanding how match making works and how to improve the current state of art by 
overcoming the shortcomings of various methods.  The following section introduces 
recommender systems. This thesis proposes a recommendation system for online dating, thus, 
grasping comprehensive knowledge of traditional recommender system is necessary. Following 
that, the third section discusses community detection techniques especially co-clustering 
techniques which provide a disclosure of knowledge of feasible ways to conduct 
recommendations in a large scale community. Finally, we cover social network analysis. 
Fundamentally, an online dating network is a social network and thus the properties of a social 
network also apply to an online dating network. 
 
2.1 ONLINE DATING SYSTEM 
An online dating system allows people to meet online and develop a social and romantic 
relationship. It provides matchmaking through the use of personal computers and Internet or even 
on cell phone. (Online dating service, 2010) The relevant research on the match making topic 
comes from three fields of work: 
(1) Psychology, such as the factors contributing to a successful marriage or factors that 
may affect dating related issues. Often, the survey and statistical tests are conducted to 
support the arguments in these papers.  
(2) Social networks, such as user activity and expert analysis in the network. Limited 
studies have been done on match making from the social network point of view.  
(3) Recommendation systems, for which the methodologies have existed for long time with 
some being comprehensive and well designed. However, the methodologies are for item 
recommendation (one way) instead of human recommendation (two way). 
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2.1.1 Match Making from Psychology Field 
EHarmony (www.eharmony.com) is one of the largest and most successful dating website in 
America which places an emphasis on the effects psychology applies to a successful marriage. 
The divorce rate cited in (Kreider & Fields, 2002) goes up to more than 50% in America. The 
research undertaken in this paper is the identification of the problem(s) existing in married 
couples and applications of the research findings to avoid these problems during the match 
making process. Research findings which are identified as critical factors to a successful marriage 
are unfortunately not listed in the article due to them being considered copyright. Empirical 
analysis indicated that EHarmony couples who use the match making process improved with 
research findings showing they are more committed to marriage than the average married couple 
(Kreider & Fields, 2002). In another article, EHarmony patented the process of match making 
(Buckwalter et al, 2008). The system collects users information through answers to open-ended 
questions by matching service or by user/or candidate. If the system finds a candidate for a user, 
the dating service will provide a basic communication path between the two users. Only when the 
two parties agree on upgrading the communication level does the dating service provide a higher 
communication level. The identification and selection of a particular match is done through 
calculating the user’s individual satisfaction score and the couple’s satisfaction score. The 
individual satisfaction score is derived from comparing users data (normally answers to a survey 
provided by the dating service) to an individual satisfaction estimator.  The couple satisfaction 
score is calculated by comparing the data for the selected candidate and the data for the user, with 
a neural network being set up by inputting the users’ data (survey answer). The purpose of the 
neural network is to predict the degree of matching of a couple. EHarmony’s research on match 
making has proven to be successful as shown by their large market share in the online match 
making industry. The method they are using is a traditional AI algorithm and it main strength is 
their robust research in psychology. The question(s) asked in their dating service to users are a 
reflection of those users’ true thoughts on relationships and its characteristics. Usually, users mix 
up their thoughts on relationships and the characteristics which they think they have with what 
they truly have. 
 
Authors of (Fiore, 2008) propose work on assessing attractiveness in online dating profiles with a 
survey being conducted on users of an online dating service. People whose age was between 20-
30 years old in America were the survey target. The survey questions mainly focus on the 
following dimensions: attractive, genuine, masculine, feminine, warm or kind, self-esteem, 
extraverted, self-centred. In their findings, men’s attractiveness is related to how genuine and 
attractive they are in the photo.   Femininity, activeness, high self-esteem, and low self-
centeredness were reported to have a positive correlation with women’s attractiveness. This paper 
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denoted that attractiveness in a photo is not the whole story. How a user responds in free text 
plays an important role in the attractiveness of their whole profile. The limitation to this work is 
that it only studies those who are in their 20-30’s. It is reported a great number of online dating 
service users are actually in their 50’s (Kreinder & Fields, 2002). In addition, attractiveness is in 
the eye of the beholder and thus is highly subjective. There are no generic rules which can be 
applied to different users in terms of finding matches.  The purpose of online dating is to find the 
most compatible candidate(s) for each user instead of finding the most attractive user. Moreover, 
their method of analysis is lack of how to utilize these findings in recommendation. 
 
The author in (Lenton, 2008) conducted experiments to study the ideal set option number; the 
ideal number of search results to return; the actual difference and expected difference in terms of 
difficulty, regret, satisfaction and enjoyment when different set option numbers are offered. In the 
first experiment, it is claimed that the difficulty, enjoyment and satisfaction increases when the 
option set size is increased to 20-50 candidate ideal partners, however, regret is decreasing. After 
that size, the effect of difficulty, enjoyment and satisfaction is in the negative direction. People 
expect the differences between using 4 and 20 as the option size will be large in terms of regret, 
satisfaction, and enjoyment. However, the actual differences between the two option sizes in 
terms of regret, satisfaction and enjoyment are actually small. The ideal set option size in a dating 
scenario provides a guideline for our research when it comes to deciding the number of candidate 
partner recommendations that should be returned.  
 
Researchers in (Morgan. et al, 2010) studied 294 heterosexual and homosexual people. Nine 
identified personal characteristics were categorised into three parts: physical, lifestyle, and 
personality, based on exploratory factor analysis. This work focused on finding correlations 
between characteristics. It was reported that gender did not play a main role on the identified 
personal characteristics. Homosexual people were recognized as being more likely to list physical 
characteristics in their personal narrative. People seeking a long term relationship were more 
likely to list the type of relationships which they are after than those seeking a causal relationship. 
It was also discovered that woman and older people are more likely to mention preferred partner 
personality than men and young people. The findings of this work are interesting. However, the 
results are limited to a small sample. Further, the findings are quite general and they can not be 
widely applied to online dating recommendation as it requires personalization. 
 
The author of (Hitch, 2005) conducted empirical analysis on the correlation of profile attributes 
with online outcomes and revealed some interesting findings. Men who are seeking a long term 
relation are preferred over those who are only after occasional lovers. For women, this is the other 
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way around. The look of users have a predominate influence on the online success. The better 
looking a person is, the more contacts he/she receives. Income strongly affects the success of 
men. But it only has a marginal effect on the success of women. The education level of men is 
positively related to their success. But this is not the case for women. Apparently, the most 
preferable men’s occupation is a lawyer followed by military, fire fighters, and health related 
professions. The occupation of the women does not affect their success at all. According to one of 
the findings, users pursue attractive partners irrelevant with their own looking. At the end, a 
prediction model of users match is presented based on these findings and Gale-Shaphey (Gale, 
1962) algorithm which finds a stable stage so that all the users get a matched candidate through 
rounds matching process. Initially, a man proposes to a woman who is in the top of his preference 
list. If the woman accepts the proposal, both become engaged. Otherwise, the man resumes the 
sequence of the proposals to the next woman in his preference list. The woman can break the 
current engagement, setting the ex-proposer free, and engage to the current proposer. The 
algorithm terminates when everyone is engaged (Gale, 1962). 
 
Work conducted by (Whitty, 2008) reveals a discrepancy between the real self and presented self 
in a users’ profile description. This work carried out interviews on some users who were part of 
one of Australia’s online dating website. They found the profile description is a mixture of their 
true self and expected of their potential dates. In Guadagno’s work (2012), they also stated that 
people tend to exaggerate or fabricate their characteristics described in the profile in attempt to 
create a desired impression.  The author in (Frost, 2012) claims that limited information is known 
before the users start their first date. The attributes required in the profile does not contain the 
complete information about users. For example, their sense of humour and rapport are not 
searchable attributes in the dating websites. The author suggests having virtual environment 
interactions analogous to real first dates.  
 
Summary: In general, many studies from psychology field focus on users’ behaviour in online 
dating websites. Several works identify the relations of profile attributes and online success. 
Some works disclose the existence of a gap between the real and desired characteristics of users’ 
profile. Although the majority of works take statistical steps to achieve the results, the results are 
only applicable for a small set of users as the sample size is always small. Limited work is 
conducted on the match making process. Studies which provide the match making algorithm 
usually apply the findings from the small set of users. In eHarmony, the findings of successful 
marriage contribute to the calculation of users’ satisfaction score. In Hitch’s work (2005), a 
prediction model of users match is presented based on their findings and the Gale-Shaphey 
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algorithm which finds a stable stage so that all the users get a matched candidate through rounds 
matching process. However, these algorithms fail to personalize the matches for individual users. 
 
2.1.2 Match Making from Social Matching and Recommender System Fields 
Social matching systems recommend people to each other instead of recommending items to 
people (Terveen, 2005). Terveen (2005) discusses the related systems and approaches related to 
social matching. The author points out that the social matching approach has been identified as 
being similar to the expertise recommendation approach, in that the process of seeking someone 
who is capable of answering the questions is akin to a process of finding matches. The expertise 
recommender system considers the expertise and social relations. Expertise is recognised from 
web documents found by web mining techniques. Work products and by-products within 
organization are like software source control systems and technical support databases which are 
used to explore the knowledge about who knows what. Social relations are deduced from email 
exchanges, reply patterns in USERNET newsgroups. Another system is opportunistic social 
matching where the matching considers the users’ interests rather than users’ desire or requests. 
The information on user’s interests is extracted from their current activity or record of past 
activity. The activity of a user is interpreted as containing certain additional information and is 
added to the user’s profile. Terveen also discusses the nature of design space, key research 
agenda for social matching systems. This paper provides some theoretical foundation on social 
matching topic and guides the direction on how a social matching system should be developed.  
 
 An early recommendation framework for online Social Networks was proposed by Kazienko 
(2007).  The paper suggests that not only do users’ interests and demographic data need to be 
considered, but also their activities and some measures of relationships with other users should be 
considered. In this approach a similarity function for each pair is proposed. It is the weighted sum 
of the direct similarity from static attributes, complementary relationship(s), general activity and 
the strength of relationship(s). This work gives a comprehensive thought over how a matching 
algorithm should be designed; however, it does not detail implementation or experimentation to 
prove the effectiveness of this theory. There are many weighting factors in the proposed 
algorithm which may negatively influence it in being an effective algorithm.  Efficiency is 
another problem for this algorithm. This algorithm is pair-to-pair based, which means 
computation complexity is enormous for networks which have a large number of users. 
 
Brozovsky (2007) proposed a recommendation approach for online dating services using 
traditional recommendation algorithms with user-user and item-item matrices. In the user-user 
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algorithm, the rating prediction of user X to user Y comes from ratings of those users who are 
similar to user X and have rated user Y. The Item-Item algorithm collects all the ratings of user X. 
When the prediction of rating X on user Y is needed, the prediction utilizes the rating of user X on 
all the other users who are similar to user Y. The problem with this method is that match making 
is different from item recommendation in that item cannot choose the buyer but dating service 
users can choose the dating candidate. In the proposed method, the rating is the only parameter 
which affects the match making algorithm. But this is not necessarily the case in reality. Many 
factors, such as age, job, ethnicity, education etc play important roles in the match making 
process. 
 
Diaz (2010) proposed an information retrieval approach for solving match making of dating 
services. A set of features such as user’s profile, user’s query, candidate’s profile, candidate’s 
query are utilized in a machine learned ranking function. They found that the candidate profile 
features alone as the input data achieved the best results. The interpretation of this result is that 
one-way relevance is enough as the user’s profile or query is not required as the input. This 
finding contradicts the belief that the match making problem is two-sided relevance. In their 
experiments, texts describing about user himself/herself are counted as features. The users 
preferences utilized are the explicit users’ preferences instead of implicit users’ preferences. The 
inclusion of text and explicit preferences may therefore influence the results. 
 
CollabNet (Cai, et al, 2010) predicts the rating of an active user to a candidate user through the 
weighted sum ratings of similar users. The weights can be learnt from training set. Similar users 
are defined in this article as the users who send message to the same potential partner, and users 
who receive messages from the same sender. Online dating datasets are usually quite sparse. By 
deploying this approach, it may fail to predict the rating of a user to a candidate because of the 
sparsity issue. Another problem this approach may encounter is the high computation cost. A 
model is built for each user to make the prediction. It costs lots of time especially when the 
number of users are huge (in the millions). 
 
Repeated rejections caused by poor recommendation leads to users abandoning the dating 
website. The solution to overcome the poor recommendation is to provide personalized 
recommendation by finding the matched candidates who ranked highly according to the match 
scores (Pizzato et al, 2010, 2012). In Pizzato’s earlier work (2010), the match score for a pair of 
users is calculated by adding up the match score of the user’s profile and the other user’s 
preference and the match score of the user’s preference and the other user’s profile. In Pizzato’s 
recent work (2012), the match score is the combinations of the likeness score and the dislikeness 
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score.  In both papers, the ranked list is produced by ranking the matched candidates according to 
the descending order of the match score. Top-n recommendations can be made for each user 
according to the ranking list. Pizzato (2010) also tries to tackle the new user problem in this 
paper. The author reckons that recommending a new user to existing users is a better approach 
than recommending the existing users to the new user in order to solve this problem. The benefit 
of employing Pizzato’s work is the low computation complexity required as it is straight forward 
task to calculate the match score. However, it is time consuming to calculate the match score for 
each pair of users in online dating network.  In Pizzato’s work (2010, 2012), the author only 
considers positive message replies as the indication of likeness. In fact, initiating users also 
express their likeness when they send messages. The inclusion of sending messages as an 
indication of likeness may improve the effectiveness of this work. 
 
A model based recommender system is proposed for online dating network in Cai, et al, (2011). It 
involves three steps to make recommendation. First a model is created with user profile features, 
user behaviour features and user interest features as input. From this, rules are generated. Next, a 
candidate list is generated for recommendation by applying the discovered rules from the 
previous step. Lastly, the probability model is built to calculate the match score of two users. 
Then a ranking list can be derived from the obtained match score. One problem with this 
approach is the new user problem. In this model, a new user will neither get recommendations nor 
be recommended. 
 
Luiz (2011) proposed a memory-based recommendation approach based on the past relations of 
the neighbourhood. The possibility of successful interaction between all the potential matches 
and the user are calculated and recommendations are made by presenting the matched users in a 
ranked order. The author reports the success rate using this approach improved from 13.9% to 
28% for the underlying dating system. Even though the author applied the probability algorithm 
to improve the results returned from the memory-based approach, the recommendation accuracy 
is low. Reasons of the low accuracy can be contributed to: (1) the lack of a training phase while 
the probability scores are generated; and (2) a low similarity score of the most similar neighbour 
with the given user due to the sparsity of the dataset. If the method employed the threshold 
settings when finding the similar neighbours, the results may have been improved. 
 
Ozseyhan (2012) studied an online dating site in Turkey and developed an association rule based 
recommendation system. Past interactions of users are observed and association rules are 
extracted from the interactions. The discovered rules are composed of set of male features and set 
of female features. For each user, matchings are found based on the derived association rule by 
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searching for the candidates who possess the features comparable with the user’s feature. The 
benefit of using association rule is that the rules discovered can be applied to finding matches for 
all users. Compared to traditional memory based recommendation approaches (we will discuss 
memory based recommendation approaches in Section 2.2); this work can present the matched 
users online instantly by using discovered rules. The major drawbacks with this approach lie in 
the low confidence and low support. The discovered rules either have low confidence or low 
support most of the time. This means either the association is not prevalent, or the frequency of 
the rule is low.  
 
Summary:  The mainstream of existing researches takes collaborative recommendation 
approaches (collaborative recommendation methods will be discussed in Section 2.2) either from 
a model-based or memory-based point of view. Unavoidably, traditional problems inherent in the 
collaborative recommendation approach exist in this research field as well. The problems such as 
sparsity and new user remain unsolved in most online dating recommendation literature. 
 
2.2 RECOMMENDER SYSTEM 
An online dating system collects users’ information/profile and then based on the users’ desired 
conditions or requirements of their ideal partner, recommends one or more suitable candidates to 
the user. An online dating system can be perceived as a recommender system. The study of 
existing recommender systems will be beneficial in the better understanding of online dating 
systems. 
 
In an online environment, companies who practice the long tail business strategy; which focus on 
selling a large number of unique items with relatively small quantities of each; have limitless 
capacity for merchandise (Park & Tuzhilin, 2008). As a consequence, the choice of products for 
customers has been increased greatly and the time spent on browsing through the Internet has 
increased dramatically (Anderson, 2006). However, the quantity of products bought by customers 
has not increased accordingly due to the lack of product guidance for customers (Resnick & 
Varian, 1997). Recommender systems were developed and are deemed to be a solution to this 
problem.  The definition of a Recommender system is to produce individualized 
recommendations as output or to guide the user in a personalized way to interesting or useful 
objects in a large space of possible options (Burke, 2002). 
 
Examples of recommender systems can be found online easily for movie, music, books and 
information search engines. The iTunes music store from Apple has a “Just for You” feature that 
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recommends songs and albums (Porter, 2006). Amazon.com has had their book recommendation 
system for years. In general, there are three types of recommender systems, differentiated in how 
they function online;  
1. Editorial type: List new items or the older items based on the item’s distinguishing 
features. The recommendation relies on expert knowledge and manual input to appear 
online.  
2. Aggregation type: Recommend the items which have the top click (or view) counts.  
3. Tailored to individual users: Recommend the items based on users online behaviour, 
eg. what items they bought in the past. Amazon and Netflix are examples of this type. 
(Rajaraman & Ullman, 2009) 
 
The advantages of having recommender systems online are obvious. (1) Efficiency: 
Recommender systems reduce the time users spend online searching for what they want. (2) 
Personalization: Personalized recommendation is suggested to tailor to the taste of different 
people. (3) Well-targeted advertisement: The items are advertised to the right person based on the 
past experience with the users. Less junk email or advertising would be sent to users. (4) Turn 
browsers into buyers. Users in online stores without a recommender system browse through items 
and leave the online store without buying anything. A recommender system can help users find 
the right product. (5) Cross-sell: Recommender systems increase the cross-sell by suggesting 
additional products for users. (6) Loyalty:  Recommender systems learn from users’ past 
behaviour to improve the value added relationship. (Schafer, et. al., 1999) 
 
The basic problem that exists in recommender system is to be able to rate the users’ unrated items 
and recommend the top items based on the ranking scores. Let C be the set of all users; often this 
user space C is in the millions for ecommerce websites representing customer base. Each element 
of the user space C can be defined with a user profile that includes various user characteristics 
such as user ID, demographic statistical information eg, age, gender, income etc. Let S be the set 
of all items that will be recommended; the item space S can be very large too. An element of the 
item space S can be the properties of items. For example, author, book title, genre, publication 
year could be the elements for a book recommender system. To choose the suitable items for all 
users C, the computation complexity is C*S. The goal of recommender system is to choose items 
)( Ss ∈  from the item space S for each user c ( )c C∈  such that users’ utility is maximized. 
  
),(maxarg,
'
scuSCc
c
=∈∀       Eq. 2.1 
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Where u is the utility function defined as the subset of the whole C*S space. Depending on the 
application, it can be a profit based function or a rating based function. Assuming the utility of 
item is represented by the rating, this means u needs to be extrapolated to the whole space of C*S. 
Extrapolation from known to unknown ratings involves two steps: (1) specifying heuristics that 
define the utility function and empirically validating its performance; and (2) estimating an utility 
function that optimizes certain performance criteria. (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2005)  After an 
unknown rating is deduced, either the items with the highest ratings are recommended to the users 
or an item is recommended to a set of users. 
 
In online dating recommendation system, let C be the set of all users. S is the set of all candidates 
that will be recommended. Each element of user space C can be defined with a user profile and 
preference which include various user characteristics. Each element of candidate space S is also 
defined with a user profile and preference which include various candidate characteristics. 
Different from the user-item recommendation, the utility function of the user-user or people-
people recommendation system includes two parts within the same utility function but with 
different parameters supporting the two-way recommendation. The first part of the utility 
function calculates recommendation accuracy for user profile to candidate preference while the 
second part is for calculating recommendation accuracy for user preference to candidate profile. 
To extrapolate the unknown rating, the same two steps process used in user-item recommendation 
can be utilized. 
 
)))(),(())(),(((maxarg,
'
preferencecprofilesupreferencesprofilecuSCc
c
+=∈∀  
             Eq. 2.2 
 
In current literature, the mainstream approaches to solve the recommendation problem have been 
classified into three types: 
• Content-based recommender systems 
• Collaborative- or social-based recommender systems 
• Hybrid recommender systems 
 
2.2.1 Content-based Recommender System 
The main idea behind a content-based recommender system is that items should be recommended 
to a user that are similar to items previously rated highly by the user. The system learns a profile 
of the user’s interests based on the features present in the objects the user has rated (Burke 2002). 
This is also referred to as “Item-to-Item correlation” (Schafer, et. al., 1995). NewsWeeder is an 
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early application of this type which lets the user rate his or her interest level for each article being 
read and from this it learns the user’s profile based on these ratings (Lang, 1995). Work in 
(Mooney & Roy, 2000) conducted an experiment on LIBRA – a content based book 
recommender. They extracted users’ general interests and then applied a simple Bayesian 
learning algorithm to recommend book titles to users. The work in (Semeraro 2009) points out the 
problem with the content-based approach when the preferences of the user for items are not easily 
distinguishable. As a solution, the concept of knowledge infusion is proposed to add into a 
content-based approach by modelling the unstructured information stored in knowledge sources, 
exploiting knowledge and extracting meaningful features. Setting up item profiles, retrieving user 
profiles, and generating similarity score between items and users are the three steps to 
implementing a content-based recommender system (Pazzani & Billsus, 2007).  
 
Item profiles hold features of items such as item ID, name of item etc. Item profiles are obtained 
either from a structured data source, like a database or from unstructured data sources such as the 
Web. In terms of unstructured data, the features come from terms considered to be important on 
the web. In order to derive the important terms it is necessary to compute their importance, with 
the TF-IDF approach being the most common. Firstly, the raw text from the Web is parsed into 
tokens. Next, a bag of tokens is created to represent the document on the Web. Thirdly, stemming 
is conducted to reduce the number of variations in the tokens. Lastly, the weight of each token is 
calculated by TF-IDF. TF is the term frequency, with the more times that the term appears in the 
document, the more important the term is. IDF is the inverse of the document frequency, the more 
often the term appears in all the documents, the less important of the term. From this the top-n 
number of terms is taken to represent the features for the document on the Web. TF-IDF is a 
simple way to represent the features. However, the disadvantage of TF-IDF is that it is hard to tell 
the users’ opinion about the item. For example, a comment for a restaurant writes ‘I like their 
steak’. Another user criticises that the steak is not tasty. TF-IDF can pick up the terms ‘steak’ 
from the first comment and ‘steak’ and ‘tasty’ from the second comment. Terms which express 
opinions such as “like”, “not” are usually excluded because they are common or stop words.  
 
User profiles can be classified into two types. One of the most common types is the history-based 
user profile. The other is the model-based user profile. A history-based user profile holds the 
history of the users’ interaction with the recommender system. The history includes the items that 
the user has viewed or viewed together with other items, the information about which items have 
been purchased, ratings that the user has given to the item and queries that user has typed. Several 
benefits of historical user information are: 
• It facilitates users by allowing them to view their recent visits.  
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• It filters out items that were bought or rejected by the user recently.  
• It can be used for setting up training data for a machine learning algorithm that can 
create a user model. 
 
Model-based user profiles represent the user’s preferences by a function which predicts the 
likelihood that the user is interested in an item. For efficiency purposes, this function may be used 
to retrieve the n items most likely to be of interest to the user (Pazzani & Billsus, 2007). 
 
Traditional heuristics that are based mostly on information retrieval methods utilize cosine 
similarity to calculate the similarity between items and a user profile. The items are a vector of 
important terms that represent an item’s features. The user profile can be represented by the 
vector of weights, where each weight denotes the importance of a keyword to the user and can be 
computed from individually rated content vectors (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2005).  Except for 
the heuristics approach, other machine learning methods can be used to build up the model and 
predict the likeliness of the user for an item. These machine learning algorithms include decision 
tree, nearest neighbour, relevance feedback and Rocchio’s algorithm, linear classifiers, 
probabilistic methods and Naive Bayes.  
 
There are several advantages to using a content-based recommender system.  (1) Domain 
knowledge is not needed. The importance of an item to a user is learned using various techniques 
from the  information retrieval domain. (2) The longer the history of a user profile, the more 
content-based systems can learn from that user profile. The quality of system improves over time. 
(3) Implicit feedback is sufficient. (Burke, 2002) 
 
Three major problems need to be solved for content-based recommender systems.  (1) Limited 
content analysis. The features extracted from items should be parsed automatically by a 
computer. The automatic extraction works well with the text, however, it is harder to apply it to 
multimedia such as graphs, audio streams, and video streams. Although, content analysis 
techniques are well developed, it still cannot differentiate between two articles with the same 
topic but with opposite opinions. (2) Overspecialization. When a system recommends a similar 
item that user liked before, the items recommended are too similar. For example, a user prefers to 
see science fiction and never experiences detective fiction. The recommender system will never 
recommend detective fiction or even other fiction that are enjoyed by other similar users. This 
problem has been studied in other domains and can be solved by introducing some randomness 
(Sheth & Maes, 1993).  (3) New user problem. The more information available about a user’s 
preferences, the more that can be learnt by the system and thus the performance of the 
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recommender system improves. For a new user, the system only learns a limited amount of 
information about their preferences. Therefore, bad recommendations may be suggested by the 
system. 
 
Summary: Content-based recommender systems are specially designed for applications which 
require text processing. Online dating networks allow users to have free-text description about 
them including likes and dislikes, and preferences. These free-text messages can be utilized by a 
content-based recommender. However, most of the information in an online dating network 
comes from the fixed choice responses. Furthermore, current techniques are not able to identify 
the difference between likes and dislikes in free-text fields and/or responses. Free-text message 
may include both profile and preference. How to identify the parts that belong to a user’s personal 
profile and those that belong to a user’s preference is a challenge as well. Content-based 
recommender systems usually employ item-item correlation where items are usually described by 
item profiles. In online dating networks, users have profiles as well. The study of content-based 
recommender system helps us to better understand how the people-people correlation works for 
dating recommendation. 
 
2.2.2 Collaborative-based Recommender System 
“Collaborative recommendation is probably the most familiar, most widely implemented and 
most mature of the technologies” (Burke, 2002). Collaborative recommender systems collect all 
users’ ratings of items, identify the similarity between users, and generate the ratings for unrated 
item based on similar users’ ratings (Breese, et. al., 1998).  The Tapestry system is the first 
system to introduce the idea of collaborative recommender system back in 1992 (Goldberg, et. al., 
2001).  GropuLens (Resnick, 1994) calculates the correlation score between pairs of users and 
predicts a user’s unrated item based on the correlation scores and ratings of other users about the 
items. Work in (Linden 2003) proposes item-to-item recommendations for Amazon.com due to 
the scale issue with the item-to-users. A similar items table is generated from relating the 
purchased or rated items to similar items. Then the most correlated items are recommended to the 
users. Recently, methods are developed for the new challenging tag recommendation involving 
user-item-tag relations (Peng et al, 2010; Konstas et al, 2009). The information of social 
annotations and friendships inherent in social graph is utilized for the tag recommendation 
(Konstas et al, 2009). One of the common approaches for tag recommendation is to utilise the 
Tensor Space Model (Peng et al, 2010). Ye (2011) developed Power Law probabilistic model to 
fuse user preference, social influence, and geographical influence for the location 
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recommendation. Baltrunas (2010) proposes group-based rank aggregation method for movie 
recommendation. 
 
Two types of algorithms are available for a collaborative recommender system (Breese, et. al., 
1998). Memory-based algorithms predict ratings based on previous rated items by all the users. 
Formally, let the unknown rating denoted as rcs for user c and item s. rcs is calculated by 
aggregating the ratings given by other users for the same items. 
 
rcs=aggr rc’s            Eq. 2.3 
 
Where c’ is the set of N users that are the most similar to user c who has rated item s. The 
aggregation function can be as simple as averaging the ratings of all the users. A more 
complicated function calculates the rating by multiplication of similarity score and ratings of 
items given by other users. The idea is that the more similar users (to the user receiving the 
recommendations), the more weight the rating should carry. Both the cosine similarity method 
and the correlation methods, such as Pearson correlation can be used to calculate the similarity 
score. These pair-to-pair based similarity score are normally calculated offline. The major 
problem with a memory-based algorithm is the scalability problem because the complexity grows 
dramatically with the increase of the number of users in commercialized systems. An approach to 
solve the large-scale recommendation is to use clustering algorithms (Roy et al, 2010). A linear 
weighted hybrid tag recommender that blends multiple recommendation components drawing 
separately on complementary dimensions is reported more scalable than matrix factorization 
method for the recommendations using high dimension matrix such as user-resource-tag 
(Gemmell et al, 2010). A method specially designed for solving the scalability issue with matrix 
factorization (MF) is called the neighbour correcting method (Takack, 2009) which allows both a 
global perspective and a local perspective of MF.   
 
A model based approach sets up a model built on the history of ratings in order to make 
predictions. Work in (Billsus & Pazzani, 1998) builds a classification model based on neural 
networks where the user-item matrix is represented by users as the attribute and items as instance. 
The purpose of classification model is to predict whether a user likes the item or not. Frequent-
item mining algorithms are used in the context of recommendation of web pages to user. Web-
access patterns were mined and association rules were generated based on confidence. When the 
user visits a page, it triggers the system to suggest another page which is frequently visited when 
the current page is visited. Graph-based recommendation has nodes represented by the users and 
the strength of edges between users (nodes) is represented by the similarity between users 
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(Aggarwal et al, 1999). Clustering and Bayesian methods are utilized for ratings predictions 
(Breese 1998). In a clustering algorithm, users are clustered and the conditional probability 
distribution of different items in the cluster is estimated. In a Bayesian method, each node 
represents an item. Each node has different states which lead to different rating values. Prediction 
is made depending on the node and state of the node. In (Yildirim 2008), a user makes random 
walks in the item space according to the similarity of items. Initially, the item-similarity matrix is 
normalized and is deemed as a transition probability matrix. The user is most likely to jump from 
one item to another item which is the most similar to each other. Final rating prediction for the 
items is the aggregation of a user’s random walks over items.   
 
The greatest strength of collaborative techniques as stated in (Schafer 1999) is that “they are 
completely independent of any machine-readable representation of the objects being 
recommended, and work well for complex objects such as music and movies where variation in 
taste are responsible for much of the variation in preferences.”  It is claimed in (Yildirim 2008) 
that collaborative methods are better than content based methods in terms of generality and their 
potential to explore implicit associations.  Moreover, a collaborative method can identify cross-
gene niches where there are many neighbours of similar taste and the quality of recommendation 
improves over time (Burke, 2002). 
 
Just like the content-based method, the collaborative type of recommender system suffers from 
the new user problem and the new item problem. When a new user begins to use the system, few 
ratings are made. The recommendation algorithms need to compare the similarity between the 
new user and all the other users to predict the rating for items. Because of the few ratings 
available, it is hard to make prediction of the ratings for items for the new user. A new item has 
not many ratings. As such, recommendation is difficult too. The first person to rate an item cannot 
get any recommendation from the system. Another issue is the portfolio effect. Collaborative 
methods may recommend some items which are too similar to what user already has. For 
example, a user reads news about climate change. Later on, the recommendation system forwards 
an article which has the same content as the one the user read before but with different author.  
Sparsity as mentioned before is the fourth issue. For example, most items only have a few ratings. 
They would be recommended very rarely, even if the handful of users gave high ratings to those 
items. Another instance in which the system will not work well for is for a user who has a special 
taste. The solution for the sparsity problem can be solved by dimensionality reduction techniques 
such as SVD. Taking the demographical information into consideration is another solution such 
that recommendations will be made not only based on their similar ratings to the item but also on 
their being in the same demographic segment. 
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Summary: The users’ ratings are largely employed in collaborative recommender systems. Other 
information such as users’ profiles is rarely used as it is assumed that they are not provided most 
of the time. Two types of information are available in online dating recommendation: users’ 
profiles & preferences, and communication information. By including two-types of information 
in the online dating recommendation, it will help to solve the sparsity problem faced commonly 
by collaborative recommender systems. As such, utilizing an existing traditional collaborative 
recommendation method is not suitable for the dating recommendation task. A new collaborative 
recommendation method should be proposed in order to include the two types of information. 
Memory-based and model-based methods are the two most prevalent collaborative 
recommendation methods. Understanding how the two types of collaborative recommendation 
methods work helps to design approaches for online dating recommendation. The proposed 
collaborative recommendation method for a dating network should avoid the shortcomings from 
the existing methods such as sparsity and scalability. It should be noted that existing collaborative 
recommender systems focus on the user-item recommendations and how a people-people 
recommendation system should work remains unsolved. 
 
2.2.3 Hybrid Recommender System 
Hybrid recommender systems are a combination of two or more recommendation techniques in 
order to avoid the limitations of a single recommender technique when applied to a system. 
Hybrid recommender systems are classified into seven types in (Burke 2002). 
• Weighted: The rating score is a weighted sum of score results from recommendation 
techniques. The simplest combination is a linear combination of recommendation 
scores (adding content based rating score and collaborative rating score to form a total 
score). The advantage of the weighted method is that it is simple to implement. 
• Switching: The system switches between techniques when certain criterion is met. For 
example, a system by default uses a content-based system and only when a certain 
coefficient confidence can not be met, the collaborative method is applied. The 
disadvantage of switching is that it increases the complexity of recommendation 
process since the extra parameter is introduced. 
• Mixed: Both content-based algorithms and collaborative-based algorithms can run 
simultaneously. In the end, results from both algorithms are presented to the user. The 
user then decides which recommendation list (s)he should follow. 
• Feature Combination: Features from different recommendation data sources are thrown 
together into a single recommendation algorithm.  
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• Cascade: One recommendation technique is employed first and results are generated 
and served as a candidate set. Then a second technique refines the recommendations 
from the candidate set. 
• Feature Augmentation: Run one of the algorithms initially and. then apply the 
information from the first algorithm as an extra feature of input into the second 
algorithm. 
• Meta – level: The first learned model as a whole will be the input to the second 
algorithm. 
 
Summary: Many types of hybrid recommendation methods have been previously proposed. 
From the study, it can be seen that the existing hybrid recommendation methods are quite 
complex. They involve the process of entering the results of one type of recommendation method 
as the input toward the other type of recommendation method. Another shortcoming of hybrid 
recommendation methods is the influences of the first stage results on the final results. If the 
results from the first stage perform badly, the final results will also be bad as well.  For this work, 
combining collaborative and content recommendation methods are not required as our input data 
is mainly static data and the free-text data is not considered. However, combining different types 
of collaborative recommendation methods may be applicable. The ideal hybrid recommendation 
method for this work is to utilize different collaborative recommendation methods for different 
user segments so that the results in different segments will not affect each other. 
 
Discussions on Recommender Systems: As match making is closely related to recommender 
systems, it is necessary to understand recommender systems. Three types of recommender 
systems and related approaches have been discussed previously. The basic idea for recommender 
system is that recommendation can be made to people based on the choice of those being 
identified as similar people. The most frequently used techniques for finding similar people/item 
are classification based techniques based on the users rating scores. However, the similarity based 
on previous ratings is the only aspect that recommender system considers. In terms of online 
social matching, personal preference is the other factor besides the ratings’ similarity that needs to 
be considered. How to combine personal preference with the ratings’ similarity when the 
recommendation is made is the issue to consider within people-to-people recommender systems. 
 
Problems such as sparsity and scalability are prevalent in recommender system. Although 
processes are proposed in the past for solving the problems and most of works to deal with the 
scalability issue is for user-item recommendation or user-resource-tag recommendation, they are 
not designed for the people-to-people recommender system. In this thesis, a time-scalable 
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recommendation method designed for people-to-people recommendation is proposed. Based on 
the nature of online dating network and existing approaches to deal with sparsity problem, 
processes for solving this problem are developed in later chapters.  
2.3 SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS 
An online dating network is a type of social network and an in-depth study of Social Network 
Analysis (SNA) will be beneficial in understanding the nature of an online dating network. SNA 
methods provide a precise way to define and derive relationships among social entities and the 
implications of these relationships in an online dating network. Outcomes of these methods 
would assist in proposing an effective dating recommender system. SNA methods will help to 
better understand the types of methods could be applied to each situation and help to develop 
adaptive social matching methods that are needed in the case of online dating recommendation. 
 
2.3.1 Basic Concepts in SNA 
SNA is the study of social entities (such as people in an organisation) and their interactions and 
relationships (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). The purpose of SNA is to understand the structure, 
behaviour and composition of social networks and thus improve the social network and social 
relations contained within. SNA has been applied in many situations from product marketing to 
search engines and organizational dynamics (Ma et al, 2008; Bhatt et al, 2010; Kim & Srivastava, 
2007). SNA has been used to discover how a rumour spreads and what social structures exist 
among people (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). By analysing a company’s email, SNA helps the 
manager to find the hidden leader who may not necessarily have a high official position, or much 
responsibility, but plays an important role in the company (Song et al., 2005; Cai et al., 2005; 
Matsuo et al., 2006). In the same context, studies have analysed “who knows what knowledge”, 
“who think who knows who” and “who believes in what” (Srivastava et al., 2006; Pathak et al., 
2007). The Google search engine provides a classic example of social network analysis. The 
famous PageRank algorithm is based on the concept that the linked pages have relevant 
relationships to a certain extent (Brin & Page, 1998). 
 
This section starts with identifying the important elements in social network analysis. Then the 
representation techniques are discussed before the methods related to this research topic are 
reviewed. Three relevant methods identified are (1) centrality; (2) subgrouping; (3) structural 
equivalence. 
 
Elements in SNA: There are three important concepts in SNA: actors, relations and ties. Actors 
refer to people or organizations (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). Relations are characterized by 
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content, direction and strength (Garton et al., 1997). A tie connects a pair of actors by one or more 
relations. A tie has the features of content, direction and strength.  An actor in terms of a social 
matching website refers to the person who logs into the website as a user and is searching for 
matching candidates. The content of the relation in social matching website is the message 
indicating interest in starting a relation. The direction of relations in social matching website can 
be bi-directional because any user who bought stamp can send message to the other users and the 
receiving user can reply to the sender. It can also be a one direction relation, when the user sends 
the message to the other user but there is no reply. The strength of relations in social matching 
website can be identified by the frequency of two users’ exchange of messages. Two actors in 
social matching website may have multiple ties in which they are connected by relations of 
exchanging messages. Figure 2.1 shows an example of actors, ties and relations in an ODN. In 
Figure 2.1, u1f|m, u2m|f, u3f|m, u4f|m, u5m|f, u6m|f are actors in the Online Dating Network (ODN). u2m|f 
sends a message but u1f|m does not reply. In the case of u2m|f and u1f|m, the relation is uni-direction. 
The strength of relation is 1. For the case of u2m|f and u3f|m, the strength is 5 and the relation is bi-
directional. In order to keep the graph tidy, multiple ties are not drawn for various actor pairs in 
the figure. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Actors, Relations and Ties. 
There are several traditional SNA methods that can be applied to social matching website. These 
methods can be divided into two according to the representations of networks: (1) for modelling 
the structures of social networks; and (2) for analysis of networks in order to understand the 
structures and communications in social networks. This section is limited to the methods that can 
be applied to a social matching website.  
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Social Network Representations: Graph theory is one of the basic methods used to represent 
social networks. A graph is a two-dimensional diagram in which the nodes represent actors and 
edges represent the relations between them. A graph is a non-directed graph if the connecting 
edges have no directions (arrowheads), otherwise, it is a directed graph. Matrices are also used to 
represent the characteristics of social networks. The numerical value in the matrix cell measures 
the strength of a relation between a pair of actors. The value can be binary or non-binary. Both the 
graph and matrix representations have advantages and disadvantages when used in social network 
analysis. Graphs provide a more forceful visual illustration of network structures but do not 
support mathematical manipulations. In contrast, matrices are less user-friendly representation, 
but they facilitate sophisticated mathematical and computer analyses of social network data. 
 
Methods of Identifying Actors Prominence: Once the graph and matrices theories are utilized 
for modelling a social network, analysis methods can be applied to understand the structure, 
communications and evolution of the network. Previous researchers have studied the knowledge 
of the Web structure to devise better crawling strategies, by performing clustering and 
classification, to improve both browsing and the performance of search engines (Donato, 2005). 
In the context of social matching, analysis of the structure is necessary to identify the role of 
users. Centrality and prestige measures are common methods to identify an actor’s prominence 
within a complete network by summarizing the structural relations amongst all the nodes (actors). 
 
Centrality attempts to identify those actors in a network that appear to be highly connected. This 
is often referred to as “directed” centrality, which looks at the number of direct incoming and out-
going links (Gotta, 2008). Prestige is used on the prominent actor who is the object of extensive 
ties and thus focuses solely on the actor as a recipient (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). Centrality can 
be measured by degree, closeness and betweeness (Freeman, 1977). These measures vary in their 
applicability according to non-directed and directed relations and differ in granularity, whether at 
the individual actor level or at the group level or at the complete network level.  
 
The degree centrality measures the extent to which a node connects to all other nodes in a social 
network. The central actors must be the most active in the sense that they have the most ties to 
other actors in the network or graph (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). In a non-directed binary graph, 
actor degree centrality measures the extent to which a node connects to all other nodes in a social 
network (Knoke, 2008). For a non-directed graph with g nodes/actors, the degree centrality for 
actor i is the summation of  i’s ties to the other actors in the graph. Formally, 
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Closeness centrality reflects the closeness of one actor to the other actors in a social network. The 
closeness centrality is a function of the node’s geodesic distance to all other nodes. The idea is 
that an actor is central if it can quickly interact with all others. In the context of a communication 
relation, such actors do not need to rely on other actors for the relaying of information to their 
destination (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). Let d(Ni, Nj) be the number of lines in the geodesic, 
linking actors i and j, Formally, the closeness centrality is the inverse of the sum of distances from 
actor i to all the other actors. 
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Betweeness centrality measures the extent to which other actors lie on the geodesic path, which is 
the length of the shortest path between any pair of actors in the network. It is an important 
indicator of the control over information exchange or resource flows within a network. Let gjk be 
the number of geodesic paths between nodes j and k. gjk(Ni) is the number of geodesics between j 
and k that contain node i (Wasseran & Faust, 1994). 
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Figure 2.2 Undirected Graph Centrality. 
Degree Centrality (Node4) = CD(N4) = 2 
Degree Centrality (Node5) = CD(N5) = 3 
 
Closeness Centrality (Node4) = CC(N4) = 1/(1+2+2+1)=0.16 
Closeness Centrality (Node5) = CC(N5) = 1/(2+1+1+1)=0.2 
 
Betweenness Centrality (Node4) = CB(N4) = 3 
Betweenness Centrality (Node5) = CB(N5) = 4 
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The prestige is the extent to which a social actor in a network “receives” or “serves as the object” 
of relations sent by others in the network. The prestige can be measured by counting the number 
of directed ties that an actor receives from other network actors for a specified relation.  
 
The centrality and prestige measures are useful for social matching in finding the prominent users 
and loosely connected users. By identifying different type of users, different types of 
recommendation strategies may be applied. This may result in better recommendation 
performances being achieved. 
 
Methods to Identify Subgroups in Social Network: Actors in a social network can be divided 
into social groups. Identifying cohesive subgroup is one of the interesting topics of social network 
analysis. A cohesive subgroup is subsets of actors with relatively strong, direct, intense, frequent 
or positive ties (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). To distinguish a subgroup from the rest of groups, 
four general properties are used.  These properties are: (1) mutuality of ties which means all pairs 
of subgroup members “choose” each other; (2) closeness or reachability of subgroup members 
which means that all subgroup members are reachable to each other but not necessarily adjacent; 
(3) frequency of ties among members which means subgroup members have many ties to others 
within the group; and (4) relative frequency of ties among subgroups members compared to non-
members which means subgroups are relative cohesive when compared to the remainder of the 
network.  Based on the properties of cohesive subgroups, several different types of subgroups can 
be identified. N-clique, n-clan, n-club are identified based on the closeness property of the 
subgroup. K-plexes, k-core are identified based on the frequency property of the subgroup. A 
clique within a graph is a maximal complete subgraph of three or more nodes. All of these nodes 
are adjacent to each other and there are no other nodes that are also adjacent to all of the members 
of clique. N-clique is a maximal subgroup in which the largest geodesic distance between any two 
nodes is no greater than n. N-clan is an n-clique in which the geodesic distance between all nodes 
in the subgraph is no greater than n and have diameter less than or equal to n. An n-club is a 
maximal subgraph of diameter n. Every n-clan is an n-club and every n-clan is an n-clique. But 
every n-club is not an n-clan or n-clique, although it is contained in them. K-plexes is a maximal 
subgraph containing g number of nodes and each node is adjacent to no fewer than g-k nodes in 
the subgraph. In another word, each node may not connect to more than k subgraph members. K-
core is a subgraph where each node is adjacent to at least a minimum number k of other nodes in 
the subgrph. K-plexes defines the number of ties can be absent from each node, k-core explicitly 
defines the number of nodes required to be present. Online dating networks have a large user 
base. It takes a large amount of time to compare each pair of users and make recommendations to 
each user. When the recommendations are made to a group, it takes less time. Although clustering 
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algorithms are able to group users, the grouping is based on the metrics such as attribute 
similarities. Dividing users to subgroups using SNA has its advantages, as the grouping is based 
on the nature of network. Further, those loosely connected nodes will not be forced to be included 
in a group, which always happens in clustering algorithms and usually lead to poor performance. 
 
Methods to Identify Actors Structural Equivalence: Two actors are structurally equivalent if 
they have identical ties to and from all other actors in the network (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). In 
matrix terms, both the row and column vectors of an equivalent pair have identical elements. In 
valued graph, all equivalent actors’ tie must have the same magnitudes to and from third parties. 
Two commonly methods applied for determining the actors structurally equivalence are 
Euclidean distance and correlation.  Euclidean distance measures the distance between actors i 
and j by including their vectors of ties sent-to and receive from all other actors in the sociomatrix. 
Self-ties and mutual ties are excluded from the calculation. Formally Euclidean distance is as 
follows.  
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Where g is the total number of actors in the graph and jkik ≠≠ , . xik denotes the value of the 
tie from actor i to actor k on a single relation. 
 
The actors’ structurally equivalent in Euclidean distance requires the entries in their respective 
rows and columns of sociomatrix to be identical. The correlation between actor i and actor j is 
calculated by including the rows and columns of sociomatrix. Let k range from 1 to g where g is 
the number of actors in the graph and jkik ≠≠ , . Let the mean of the values in row i of 
sociomatrix defined as cix  and the mean value of column i is as irx  . Let mean of the values in 
row j defined as cjx and the mean value of column j defined as jrx . Then the correlation score 
between actors i and j is as follows. 
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If a memory-based recommendation approach is applied, online dating recommendation requires 
the identification of similar users. The study of structurally equivalent nodes contributes towards 
finding similar nodes and further utilizes the past contacts of similar users for the 
recommendation. Compared to the traditional similarity measure, structural similarity is a 
powerful way to measure similarity because the requirement for being similar is stricter. 
  
2.3.2 Link Prediction 
Link prediction predicts the existence of a link between two entities based on the attributes of the 
objects and other observed links (Getoor & Diehl, 2006). The study of link prediction helps in 
predicting matches in online dating service. Link prediction is commonly applied in predicting 
friendship (Quercia & Capra, 2009) connections between users who may communicate in the 
future (Murata & Moriyasu, 2007) and co-authorship (Bharat & Henzinger, 1998). Techniques 
related to link prediction are generally proximity based. Three proximity measures will be 
discussed based on how the existing link prediction methods work (Song, et. al., 2009): (1) graph 
distance, (2) node neighbourhood, (3) ensemble of paths. 
 
Graph distance measures how close two nodes are. Shortest path distance is the metric for the 
graph distance. The pair to pair shortest distance calculation is deemed to be inefficient due to the 
complexity of computing millions of pairs. Adapted short distance has been proposed as an 
alternative (Song, et al, 2009). The proposed method exploits small-world property and expanded 
ring search to calculate the shortest path distance between two nodes. Initially, only two nodes 
which shortest path distance is to be calculated belong to set A and B. In each step, set A or set B 
is expanded to include their members’ neighbour. The process ends when either the intersection 
of two sets is not empty or the maximum number of steps has been reached.  
 
Nodes neighbourhood includes four measures (1) common neighbour, (2) Adamic, (3) 
Preferential attachment, (4) PageRank product. The more neighbours in common that two nodes 
have, the more likely these two nodes will have an interaction in future. The simplest approach is 
to count the size of intersection of two nodes. Adamic is basically, the same measure as the 
common neighbour except that weighting is taken into consideration. More weight will be given 
to the common node(s) with smaller number of friends. Preferential attachment assumes the 
number of new neighbour is proportional to the size of the current neighbourhood (product of the 
number of current friends). PageRank product is usually for predicting the links of web pages. 
The PageRank score of a node is dependent on the inbound links and outbound links PageRank 
score of the neighbours. PageRank score of two nodes is the product of two PageRank values.  
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The proximity measure based on Path-Ensemble is weighted sum of the number of paths between 
two nodes (Katz 1953). The intuition is that more paths between two nodes and shorter these 
paths, the stronger of relationship between two nodes. 
 
2.3.3 Community Detection 
Community/group identification has wide applications from recommendation to store graph data 
for efficient access of the data, to protein iteration networks. In recommendation context, 
communities can be identified from user’s interests and purchase relations between customers 
and products of online retailers. Community/Group detection identifies nodes in the graph that 
share common characteristics into groups. Communities should contain more edges “inside” the 
community than edges to the outside of the community. The community detection can be used in 
identifying similar users into groups and making a group-group based recommendation.  
 
Many techniques have been proposed to identify the cohesive subgroups which have strong, 
direct, intense, frequent or positive ties. Blockmodeling partitions social networks into positions 
which consist of sets of positions (Getoor & Diehl, 2005). Edge betweenness is reported to be 
able to detect groups (Freeman, 1979). Links with high edge betweeness are removed to partition 
the group. KOJAK group finder (Adibi et al, 2005) expands the existing groups based on 
heuristic reasoning process, group members’ interactions or activities. Collaborative graph model 
(Kubica et al, 2003) which is a generative model for multi-type link generation, utilizes k-group 
algorithm to discover the subgroup. 
 
Traditional community detection methods can be identified as belonging to three types: graph 
partition, hierarchical clustering and partition clustering. Methods which have been proposed 
more recently include divisive algorithm, modularity-based algorithm, spectral algorithm and 
dynamic algorithm. Quality function is normally applied to differentiate the good from the bad 
clustering. One example of quality function is the performance which counts the number of 
correctly “interpreted” pair of vertices (Fortuato, 2010). The most popular one is the modularity 
of Newman and Girvan (2004) which compares the detected community structure with the 
structure of a random graph. 
 
In many community detection applications such as the identification of friends group or similar 
web page topic, involves only one type of node. In reality, there exist many graphs which include 
more than one type of node. For example, a customer and product graph or an author, paper, and 
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conference graph. The techniques applied to the community detection usually utilize the 
connection information only. In many real life applications, other information such as the content 
information, positive link, and negative link information are available. By deploying the existing 
community detection technique, the information can not all be utilized and may affect the final 
performance. Further, most community detection algorithms require polynomial complexity to 
run the algorithms. It is usually identified as the NP-hard problem. 
2.3.3.1 Co-clustering methods  
Recently co-clustering techniques have been introduced to overcome the issues with the existing 
community detection methods identified above. A co-clustering method simultaneously groups 
two types of entities by grouping rows and columns simultaneously. Different from traditional 
clustering, co-clustering performs clustering in such a way that intermediate row clusters 
incorporate column clustering information at all stages, and vice versa (Dhillon, 2001). Recently, 
the problem of co-clustering has found growing applications from documents and words co-
clustering in the information retrieval field to gene and expression data in biology area. Early 
clustering methods include bottleneck method (Tishby, 1999), spectral graph framework 
(Dhillon, 2001), information theory (Dhillon, 2003), minimum sum-squared residue framework 
(cho et al, 2004), Block Value Decomposition (Long et al, 2005). 
 
The earliest co-clustering concept is introduced by Hartigan (1972). The algorithm applied to this 
work splits the input matrix into 2 rows/columns at each step. The splitting process only stops 
when the reduction of within block variance due to further splitting is less than a given threshold. 
The author also points out that the partition of row and column can be visualized as the 
hierarchical tree. 
 
Melkman (2004) proposes sleeved co-clustering for solving the microarray co-clustering problem. 
The author observed the microarray data and noticed the existence of a constant value for two 
genes. Taking noise into account, the ratio of two genes should be in the range of the constant 
value plus or minus the noise and this error range is called sleeve-width error. 
 
Dhillon (2003) introduces the co-clustering algorithm using spectral graph theory. The problem 
of co-clustering rows and columns is generalized to find the minimum cut vertex partition in a 
bipartite graph. The global optimal of the minimum can be achieved by normalizing the second 
left and right singular vectors of the normalized matrix. Finally, a clustering step using k-means 
and normalized cut is applied to the data projected to the topmost singular vectors (Dhillon, 
2003). The restriction of this approach is limited to the matrix with non-negative weight. 
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In another work by Dhillon (2004), experiments were conducted with the results showing that co-
clustering can solve the sparsity problem by utilizing the co-clustering group and reducing the 
dimensionality. It was explained that the reason lies in the reduced number of rows and columns 
that needs to be considered for each iteration. Initially the input matrix is treated as a joint 
probability distribution between two discrete random variables that take values over the rows and 
columns. Then information theory is applied to minimize the loss in mutual information between 
the clustered random variables. The newsgroup dataset is utilized in the experiment. The results 
proved that co-clustering works better than just one dimensional clustering for this application. 
The reason given is that the word clusters are deployed as the features instead of individual 
words. In this way the dimension complexity and noise are reduced. 
 
Cho (2005) applied minimum sum-squared residue co-clustering to gene expression data so that 
the genes in the same co-cluster shows similar expression values over a range of conditions. Two 
similar squared residue measures and two k-means like co-clustering algorithms corresponding to 
two residue measures are proposed. Minimum residue can be achieved by obtaining a spectral 
relaxation. 
 
A co-clustering method using optimization techniques is proposed to improve sponsored search 
revenue (Lang &Reid, 2007). A bipartite spending graph is used to represent the problem. The 
advertiser represents one party and query phrases represent the other party on the bipartite graph. 
The weighted edges represent the amount of money the advertiser spending on the query. Lang 
proposes to divide the search market to submarket which is dense and isolated from other 
subgraphs in order to maximize the search revenue. 
 
Daruru (2009) discusses that the Netflix Prize algorithms proposed so far are prohibitively costly 
for large-scale production system. A weighted co-clustering method with the inclusion of 
dataflow technique is implemented to solve the Netflix Prize problem. Users and movies are co-
clustered. The prediction of the user’s rating to a movie comes from the combined values from 
average value of associated co-cluster and biases of users and biases of movies. 
 
A PAC-Bayesian generalization bound is proposed for co-clustering tasks (Seldin & Tishby, 
2010). The authors propose two different PAC-Bayesian generalizations bound for two different 
tasks which are the prediction of missing entries and the estimation of the joint probability 
distribution of row and column variables in the matrix. Their analysis indicates that the expected 
performance of co-clustering is governed by a trade-off between its empirical performance and 
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mutual information preserved by the cluster variable on row and column. The proposed algorithm 
is tested on the MovieLens task. 
 
Papalexakis (2012) proposes work to deal with intrusion detection by using a co-clustering 
technique. A set of connection parameters are the input data, the task is to categorize each 
connection as “normal” or “anomalous” without a training dataset. The co-clustering approach is 
recognized as a way which is able to find the subset of parameters associated with a set of 
abnormal connections. Two co-clustering approaches were applied; the first was Information 
Theoretic co-clustering and the second was the Sparse Matrix Regression method.  
 
Applicability of co-clustering in recommendation: Although co-clustering has been widely 
applied in the biology field, only a few works proposed is related to recommendation. Advantages 
of using co-clustering are desirable for a recommendation system.  The application of Co-
clustering can achieve high performance especially in a high dimension space because the 
numbers of columns are reduced by a previous clustering process when the rows are involved in 
the clustering process. The results from co-clustering are more interpretable than results from 
other clustering algorithms as the rows and columns are clustered representing the types of two 
objects (e.g. users and products). It can also perform well even with a sparse data matrix. 
 
Daruru (2009) proposes a collaborative filtering approach based on co-clustering and the data 
flow model of computation. In their experiment, the user-movie Netflix data is used. In the 
training phase, ratings matrix and confidence matrix are entered. Each cell in confidence matrix 
indicates the presence of the rating. The co-cluster average, user cluster average, movie cluster 
average, user average and movie average are calculated for obtaining the prediction score of a 
user for a movie in different situations leading with the known/unknown user and the 
known/unknown movie.  
 
The existing co-clustering approach to recommendation is not suitable for the online dating 
recommendation. In previous work on the recommendation topic, the statistics of sub-cluster 
average, users’ average, items average are conducted. But statistics like this does not apply to 
online dating recommendation due to the requirement of two-way matching. Further, information 
such as user profile and preference and connection information cannot be included in the existing 
co-clustering methods. 
 
Summary on Social Networks: In summary, topics that are basic social network concepts, link 
prediction, and community detection are addressed. In social networks, the three most important 
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elements are actor, relation and tie. Online social matching is an online social network. In online 
social matching, people are related to each other in order to find their ideal partner. As a social 
network, social matching has all the basic properties and features of social network. So 
understanding of basic concepts are important for understand the social matching. Link prediction 
aims to predict future links based on existing links which is applicable to online social matching. 
The available techniques for link prediction may be found to be quite useful in this work such as 
Common Neighbour and Adamic. Lastly, group detection is helpful for social matching in the 
way of improving the efficiency of matching algorithm.  
2.4 SUMMARY 
This thesis addresses the problem of people-to-people recommendation for online dating network. 
This chapter covers the topics including match making, recommendation system, social network 
analysis, and community detection or clustering. The chapter begins with introducing matching 
systems used in online dating network. Recent works on online dating recommendation are 
categorized into two parts. In the first part we cover the work from the psychology field. 
Literature from this field focuses on the factors that may affect dating related issues. These 
include the topics of attractiveness factors, optimal number of search results and users profile 
description. We found most of works were conducted using small sized datasets. Some of the 
studied data is limited to a certain age group. Because of the limited data size, the results from the 
studies may not be applicable to this work. The dataset utilized for this work is obtained from a 
live dating website and contains data of 1 year period. This work will have less bias than the 
studies conducted previously in the psychology field as the dataset spans across an entire year and 
include all temporal variations and users from different age groups and demographics. In the 
second part, various methods of applying social matching and recommendation concepts are 
discussed. Some of the existing studies stay at a theoretical level and no practical implications 
have been discussed. Some works that have implemented the proposed methods achieve low 
accuracy in recommendation. Some existing approaches cannot handle the prevalent problems 
such as sparsity and new users in online dating recommendation. This thesis will propose 
recommendation methods based on an online dating network analysis and extensive experiments 
will be conducted to test the quality of the proposed methods. Accuracy is an important 
performance measure which directly influences the users’ satisfaction towards the 
recommendation system. Improving the recommendation accuracy is one of the key tasks in this 
thesis. This work will propose methods to tackle the sparsity and new user problems while 
focusing on improving accuracy. 
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In the following section, traditional recommender methods were discussed. Content-based, 
collaborative-based, and hybrid-based methods are the three common types of recommendation 
approaches. The mechanisms on these three approaches were reviewed in order to analyse their 
suitability for online dating recommendation. For content-based methods, problems such as the 
limited information utilized for recommendation, overspecialization, cold-start problem, and 
sparsity exist. For collaborative filtering methods, cold-start and sparsity exist. In online dating 
networks, two-types of information are available: content/static information such as profile and 
preference; and activities information such as communications. Activity information can not be 
utilized if a content-based method is applied, therefore, a collaborative-filtering based method has 
been chosen for this work. A solution to deal with existing problems such as the cold start and 
sparsity that are present in a collaborative-based method will be proposed. Only a few current 
recommendation methods mention the scalability issue. This work will propose a method for 
tackling the scalability issue. 
 
Lastly, this chapter summarises the social network analysis methods that may be applicable to 
online dating networks. Three topics including the basic social network concepts, link prediction, 
and community detection were covered. In a dating network, users communicate with each other 
and the connections between users can be viewed as the links. No existing work in link prediction 
has been proposed specifically for people-people recommendation. The review of link analysis 
helps us to understand the current state-of-art. Further, the link-based people-people 
recommendation can be proposed based on how the existing link-based methods work. 
Community detection methods may improve the efficiency of the matching algorithm. The 
majority of works on community detection focus on the fields of biology and text mining. Only a 
few are related to the topic of recommendation and is specific to user-item recommendation. The 
majority of community detection methods focus on employing users’ connection information 
while the content/static information, such as profile and preference, are not considered. This work 
will propose community detection methods which include both activity information and 
content/static information. A co-clustering method is able to cluster rows and columns 
simultaneously. It is beneficial for this work to include a co-clustering method for 
recommendation. However, no co-clustering approach discovered was designed to solve people-
to-people recommendation. 
 
From the literature reviewed, the following research gaps are identified. 
• Lack of recommendation systems for online dating networks. The majority of works 
come from the psychology field where the works focus on analysing the characteristics 
of online dating network or from the recommendation field where the focus of works 
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are the item-user recommendations. Only a handful of works are for people-to-people 
recommendation. 
• Lack of online dating recommendation systems with high performance especially in 
terms of achieving; 
o High success rate 
o Scalability 
• Lack of people-to-people recommendations which can handle the problems such as; 
o Data Sparsity 
o Cold-start problem 
• Lack of people-to-people recommendations taking the perspectives of social network 
analysis into the consideration. An online dating network is one type of social network. 
The analysis of an online dating network is beneficial for people-to-people 
recommendation. 
 
In order to leverage the research gaps mentioned above, the proposed work analyses an online 
dating network using social network analysis techniques. The results of analysis are directly 
applied to the proposed people-to-people recommendation. Methods such as co-clustering, 
utilising the static information and interaction data are proposed endeavouring to solve the 
scalability, sparsity and cold-start problem. In this work, four different types of recommendation 
methods are proposed and the results are compared in order to achieve the best performance in 
success rate and recall. 
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3Chapter 3:  Dating Network Analysis 
This chapter analyses the characteristics of an online dating network including network structure 
features as well as more general features. Several network features can be observed when the 
structure of a social network is modelled and analysed with graph. An in-depth understanding of 
the graph structure of online social networks is necessary in order to evaluate them and to 
understand the impact online social networks have on the Internet (Misolve et al, 2007). The 
application of graph structure theory to an online dating network might result in detecting the 
flaws of existing methods and help propose suitable new methods for online dating networks; in 
the same line as the study of the Web led to the discovery of algorithms for finding the sources of 
authority in the Web. Graph structure theory is able to identify the power law, small-world 
networks and scale-free networks in online social networks (Kumar et al, 1999; Adamic et al, 
2003; Misolve et al, 2007) and can help show the distribution of users in an online dating 
network. Graph structure theory is also able to highlight SCC (Strongly Connected Component) 
and WCC (Weakly Connected Component) which gives an insight on how well the users in a 
social network are connected and how easy it is for a user to find their ideal partner. 
 
This chapter starts with the online dating network mechanism which details the operation of a 
dating network. It then discusses various graph representations that can be used to show and 
detail an online dating network. The Bow Tie structure is discussed in the third section. The Bow 
Tie structure is famous for its four parts with the percentage makeup of its four components being 
analysed to determine the general activity of the dating network and its users. The fourth section 
focuses on indegree and outdegree which are measurements of degree centrality. The fifth section 
discusses whether the dating network exhibits the small world phenomenon. The next section is 
the reachability check on the dating network followed by density analysis.  Lastly, the 
inconsistency in user behaviour is addressed. 
 
Before analysing an online dating network, several important terms used in this thesis are 
explained below: 
• User: A user is the person who has registered an account in an online dating network. 
• Potential partner/candidate: A candidate is also a registered user who may match with the 
user’s preference and form a successful relation in future. 
• Personal profile: self-provided information which describes what the user is like. 
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• Message/connection/communication: the pre-typed message indicating their interest in 
the receiver. 
• View: user views the profile of the other user. 
• Successful communication: the recipient responds favourably to the user who initiated 
the message. 
• Unsuccessful communication: the recipient does not respond or responds with a negative 
message. 
• Explicit preference: self-provided information in which a user describes what their ideal 
partner is like. 
• Implicit preference: information which is derived from the personal profiles of the user’s 
past contacted people in the network. 
• Reciprocal/two-way matching: The user’s personal profile matches with the potential 
candidate’s explicit or implicit preference depending on specific recommendation 
method. Meanwhile, the user’s explicit or implicit preference also matches with the 
potential candidate’s personal profile. 
 
3.1 ONLINE DATING NETWORKS MECHANISM 
Online dating networks are places where people upload their personal information and preferred 
partner information. It allows them to communicate with each other over the Internet for 
facilitating a personal romantic relationship. 
 
Users are asked to register before joining the dating website. During the registration process, 
users are required to provide their profile. It is optional for users to provide their partner 
preference. A profile includes information on demographics, fixed-choice responses on physical, 
identity, lifestyle, career, education, politics and religion and other attributes, free-text responses 
to various interests such as sports, music. Users are also allowed to upload their photographs. A 
partners’ preference includes the same type of information as that in the user’s profile but 
indicates what the user likes their ideal partners to have. Users can have multiple choices selected 
for a preference attribute, whereas they can only have a single value selected for profile attributes. 
Figure 3.1 shows an example of a user profile and preference. Notice the attribute can be a 
categorical or scalar type attribute. Age, for instance, is a scalar type attribute while personality is 
a categorical attribute. 
 
If the registration is successful, users can start searching for their ideal candidates or wait for 
other users to initiate communications. In current systems, the results returned from the system 
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either provides limited candidates or too many candidates depending on the input search 
condition. When the search is too general, there are too many candidates returned. For example, 
we input the search condition as “female”, “18-25”, “long-term relation” in an online dating 
network; we retrieved more than 600 candidates. When the search is too specific, limited results 
is returned. For example, when the search condition was “female”, “18-25”, “Sydney”, “non-
smoker”, “green eyes”, “blonde”, the search returned no matches. 
 
Once the users find their ideal candidates, several communication channels are available. The 
simplest form is viewing the other user’s profile. However, it shows only one way interest. 
Another initial communication is the exchange of short length, pre-typed messages between two 
users. A user sends the pre-typed message indicating their interest in the receiver. Examples of 
pre-typed messages include the following: “You are cute. Want to chat?”, “Great profile! I 
couldn’t resist saying hello!”. The recipient users can either respond to the message with an 
appropriate response (indicating an “interest” or “no interest”), or choose not to respond. The 
message activity is called successful or positive if the recipient responds favourably to the user 
who initiated the message. Otherwise, the message is identified as unsuccessful or negative when 
the recipient does not respond or responds with negative message. An example of a positive 
response is “Nice job with opening line – can’t wait for the email”, while an example of a 
negative response is “I’m flattered, but no thank you.” Human judgement by a neutral person 
decides the types of response.  
 
Before a successful relation is set up, the following procedure is involved: 
1. User searches the website for a candidate 
2. User views the profiles of returned candidates from the search and sifts through results. 
3. User initiates a message to the interested candidate. 
4. The candidate views the user’s profile. 
5. The candidate returns a positive reply or negative reply or no reply to the user. 
6. If successful, the users start a relation. 
7. If unsuccessful, the user continues searching or leaves the website. 
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Attributes My Profile My Preference /Ideal Partner 
Age 29 30-35 
Location New York USA 
Body Type Slim Average 
Height 165cm Above 175cm 
Smoking No No 
Relation Long Term Long Term 
Have Children No Not Important 
Personality Average Social 
Eye Colour Blue Blue or Green 
Hair Colour Brown Not Important 
Ethnic 
Background 
Caucasian Caucasian 
Religion None Not Important 
Sign of Zodiac Sagittarius Not Important 
Drinking Habit Occasionally Occasionally 
Diet No special diet Not Important 
Figure 3.1. An example of a user profile and preference 
 
3.2 GRAPH REPRESENTATION 
A graph provides a powerful visual illustration of the network. It facilitates in the modelling of a 
social network and allows the analysis of the network structure. There are two types of users –
male and female, and the connections usually happen between these two types of users in an 
online dating network. A unipartite graph cannot include two different entities and results in 
difficulties when attempting to find a suitable candidate. A bipartite graph is able to model the 
relations of a dating network and help to reduce the computational complexity caused by the 
cycles in a simple graph. For example, user A contacts user B, user B contacts user C, user C 
contacts user D, and user D contacts user A. In unipartite graph, the genders of users are not 
denoted in the graph. In order to make a recommendation, the system has to trace the gender of 
each user or some alternative logic needs to be applied. For instance, since User A has contacted 
user B this indicates that users A and B are of opposite genders. Users A and C are of the same 
gender, while users B and D are the same gender.  
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A Bipartite graph would clearly show that users A and C belong to the same gender and users B 
and D belong to another gender. When making recommendations, it is clear which two users 
should be paired in bipartite graph. In a bipartite graph, male or female users who have limited 
connections can be identified. Recommendations should be sent to these users to encourage 
communications within the network. From the bipartite graph, the link structure of the underlying 
graph can be mined. Basically, the link structure can be directly used to calculate proximity score. 
Proximity score of nodes on such graph have important applications in recommendation. The 
structure and communications of a dating network can be represented as a graph G (V, E) with the 
user as the node V and with a communication relation as the edge E joining the nodes together. 
 
Figure 3.2. An example of bipartite graph of ODN 
There are two types of nodes: Male users, UM, and female users, UF. Let a diamond shape denote 
a male user. Let a star shape denote the female user.  Let a solid line represent that a user sends a 
message to a candidate with the arrow indicating the direction and let a dashed line represent that 
a candidate’s response to the message. Let “+” denote the response as positive and “-“as a 
negative response. Figure 3.2 shows an example of a bipartite graph representing the message 
sending and receiving relations in an online dating network. The male/female user can send as 
many messages as he/she wants. He/she can choose not to send or reply a message. As the graph 
shows, u1m initiates 3 messages and receives 3 positive messages back. u1m is a popular user as all 
the messages that he sends are responded positively. u4f shows the interest in u1m and initiates a 
message. u1f does not initiate any messages but receives 2 messages. u2m sends a message to u1f, 
however, receives no reply. Except for u4m, all the other users are active. u4m can be called an 
isolated user as he neither sends nor receives a message. By using bipartite graph, it is clear to 
identify the isolated users, popular users, users’ dominate type of communications either as 
positive or negative, dominate role of users as the sender or receiver of the messages. All these 
factors directly influence the type of recommendation strategy that should be applied. For 
example, the recommendation strategy is different for popular users and isolated users. For 
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popular users, the quality of recommendation may matter more than the quantity of the 
recommendation as they already have many connections. For isolated users, the quantity of 
recommendation may matter as their online behaviour is unknown. Therefore it is hard to figure 
out what the isolated users really like and offer quality recommendation. Mass recommendation 
offers plenty of choices to the isolated users. 
3.3 DATASET 
The dataset has been retrieved from a live online dating network; with the name of the dating 
network withheld as per agreement with the industry partner. At the time of data acquisition, there 
were 2 million members with 53.9% being male and 46.1% being female. According to 
Australian Bureau of Statistics, males make up 49.25% and females make up 50.75% of the 
population who are over 18 years old (ABS, 2012). This indicates there are more male members 
in this ODN in comparison to the female population. For Dating Network analysis, the whole 
dataset is used. There were 21 million message communication records with 76.8% initiated by 
male users and 23.2% initiated by female users. Among the 21 million records, around 3 million 
messages, 14.3%, were identified as being successful. The statistics of the dataset is shown in 
Table 3.1. 
Attributes Data 
# Users 2,471,564 
# Male Users 1,315,968 
# Female Users 1,155,593 
# Messages 21,126,818 
# Positive Messages 3,292,535 
# Negative Messages 17,834,283 
Table 3.1.Whole Dataset Statistics 
3.4 THE BOW TIE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS 
The Bow Tie structure, as shown in Figure 3.3, has been successfully used to explain the dynamic 
behaviour of the Web and helps to understand the Web’s structure (Borodin et al., 2003). It has 
four distinct components: “Core”, “In”, “Out” and “Others” (“Tendrils” and “Tubes”). This 
research applies the Bow Tie structure to an online dating network in order to understand the 
behaviour of the users seeking relations. The Core component is made up of the users who 
actively participate by sending and receiving messages. A large core indicates the presence of a 
community where many users interact, directly or indirectly. The In component is composed of 
users who always send messages, while the Out component is made up of users who 
predominately receive messages. The Tendrils and Tubes components attach to either the In or 
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the Out components or both. The Tendrils component contains those users who only receive 
messages from users contained with the “In” component or those users who only receive 
messages from users contained with the “Out” component, without passing through the “Core” 
component. The Tubes component contains those users who send messages to the users contained 
within the “Out” component. 
 
To calculate the Core (SCC as the strongly connected component), the Tarjan’s algorithm based 
on graph theory is used. Tarjan’s algorithm is a graph theory algorithm for finding the strongly 
connected components of a graph. Under this theory, a vertex or node A is strongly connected to 
a vertex or node B if there exists two paths - one from A to B and another from B to A. The basic 
idea of the algorithm is as follows. A depth-first search begins from a start node. The strongly 
connected components form the subtrees of the search tree, the roots of which are the roots of the 
strongly connected components. When the search returns from a subtree, the nodes are taken 
from the stack (in visit order) and it is determined whether each node is the root of a strongly 
connected component. If a node is the root of a strongly connected component, then it and all of 
the nodes that were taken off the stack before it forms strongly connected component (SCC) or 
the Core (Tarjan, 1972). 
 
The pseudocode for Tarjan’s algorithm is presented in Figure 3.4, where V stands for the users in 
the ODN and E stands for either the relation of sending or receiving messages. For the purpose of 
our analysis, the experiment randomly selects the starting node. The strongly connected 
components are only those that are reachable from the start node and thus it is possible that not all 
strongly connected nodes will be visited. This can be overcome by executing the algorithm 
several times from randomly chosen starting nodes. In our experiment, we run the algorithm 
10,000 times, randomly selecting a node from which to start each iteration. From the algorithm, 
the In and Out components can be calculated as well. The In component can be calculated by 
counting the edges which have the relation pointing outward to other users. The Out component 
can be calculated by counting the edges which have the relation pointing forward to the user. The 
Tendrils and Tubes are considered as a combined Others part. The Others part can be calculated 
by deducting the values of the Core, In, and Out from the total number of edges. 
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Figure 3.3. Bow Tie Structure (Borodin, et. al, 2003). 
 
Table 3.2 shows the result of conducting a Bow Tie structure analysis on an ODN. The data for 
this analysis comes from a live ODN which has 2 million users and 21 millions of 
communications. The results are compared with the Bow Tie Structure analysis of the Web, and 
Yahoo! Answers. It can be found that the Core of ODN is relatively larger than the Web and 
Yahoo! Answers. This shows that 60% of active ODN users are involved in all kinds of 
information exchange activities (sending and receiving messages). The majority of users actively 
participate in ODN by sending and receiving messages. Only a few users (5%) just send 
messages and 12.5% just receive messages. This phenomenon proves that most users use the 
ODN with the right intention of finding compatible matches. Reducing the percentage of users 
who are outside of Core is essential to an ODN in terms of profits and retaining customers. Users 
who only act as message senders will not be happy with their situation. If the system does not 
provide good recommendations, users will leave the website forever. Users who only receive 
messages are not profitable for the company as the charge is usually based on communication 
usage at the sender’s end.  
 Core In Out Tendrils, Tubes, 
Disconnected 
Web 27.7% 21.2% 21.2% 29.9% 
Yahoo! 
Answers 
43.21% 0.01% 31.52% 25.26% 
ODN 60% 5% 12.5% 22.5% 
Table 3.2. Bow Tie Comparison. 
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Figure 3.4. The algorithm in pseudocode (Tarjan, 1972). 
3.5 DEGREE CENTRALITY 
Centrality measure is used to identify highly connected actors in a network. Degree centrality, 
closeness centrality and betweeness centrality all have a different focus when defining 
connectivity between actors. Degree centrality recognizes that the most central or important actor 
has the most inflow and/or outflow of information (ties). The most central actor, in terms of 
closeness centrality, is the one with the shortest path. Betweeness centrality identifies the central 
actor as the one that exists on the maximum number of shortest paths between other nodes in the 
network. Degree centrality is the most suitable method to use when analysing the structure of an 
ODN. The existence of the long tail phenomenon can be observed from studying degree 
centrality. Identifying the positions of network users in the degree centrality graph leads to better 
understanding the users and more accurate dating recommendations. Different strategies can be 
applied to users at different positions.  Degree centrality in an ODN can be used to measure the 
users’ popularity or prestige based on the number of messages they have sent/received. 
 
The degree centrality measures the activity and the participation of an actor in the network 
(Marcos et al., 2006). In the case of a relationship that considers the direction of the link, two 
indexes are defined: indegree and outdegree. Indegree is the number of links terminating at the 
node. In the case of an ODN, it refers to the number of messages that a user receives. Outdegree 
is the number of links originating from the node, and for the ODN it refers to the number of 
messages that a user has sent. In this study, multiple interactions between two users only count 
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once as the purpose of the study is to identify the connectivity of actors in the network instead of 
the connectivity to an individual user.  
 
Data recording a one year period of users’ message exchanges from a dating network are 
observed. As the results show (Figures 3.5 and 3.6) the indegree and outdegree follow the power 
law which explains the phenomena where large events are rare, but small ones are quite common. 
It can be seen that only a small number of users send/receive a large number of emails. Most of 
the users send/receive very few messages. For example only about 700 users received more than 
1000 messages, whereas, about 300,000 users received less than 20 messages. Only about 2500 
users send more than 1000 emails, whereas, about 200,000 of users send less than 20 emails. 
 
Indegree and outdegree indicates that only a small number of users can really reach high level of 
popularity (ie, exchanging a large amount of information), and large number of dating users are at 
a low level of popularity (ie, exchanging a small amount of information). Therefore, only a small 
numbers of users are highly active and the majority of users are not active as individuals in 
comparison. This observation is beneficial when making recommendations to users. Depending 
on users’ activity level, some users may receive many recommendations as they are actively 
sending and receiving messages. Other users may only receive a few recommendations as they 
are not keen on communications from observing their past activities.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.5. Indegree 
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Figure 3.6. Outdegree 
3.6 SMALL WORLD PHENOMENON 
A social network exhibits the small world phenomenon if any two individuals in the network are 
likely to be connected through a short sequence of intermediate acquaintances (Kleihberg, 1999). 
For example the Web and YouTube possess properties of small world (Misolve et al, 2007).  
 
For a network to be a small world network, its average path length needs to be equal to or greater 
than the random network average path length and the clustering coefficient also needs to be 
significantly larger than the random network clustering coefficient (Watts & Strogatz, 1998). 
Notice both criteria have to be satisfied in order to be labelled as small world network. Average 
path length is simply the average path of all-pairs-shortest paths on the network. Clustering 
coefficient is a measure of degree to which nodes in a graph tend to cluster together. For this 
calculation, a network of 1000 users is selected randomly. To avoid bias, this process is repeated 
5 times and an average result is produced. Analysis of the 5 networks of 1000 random users 
shows that the network average path length is 5.31 and the clustering coefficient is 0. Adopting 
the formula presented by Watts & Strogatz (1998), the average path length is found 1.928 and the 
clustering coefficient is 0.036 for the random network which has the same number of nodes and 
edges as this sampled dating network. It can be noted that the dating network average path length 
of 5.31, is actually larger than the random network of 1.928. However, the clustering coefficient 
is 0 for these 1000 nodes, which is less than random network clustering coefficient 0.036. The 
reason for the clustering coefficient as 0 can be explained by the social network structure. In an 
online dating social network, 97% of links are between males and females. The number of links 
that exist in the same group is small. So the neighbourhood of a male user only has female users 
and female users are rarely directly linked, similarly, the neighbourhood of a female user only 
contains male users. From this test, it is determined that the online dating network is not a small 
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world network. This means that a recommendation system based on the idea of friend of friend 
will not work. Instead, the recommendations to user A should be drawn from a list of contacted 
partners of user B, who is a common neighbour of user A.  
 
Figure 3.7 is a graph of 100 random users and their links. It again shows the existence of Bow Tie 
structure in this network. Lots of users are connected to each other in the Core part and a small 
portion of users are disconnected from the Core as the Tendrils, Tubes or Disconnected parts. 
 
 
Figure 3.7. Selected Nodes Visualization 
3.7 REACHABILITY 
Reachability is defined as the ability of a node to pass to another node in the network. If every 
node in the network can directly connect to the majority of all the other nodes, then the network is 
well-connected. Breadth-first-search (BFS) is implemented to test the reachability of the 
underlying online dating social network. BFS on a directed graph starts with a node u in the 
graph. It then counts the number of nodes reachable from u in a series of layers which are disjoint. 
The first layer has all nodes that are pointed to by links from u.  A layer k consists of links which 
connected to nodes from layer k-1 excluding those in any earlier layer. For the analysis purpose, 
we randomly selected 300 users who have logged in the dating network at any time during the 
defined six months as the starting nodes. Their communication records are observed for this 
experiments purpose and the direction of communication is the forward direction which means 
the layer k users are the senders of the communications to layer k+1 users.  
 
As a result, many nodes die out. These nodes are connected to few other nodes which also have 
few links or no links to other nodes. A small number of nodes explode quickly after only a few 
layers. Figure 3.8 shows the results for 2 to 5 layers. Notice in Figure 3.7, 221 starting nodes out 
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of 300 are only linked to 1 other node or do not link to any other nodes where the second layer 
links have limited or no connections to other nodes. The remaining 79 nodes’ reachability grows 
quickly. For example, the node with the maximum reachability in this test can reach 
approximately 325 nodes at the second layer, 104 at third layer, 105.2 at fourth layer and 105.5 at 
fifth layer. This experiment shows that around 73% of nodes are linked to a few nodes, and only 
around 26% of nodes are able to connect to lots of nodes (more than 10,000).  
 
These experiments ascertain that a method such as Random Walk, which would need to walk 
through the graph, needs to control the number of layers in its walk. Otherwise, it would become 
computationally untraceable to load the whole graph, especially when a walk involves millions of 
nodes in this network. For an online dating network, low reachability is ideal as users aim to find 
partners straight away. Although low reachability may not bring in a large profit to the company, 
high reachability means a user tried to contact lots of candidates and failed to establish a 
successful relation. In the long term, the company will lose customers as they never had success 
at finding the person they desire. If lots of nodes have high reachability in the network, it means 
the network is well connected. If the dating website allows users to look at the contacted history 
of their interested candidates, then system generated recommendation is not necessary. The only 
feasible way to make recommendations is to look up the past contacts of the users’ interested 
candidates and then decide whether to contact the candidate or not. If the website does not give 
away information of the past contacted candidates due to privacy, a system generated 
recommendation can make use of the well-connected network structure and make 
recommendations from the similar users’ past contacted candidates. 
 
 
Figure 3.8. Reachability of the ODN 
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3.8 DENSITY 
The density of a network is the proportion of links actually present in the network. It shows 
whether the network is well connected or sparsely connected. It is calculated as the ratio of 
number of links present to the maximum possible links (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). In online 
dating networks, the majority of connections are between males and females. The number of 
connections for male-to-male or female-to-female is very small and, therefore, these connections 
are ignored in this research. The maximum numbers of possible links including in-links and out-
links is 2×× MF CC  , where FC is the number of females in the network and MC is the number 
of males in the network. The multiple of 2 is there to show the group counts in-links as well as 
out-links. Density of the underlying network is deemed to be sparse with a score of 0.00029. 
Another work (Preiss, 1998) defines a sparse graph as )( KVE Ο= with 1<k<2, where |E| 
denotes the number of edges, |V| denotes the number nodes and O is the big O notation. For our 
dataset, k is calculated and is found to be equal to 1.278. From both tests, it is shown that the 
network is a sparse network. 
 
In this social network there are 2 million distinct users. The majority of these users only send 
around 20 messages to potential partners (other users). Thus in most cases, for a given user there 
is only 20 other users who have been rated out of the total 2 million users in the network. This 
means the similarity score between two users will be 0 in most cases, due to the lack of overlap in 
sent messages. It is hard to populate the rating data even with matrix decomposition methods. 
Therefore, a collaborative filtering method based on user’s communications alone should not be 
applied to this network with the purpose of recommending potential partners. Hybrid 
recommendation methods can be applied to deal with the sparsity problem. When there is not 
enough past relations for a user to identify their interests, a content-based method which utilizes 
profile and preference information can be built in with the collaborative-based method. 
3.9 USERS ONLINE BEHAVIOURS 
Online dating networks require users to set up profiles in order to join as members. To ease their 
search for ideal partners, users fill in a preference form. An analysis is carried out to check if the 
users’ online behaviour is consistent with the description of the preferences that they write in 
their user profiles. It is critical to analyse the consistency of a user’s actions against what they 
‘say’, in order to provide more accurate and better dating services. A number of web studies show 
that what users do is actually different from what those users say (Online Dating: a sign of 
desperation, 2010; Gate, 2007). In the dating networks, it may be caused by misunderstanding of 
their real needs. For example, Emma says she wants a solid, stable man who earns $100,000 plus 
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but keeps clicking on profiles of muscle-bound bad boys. It may also be caused by the change of 
the taste over time, but the change is not incorporated in the described preference profile.  
 
An experiment was conducted by observing users’ successful message activity and then 
comparing it with the preferences given in their profiles. As discussed in the Section 3.1, a 
message is successful only when the message target / receiver sends back a positive message to 
the message sender which indicates the sender is willing to start relation. In this experiment, a 
comparison is done by looking up the preference attributes of the message senders and the profile 
attributes of the message receivers.  
 
Empirical analysis show that, in 90% of the instances, either the message sender’s preference 
does not match with the contacted message receivers’ profile or the message receiver’s 
preferences does not match with the message sender’s profile. This means that the online dating 
system which adopts information filtering techniques could fail for 90% of the cases when 
recommending dating partners because of the inconsistency between what a user says and how 
they act. There are many-fold reasons for the user’s explicit and implicit behaviour inconsistency 
such as poor existing search systems; users change in taste over the time etc. Further study is 
required, but it is beyond the scope of our thesis. 
 
Figures 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12 show the breakage of attributes which are used to describe a user. 
Attribute breakage occurs when a user specifies a particular value s/he wants in her/his match but 
initiates contact or responds to another user, who in her/his profile has specified a value that 
differs (eg. Sender indicates in his/her preferences he/she wants blonde hair but contacts a user 
who indicates in his/her profile that he/she has brown hair). As Figures 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12 show, 
the most easily broken attribute is “Occupation Industry” for both sender and receiver. Sender and 
receiver differ greatly in “Age” breakage. For receivers, “Age” is the second most easily broken 
attribute. For senders, “Want Children” is second. To a certain extent, this figure reflects the 
attribute importance for different types of users. A more easily broken attribute means the 
attribute is not important for the user. A less frequently broken attribute means the attribute is 
deemed as important. 
 
Figure 3.13 shows the number of attribute breakages (differences between a user’s preferences 
and his/her target’s profile) that occurred in successful communications. In this figure, the results 
are broken down into male and female as well as sender and receiver. It is very rare for a user to 
send messages to another user which will result in 5 or more attributes being broken. These 
findings can be applied to a recommendation system. The system can filter out recommendation 
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candidates whose attributes have 5 or more disagreements with the user. By doing so, the number 
of candidates that need to be considered for recommendation can be reduced. 
 
Figure 3.9. Attribute Breakage by Gender in Successful Messages 
 
 
Figure 3.10. Attribute Breakages by Sender and Receiver in Successful Messages 
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Figure 3.11. Attribute Breakages by Male Sender and Female Sender 
 
 
Figure 3.12. Attribute Breakages by Male Receiver and Female Receiver 
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Figure 3.13 Number of Attribute Breakage by Sender and Receiver in Successful Messages 
 
Table 3.3 shows the distribution of the percentage of attribute usage in users’ profiles or 
preferences on the whole user population. The more frequently an attribute specified in either the 
profile or preference, the more important that attribute should be for users. The findings of 
attributes importance are useful when conducting feature reduction. Both Figure 3.9 -3.12 and 
Table 3.3 indicate the importance of attributes. But the order of attribute importance is illustrated 
differently. Both findings of the attribute importance can be applied to a recommendation system 
by either selecting the better order of attribute importance; by conducting further experiments; or 
by combining both orders of attributes importance into a recommendation system. 
 
Attribute Usage in 
Profile 
Usage in 
Preference 
Gender 100.00% Not available 
Age 99.88% 93.81% 
Marital Status 98.92% 30.91% 
Height 95.21% 46.74% 
Have Children 92.54% 29.24% 
Body Type 91.37% 53.37% 
Star Sign 88.90% 1.75% 
Hair Color 88.87% 8.90% 
Eye Color 87.66% 5.33% 
Drink 86.87% 38.98% 
Smoke 85.98% 43.77% 
Personality 84.13% 36.76% 
Have Pets 78.06% 14.69% 
Education 77.87% 14.46% 
Occupation Industry 77.10% 3.99% 
Want Children 76.12% 36.56% 
Occupation Level 71.67% 6.28% 
Diet 69.24% 10.03% 
Ethnic Background 48.55% 11.25% 
Politics 43.92% 7.56% 
Religion 41.89% 8.22% 
Table 3.3 Attribute Importance 
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3.10 DISSCUSSION AND SUMMARY 
An online dating network is studied by utilizing various social network analysis methods and 
statistics aimed at the deployment of the findings to achieve an improvement of online dating 
services by providing recommendation of suitable matches.  
 
Bow Tie structure is a useful tool to identify the dynamic structure of the studied network. Not 
surprisingly, majority of users participate in network activities including sending or receiving 
messages. However, there are still around 22.5% of users that either communicate to only “In” or 
“Out” users, or do not have any communications at all. The existence of this portion of users does 
not bring in any profit to the online dating company. There is no point for this portion of users to 
join an online dating network as member when they do not utilize the services available. Many 
online dating companies require users to pay a fee based on their communication usage. This may 
lead to some users not spending any money on sending messages before they find a candidate 
worthy of sending messages. Some users are shy and may passively start a communication. They 
are more willing to receive messages rather than sending messages. Another possibility could be 
the users are not happy with the recommendation sent to them. And they are not up to performing 
their own search on the dating network. In general, many reasons may cause users’ inactive 
participation of the online dating network. More research needs to be done as to the causes of the 
lack of participation of some users. 
 
Indegree & Outdegree illustrate the wide existing phenomenon that large events are rare and 
small ones are common. Due to time, effort, cost factors, the majority of users in online dating 
network selectively send messages to their interested candidates. Only small portion of users 
broadcast their messages to many users. As such, a recommendation system should take both 
users point of views and making a profit into consideration. Many recommendations for user can 
potentially bring more profit for online dating company. However, too many recommendations 
may cause information overloading for users. Balancing the number of recommendations which 
both users and online dating company are happy with is necessary. 
 
Reachability analysis tests the ability of nodes to reach all other nodes. Only a small number of 
nodes can reach many other nodes. The reachability test helps in deciding whether a 
recommendation algorithm is computationally feasible or not. If the recommendation employs an 
algorithm such as random walk, it will be expensive in terms of computation cost and time 
complexity to make a recommendation to users. Reachability results also indicate that a 
recommendation algorithm requires the walking many layers and that the algorithm also needs to 
be able to converge quickly.   When building up a recommendation system, it is vital to make sure 
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the system can run efficiently. The result of density analysis shows that the dating network is a 
sparse network. The traditional collaborative recommendation method(s) may not be effective 
due to the sparsity problem. Other recommendation methods such as a hybrid recommendation 
system could be more suitable to employ. The density analysis is important in deciding whether a 
recommendation algorithm is capable of delivering satisfactory performance or not. If the 
recommendation algorithm can not handle the sparsity problem, only a few recommendations can 
be made and the accuracy of those recommendations is likely to be low due to lack of a close 
neighbourhood. 
 
In some literature, authors described the fact that many users “lie” in their profile because of 
various reasons such as different view on subjective topics, change of mind during the time 
period, unable to find the ideal candidate because of limitation of search system, etc. In a similar 
line, this work checks the consistency of user defined ideal partner and his/her actual contacted 
love interests online. In 90% of cases, users’ defined ideal partners do not match with users’ 
contacted partners. In the majority of cases, there is only one attribute that is not matched. From 
the result, it seems that users are tolerant with the inconsistency. According to our study, most of 
users are tolerant of candidates who have at most 5 attributes inconsistent with the users’ ideal 
preference. User tolerance may mean that the presented recommendation results do not have to be 
a perfect match to the user. But further study is required as to the cause of this inconsistency. 
Comparing the message senders and message receivers, it is the receivers who are more willingly 
to accept someone that does not match with their ideal partner preference. Even important 
attributes such as “Age”, the receivers are more willing to break than the senders. Finally, the 
finding of the attribute breakage means that users’ personal profile and their contacted users’ 
personal profiles should be taken into the consideration during recommendation. The users’ ideal 
partner preferences are not a good indicator when making a recommendation. 
 
In general, some findings which might be useful for building a recommendation system from 
SNA are discovered. 
• Both Indegree and Outdegree follow the Power Law distribution. For users who have 
communicated with lots of candidates in the past, sending recommendations in large 
quantity is not necessary. For users who only communicate with a few candidates, the 
quantity of recommendation matters. It is important to make recommendations based 
on the needs of users. 
• Reachability results also indicate that a recommendation algorithm requires walking 
many layers and that the algorithm should be able to converge quickly. 
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• The studied online dating network is a sparse network. It is one of the research tasks to 
solve the sparsity issue when building a recommendation system 
• Users are inconsistent with their act and what they say. Because of the inconsistency, 
users’ implicit preferences should be utilized instead of the explicit preferences when 
finding matches for the users. 
• Attributes in users’ profiles and preference have different importance. Measuring the 
importance of attributes may improve the accuracy of recommendation. 
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4Chapter 4: Design of Methodology 
This chapter describes the design of the methodology used in developing the proposed memory-
based recommendation method which will be discussed in Chapter 5 and the model-based 
recommendation method which will be discussed in Chapter 6. The design of the methodology is 
based on the findings from the analysis presented in Chapter 3. 
 
In this chapter, the datasets that have been used to benchmark these proposed methods over the 
state-of-art methods are presented. The dataset from real-life dating network is utilized to evaluate 
the impact of different design of methodology on the results performances. This chapter also 
introduces a range of evaluation metrics that were used to measure the effectiveness of 
approaches proposed in this thesis. 
 
Finally the benchmarking methods in both memory-based and model-based that have been used 
for evaluating the effectiveness of proposed techniques have been provided. 
4.1 OVERVIEW OF THE METHODOLOGY 
The aim of this research is to develop a scalable two-way recommendation method for a dating 
network. In order to achieve this goal, two methods of memory-based and model-based 
recommendation are proposed. The best method is determined by various performance 
comparisons from the experiments conducted. Figure 4.1 illustrates via a flowchart of the process 
model. 
 
The process starts with analysing users’ information. In an online dating network, users’ activities 
along with users’ static information including personal profiles and preferences are important in 
making recommendations. Users’ profile, preference and past contacts can be collected based on 
users’ input and activities. Depending on the requirements of different methods, users’ 
information will be processed and presented differently. For example, the users’ activities 
information is utilized in SimRank method. In adapted SimRank method, not only users’ 
activities but also the users’ static information is processed for the calculation of users’ similarity 
scores. 
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The proposed methods can be divided into two types: (1) memory-based approaches; and (2) 
model-based approaches. A memory-based algorithm predicts ratings based on previously rated 
items by all users, while a model-based approach develops a model based on the history of ratings 
in order to make predictions. Methods based on these two concepts are proposed as each type of 
method has both advantages and disadvantages over the other. The methods proposed here are 
developed to overcome the shortcomings of these two approaches which are the scalability issue, 
sparsity issue, new user problem and handling two-way matching. As Figure 4.1 shows, a 
clustering process takes place before the recommendation process in link-based methods. Co-
clustering methods are developed in order to solve the scalability problem. To solve sparsity and 
new user problems, static information is utilized in some of the proposed methods. In Chapter 5 
and 6, the details of the proposed methods will be covered. The idea of two-way matching can be 
seen in proposed methods. 
 
Figure 4.1. Proposed Methodologies 
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Figure 4.2. Data Inputs and Contents of Memory-based Approaches 
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Figure 4.3. Data Inputs and Contents of Model-based Approaches 
Two types of methods are proposed under memory-based approaches: (1) Link-based methods, 
(2) Two-way Neighbourhood Methods. For Link-based methods, it includes SimRank and 
adapted SimRank methods. As Figure 4.2 shows, the input data for SimRank method is personal 
profile and users contact history. Adapted SimRank requires personal profile, user’s contact 
history, and explicit preferences as the input data. The Link-based methods start with clustering 
users based on static information similarities. Clustering is done for the scalability purpose. It 
requires less computation time by using efficient clustering technique and making 
recommendations for users within the group than by making recommendations for each user 
without clustering. As a result of clustering, users are clustered into groups. For each group, 
similar users are found based on Link-based methods. Then, recommendations are made for each 
user in the group. Next, the best Link-based method is selected by comparing the performance of 
link-based methods. Two-way Neighbourhood methods are specially designed to handle Two-
way recommendations. Three methods are proposed for Two-way Neighbourhood methods. They 
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are “One-way Recommender with Positive Message”, “Two-way Recommendation using Profile 
Information”, and “Two-way Recommender based on Common Neighbour”. All these three 
methods take users’ personal profile, users’ contact history and implicit preferences as the data 
inputs. By utilizing these methods, similar users from within the neighbourhood can be found. 
Further, the past contacts of the similar users can be recommended to the user. The best two-way 
neighbourhood method will be selected by comparing the performances of all two-way 
neighbourhood methods.  
 
The proposed model-based approaches include (1) co-clustering methods and (2) segmentation 
method. Employing co-clustering methods enable to group users and therefore make the 
recommendations in large scale possible. As shown in Figure 4.3, three variations of co-clustering 
methods are proposed including “Interaction Co-clustering”, “Step-wise Co-clustering”, and 
“Feature Enhancement Co-clustering”. Interaction Co-clustering only requires users contact 
history as the input. Both Step-wise Co-clustering and Feature Enhancement Co-clustering take 
users contact history and implicit preferences as the input data. By comparing various proposed 
co-clustering methods, the best one will be chosen for performance comparison of other proposed 
three types of best methods. The segmentation method divides users into different segments 
depending on their communication need. Gradient Boosting method, Co-clustering, and Tensor 
Space Model are the applied recommendation methods for the identified active user segment, 
moderate user segment, and quiet user segment respectively. Personal profile, user contact 
history, and implicit preferences are employed as the input data for both the active user segment 
recommendation, and quiet user segment recommendation. As to moderate user segment 
recommendation, only users’ contact history is entered as the data input. 
 
Finally, performance comparisons will be conducted across the best methods of each type of 
recommendation methods. The results of the performance will be presented.  
 
4.2 NOTATION 
Let the user set in online dating network be denoted as U. Users are divided into a female group 
UF and a male group UM initially, UF∩ UM=Ø and UF∪ UM=U.  Mm
n
mm Uuuu ⊂},...,{ 21 and 
.},...,{ 21 Ffnff Uuuu ⊂  Let uim|f denote a user (a male or female) in the network Uu fmi ∈| . 
 
A user uim|f has his/her own personal profile (where they describe themselves) (PPi), explicit 
preference (EPi), and implicit preference (IPi) of their ideal partner. Both personal profile 
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and explicit preference come from the user provided information. Implicit preference is 
gathered from the user’s past contacted candidates during a set time period. Profile and 
preferences including the implicit and explicit preference are recorded in the form of 
attributes. Each attribute has several values called features. Let an attribute denote as ax. An 
attribute is a feature set denoted as },...,{ 21 qx fffa =  where q is the total number of features 
for the attribute ax. For example, hair colour is an attribute and its features include “black”, 
“brown”, “blonde”, “red”, and “grey”.  
 
Let S(uim|f, ujf|m) denote a relation if either uim|f sent message to ujf|m denoted as )( || mfjfmi uuS →  
or uj
f|m
 sent message to uim|f denoted as )( || mfjfmi uuS ← . Refer to Section 3.1 for the definition 
of successful/unsuccessful relation. 





=
connectionnothereif
successfulnotisrelationif
successfulisrelationif
uuS mfj
fm
i
0
1
2
),( ||  
 
Let )( | fmiuPS denote as the past contacts of uim|f },...,{)( ||2|1| mfkmfmffmi uuuuPS = . Let R(uim|f) 
denote as the recommendation lists for uim|f },...,{)( ||2|1| mflmfmffmi uuuuR = . 
4.3 DATASET 
The dataset is retrieved from a live online dating network; with the name of the dating network 
withheld as per agreement with the industry partner.  
 
4.3.1 Dataset I 
Experiments for chapter 5 and 6 are conducted using a 1 week period of the dataset allowing the 
comparison of benchmarking methods and due to the limitation of resources. If a method requires 
training and testing dataset, we obtain a 2 week period of data with 1 week as the training data 
and the following week as the testing data. Table 4.1 shows the statistics of the 2 week period of 
the dataset used in our experiments. The segmentation method proposed in this thesis groups 
users into 3 segments according to their activities in the network. Table 4.1 also shows the 
statistics of three segments for this same period. 
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Attributes Training Testing 
# Users 106,617 101,520 
# Male Users 46,336 44,830 
# Female Users 60,281 56,690 
# Messages 629,978 559,828 
# Positive Messages 108,192 98,347 
# Negative and Null Messages 521,786 461,481 
# Senders in Active Segment 346 282 
# Messages in Active Segment 102,808 77,520 
# Senders in Moderate Segment 2,469 2,301 
# Messages in Moderate Segment 203,916 183,017 
# Senders in Quiet Segment 43,995 42,619 
# Messages in Quiet Segment 323,254 299,291 
Table 4.1. Two Week Dataset Statistics 
Senders are segmented into different ‘Active Segment’, ‘Moderate Segment’ and ‘Quiet 
Segment’ based on their message activities. Table 4.2 defines the relations between segments and 
message activity based on BIC (refer to Section 6.3.6). 
 
Segment Sender’s Message Activity in 
Training Dataset 
Sender’s Message Activity in 
Testing Dataset 
Active users Number of sent messages>=176 Number of sent messages>=238 
Moderate users Number of sent messages>=48 
and <176 
Number of sent messages>=36 
and <238 
Quiet users Number of sent messages<48 Number of sent messages<36 
Table 4.2 Segmentation of Senders in Two Weeks Dataset 
The chosen dataset contains a similar distribution to the whole dataset. Of the relations in the 
selected dataset, for the training dataset 17% are successful relations, while for the testing dataset 
17.5% are successful relations. This compares to an average of 14.3% of the relations within the 
whole dataset being successful relations. In the training dataset, the female users account for 
56.5% of the population and the male users account for 43.5% of the population. In the testing 
dataset, the female users account for 55.8% of the population and the male users account for 
44.2% of the population. Thus the selected dataset has more females than males. This is because 
male users like to send messages to many different female users, and thus more female users are 
involved in the selected dataset. According to our analysis of the dataset using other periods of 
time, the percentages of male and female users are consistent with the selected dataset. 
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4.3.2 Dataset II 
Dataset II is applied in Section 7.3 for evaluation of various proposed methods and benchmarking 
methods. The dataset contains 1 day training and 1 day testing with a different time period from 
dataset I. Table 4.3 shows the statistics of dataset II.  
 
Senders are segmented into different ‘Active Segment’, ‘Moderate Segment’ and ‘Quiet 
Segment’ based on their message activities. Table 4.4 defines the relations between segments and 
message activity based on BIC (refer to Section 6.3.6). 
 
Attributes Training Testing 
# Users 35,643 28,831 
# Male Users 14,428 11,412 
# Female Users 21,215 17,419 
# Messages 70,168 51,385 
# Positive Messages 11,832 8,627 
# Negative and Null Messages 58,336 42,758 
# Senders in Active Segment 26 13 
# Messages in Active Segment 2,285 1,660 
# Senders in Moderate Segment 1,927 365 
# Messages in Moderate Segment 41,572 15,679 
# Senders in Quiet Segment 10,578 8,933 
# Messages in Quiet Segment 26,311 34,046 
Table 4.3 Two Days Dataset Statistics 
Segment Sender’s Message Activity in 
Training Dataset 
Sender’s Message Activity in 
Testing Dataset 
Active users Number of sent messages>=61 Number of sent messages>=80 
Moderate users Number of sent messages>=9 and 
<61 
Number of sent messages>=26 
and <80 
Quiet users Number of sent messages<9 Number of sent messages<26 
Table 4.4 Segmentation of Senders in 2Days Dataset 
4.3.3 Dataset III 
Dataset III is used in Section 7.3 for comparisons of proposed methods and benchmarking 
methods. The dataset contains 1 month training and 1 month testing. Table 4.5 shows the 
statistics of dataset III. Table 4.6 defines the relations between segments and message activity 
based on BIC (refer to Section 6.3.6). 
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Attributes Training Testing 
# Users 162,844 162,862 
# Male Users 71,973 72,176 
# Female Users 90,871 90,686 
# Messages 1,833,244 1,872,059 
# Positive Messages 315,103 324,712 
# Negative and Null Messages 1,518,141 1,547,347 
# Senders in Active Segment 1,330 1,388 
# Messages in Active Segment 492,116 533,423 
# Senders in Moderate Segment 4,120 7,382 
# Messages in Moderate Segment 570,638 637,307 
# Senders in Quiet Segment 77,286 75,237 
# Messages in Quiet Segment 770,490 701,329 
Table 4.5 Two Months Dataset Statistics 
Segment Sender’s Message Activity in 
Training Dataset 
Sender’s Message Activity in 
Testing Dataset 
Active users Number of sent messages>=185 Number of sent messages>=190 
Moderate users Number of sent messages>=60 
and <185 
Number of sent messages>=49 
and <190 
Quiet users Number of sent messages<60 Number of sent messages<49 
Table 4.6 Segmentation of Senders in Two Months Dataset 
4.4 RUN TIME 
Most of experiments in the thesis except Step-wise co-clustering and Feature-enhanced co-
clustering are conducted on a computer with Intel Core i7 3.2 GHz processor, 8GB DDR3 Ram, 
and Window7 64Bits. The experiments undertaken for Step-wise co-clustering and Feature-
enhanced co-clustering are conducted on QUT’s High Performance Computing (HPC) system, 
using; per computation node; 64 Bit Intel Xeon processor, 16GB of Ram and a Red Hat Linux 
operating system.   
 
4.5 EVALUATION METRICS 
The majority of the published empirical evaluations of recommender systems focus on the 
accuracy of the recommendations made. Two aspects of accuracy metrics are measured: (1) how 
close the predicted ranking for items are to the user’s true ranking of items; and (2) how well a 
system can predict an exact rating for a specific item (Herlocker, 2004). In this work, aspect (2) is 
adopted as no ranking feedback is available for use in evaluation. 
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“Predictive accuracy metrics measure how close the recommender system’s predicted ratings 
are to the true user rating” (Herlocker, 2004). Mean absolute error is the most common metric to 
measure the average absolute deviation between the predicted ratings and user ratings (Goldberg 
et, al, 2001). Similar metrics includes mean squared error, root mean squared error, and 
normalized mean absolute error. Mean squared error and root mean squared error place an 
emphasis on large errors as they square the error before summing. Normalized mean absolute 
error is mean absolute error normalized with respect to the range of rating values, and is 
especially used for prediction on/across different datasets (Goldberg et, al 2001). Metrics like 
mean absolute error is useful when there is a large range of rating values. Feedbacks/ratings 
obtained from people-to-people recommendation have a range that includes feedback values 
of positive and negative. Because of this, metrics such as mean absolute error are not used. 
 
The evaluations of the experiments performances are conducted offline to determine the quality 
of recommendations. The recommendation is called successful if the recipient user contacts the 
recommended users. This thesis uses as the following metrics Equations (4.1 to 4.3). Success rate 
is the most important criterion to evaluate recommendation method. The success rate measures 
how accurate the recommendations are. It is the ratio of the positive recommendations to the total 
number of recommendations, for which feedback can be identified. The feedback from users can 
be found from users’ communications.  Some recommendations made by the proposed 
recommendation methods cannot be tested as the implemented recommendation methods can 
only be tested offline and the online testing is not feasible. The recall measures the degree to 
which successful recommendations can be identified. Recall is the ratio of positive 
recommendations to the total number of positive messages during the tested period. A high 
success rate is more desirable than a high recall. As high success rate is positively related to 
users’ satisfaction. Low success rate will cause users’ leaving the dating system. Success rate 
improvement (SRI) is the ratio of success rate to the baseline success rate. The baseline success 
rate is the success rate of using the current dating system without application of recommendation 
methods. 
 
tionsrecommenda
positiveasidentifiedtionsrecommenda
RateSuccess
#
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=    Eq. 4.1 
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ratesuccessbaseline
ratesuccess
SRI =        Eq. 4.3 
 
In the proposed segmentation model based recommendation method, three different 
recommendation strategies are proposed. For the active user segment (refer to Section 6.3), the 
advice on whether the user should send a message or not is provided. No recommendation as to 
which user should the message be sent to, is provided. The suitable evaluation criterion for this 
part is precision (Equation 4.4). It measures whether the messages are correctly identified for the 
given dataset. Precision is the ratio of the correctly identified messages to the total number of 
messages. For moderate and quiet segment users, Equations 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 are used for 
evaluation. Success rate is used for the recommendation task. The precision used in segmentation 
is for the classification task. Different terms are used for different tasks. 
 
messages
identifiedcorrectlymessages
ecision
#
#
Pr =     Eq. 4.4 
 
Either success rate/precision or recall only focuses on one part of performance. F-1 measurement 
(Herlock, 1999) is used in order to compare all the proposed methods using a combination of 
their success rate and recall (Equation 4.5).  
recallratesuccess
recallratesuccess
tmeasuremenF
+
××
=−
2
1     Eq. 4.5 
 
Run Time: Each method is also evaluated using the run time measurement. This is the time taken 
to complete the generation of recommendations for the given dataset. It is measured in seconds. 
Run time calculated include all the steps from the matrix setup to similarity comparison for the 
memory-based method or model generation for the model-based method to the recommendation. 
4.6 BENCHMARKING METHODS 
Proposed methods are compared with the following benchmarking methods: 
• Traditional collaborative filtering method (CF) 
• Adamic\Adar method 
• CollabNet 
• SocialCollab 
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CF: It is a traditional memory-based collaborative method (CF) (Herlocker, 1999). The original 
item-item matrix is replaced with male (/female) message sender- female (/male) message 
receiver matrix. The predictions of message results are made by counting in correlation score of 
male (/female) users with their neighbours who is identified by the past interactions, and the 
significance of users’ correlation. As the ratings of users in the dating network come in two 
values; positive (+1) and negative (-1); the Pearson correlation score (Rodgers & Nicewander, 
1988) is not suitable for application as the range of variation value is small. In some cases, 
Pearson correlation score cannot be calculated due to the variation value in the denominator being 
equal to 0. In this work, the correlation score between users as shown in Eq.4.6 is used, where i is 
the male user and j is i’s neighbour.  It is equal to the ratio of the difference of the number of 
agreed ratings (ARij) and number of disagreed ratings (DRij) to the total number of overlapped 
ratings (TRij). The significance of correlation is decided by the ratio of the number of overlapped 
female(/male) users (TRij) to the threshold of the trust of correlation (ζ ). The threshold is 
obtained from data analysis. The number of overlapped female (/male) is observed. It is noticed 
that the recorded numbers of overlapped users fall under the normal distribution. Under the 
normal distribution, 99.7% of values are within 3 standard deviations. According to data analysis, 
the threshold is 12 at the point of 3 standard deviations. Eq. 4.8 calculates the average rating of 
targeted female users given to the contacted male users ( hr ). It is the sum of all the ratings that 
the female users have given to male users (∑
=
p
y
hyr
1
) divided by the number of contacted male users 
(p). The prediction of the male user to the targeted female user takes into account of the average 
rating of the targeted female given to others, the rating of neighbour given to the targeted female 
user (rxh), the average rating of the neighbour ( xr ), correlation score and significance score. The 
prediction score as shown in Eq. 4.9.   The justification for Eq. 4.9 is that users rating 
distributions centred on different points (Herlocker, 1999). For example, users may give ratings 
differently. Some users like to rate items around 4s and 5s. Others may rate items around 2s and 
3s. Intuitively, if a user infrequently gives ratings of 5, then that user should not receive many 
predictions of 5 unless they are extremely significant. Where n is the total number of neighbours. 
When all the neighbours of the user have no interaction with the targeted female (/male), there is 
no correlation score, and thus the prediction score is the average ratings of targeted female users 
given to the contacted male users ( hr ). 
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Adamic\Adar: This method (Admic, 2001) adopts the common neighbour principle. The close 
neighbours of a male (/female) user are those users who have a large number of contacted female 
(/male) users in common with the original user. Each female (/male) user who has been contacted 
at least twice by different male (/female) users in the training data set has a column data entry. If 
each contacted female has a column data entry, it will cause the data sparsity problem and result 
in large the computation time. A user who only links to a few other users is weighted higher than 
a user who links to many other users. In other word, more importance is attached to the user who 
has relatively rare contacts. The importance is decided by inverse of the log of the number of past 
contacts as shown in Eq. 4.10. To compare the similarity between two male (/ female) users, the 
weights of their common female (/male) users are added. The similarity of uim|f and uxm|f is 
calculated by summation of the importance of the two users’ common past contacts as Eq. 4.11 
indicated. In Eq. 4.11, q is the number of two users’ common past contacts. The prediction of a 
message result is done similarly to a traditional memory-based method. The prediction score is 
the sum of weighted ratings from similar users divided by the sum of the similarities. g in Eq. 
4.12 indicates as the uim|f’s similar users and n is the number of similar users. 
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CollabNet (Cai, et al, 2010) is a recommender method specifically made for online dating. 
CollabNet is an approach combining the memory-based and model-based collaborative 
approaches. Just like a memory-based approach, CollabNet predicts the ratings from the similar 
users. Similar users are defined in this article as the users who send messages to the same 
potential partner, and users who receive messages from the same sender. The model-based 
approach is then applied for learning the weightings from similar users. Three steps are involved 
in CollabNet. First, the interaction pairs are found in order to set up user interaction table for 
weight training. The similarity graph is then built to find the similar users to each of users in pair 
of a training instance. Last, the weights are learnt from neural network model. CollabNet employs 
one type of data only – interaction data for the training of the weights of the similar users. Other 
information such as user profile and preference are not used. In this thesis, both interaction data 
and static data including the user’s profile and preference are employed for the proposed 
methods. Another difference between the CollabNet and the proposed methods lies in the way 
how set of similar users is used in recommendation. CollabNet generates recommendations from 
all the similar users, whereas the proposed memory-based methods generate the recommendation 
from the top-n users.  
 
SocialCollab is a memory-based approach (Cai, et al, 2010). Two distinct users are similar if they 
have received message from the same sender. Users are also similar if two distinct users are 
similar senders to the extent that they have sent messages to the same recipients.  The 
recommendations for a user come from the most similar user who has the most similar ratings to 
the user.  Same as previous approach (Cai et al, 2010), only interaction data is used and static 
information is unused.  In one of our proposed methods, we adopt the similar idea of the 
collaborative method, two items are similar because they are bought by the same user, and two 
users are similar because they buy the same item. In our work, we extend the similarity to more 
than one layer in the network and include multiple layer of contacts. More specifically, users’ 
similarities are decided by tracks of their past contacts.  
 
4.7 SUMMARY 
This chapter has first introduced the methods developed in this thesis very briefly. Experimental 
design setup is also explained in this chapter. Dataset from real life online dating network is 
detailed. The statistics of the dataset is given in this chapter. The evaluation metrics for the 
comparison of proposed methods and benchmarking methods are presented, alone with the 
benchmarks. 
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5Chapter 5: Memory-based Methods 
This chapter presents the memory-based approaches developed in this thesis as well as the 
performances of these methods. This chapter starts with the Link-based methods which include 
SimRank and Adapted SimRank. The variations of different settings in Link-based methods are 
tested using the dataset described previously. The best Link-based method is selected for 
comparisons against other methods in this thesis. The two-way neighborhood methods which 
include two-way recommendation using profile information and two-way recommendation based 
on common neighbors are presented next. In the following section, experiments are conducted 
with these methods and results are discussed.  
 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
“The memory-based approaches select a set of neighbour users for a given user, based on 
collection of previously rated items by the users, then make recommendations based on the items 
that neighbour users like” (Liu et al, 2011). The proposed Link-based recommendation methods 
and Two-way Neighbourhood methods fall under the category of memory-based methods. Both 
methods find neighbourhoods based on some similarity scores and then make recommendations 
from the past contacts of the neighbourhood. Although Link-based methods generally do not 
utilise a clustering step, one has been added in this work to make the methods more scalable. 
Essentially, recommendations of Link-based methods are still generated from the neighbourhood. 
Therefore, it is more suitable to include these methods in the memory-based category. 
 
A memory-based approach is rarely influenced by the updating of user’s ratings, unlike a model-
based approach which usually requires the associated model to be updated every time when there 
is a change in the data (Cai, et al, 2010). In a live dating network, the data is constantly changing 
as new users join up and existing users leave, along with the usual activity of active users. In 
addition, a memory-based approach requires no training phase and recommendations can be made 
instantaneously, as finding the nearest neighbour can be pre-computed in an offline stage. Since a 
memory-based approach is known to suffer from scalability, sparsity and low precision problems, 
this thesis proposes mechanisms to handle these existing problems. The scalability of a memory-
based approach is improved by clustering users first and then making recommendations to users 
in each cluster. The sparsity problem is solved by replacing the user-to-user matrix with a user-
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to-contacted users profile attributes matrix. In the dataset, 80% of these attributes are not null. 
The two-way matching is incorporated in this thesis in order to achieve high accuracy. Moreover, 
the recommendation is not just based on users past relations and ratings; the users’ implicit 
preference is also counted in the proposed methods to deal with sparsity problem. The inclusion 
of two types of information results in an improvement in the success rate. 
 
5.2 LINK-BASED RECOMMENDATION METHODS 
A flowchart shown in Figure 5.1 demonstrates the process of the link-based recommendation 
methods. The pre-processing step involves separation of users into two groups: male UM and 
female user UF groups. A clustering algorithm is applied to both UM and UF separately to divide 
the male and female users into smaller groups according to their explicit information i.e., profile 
and preference attributes. The next task is to find the similarity between each user uim|f within a 
given cluster with other members of the clusters. This task provides the nearest neighbours to 
each user in a cluster. Two similarity measures are used to determine the nearest neighbours in a 
cluster: the original SimRank score and the adapted SimRank score. To compute the original 
SimRank score between members of a cluster, a graph which carries linked node information is 
generated and a similarity measure is employed. To compute the adapted SimRank score, the list 
of users that each member of the cluster has contacted is retrieved and the similarity between 
users within the cluster is calculated according to the profile similarity of the users on the contact 
list. Finally, the system utilizes collaborative filtering and recommends the top-n potential 
partners to the user that his/her nearest neighbours have contacted.  The premise of this social 
recommendation is that users who are similar would prefer similar partners. So the partners of 
two similar users can be recommended to each other. 
 
 
Figure 5.1. Process of Link-based Approaches. 
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5.2.1 Grouping Users 
The first task in Link-based methods is to partition the users according to their profile and 
preference similarities. The purpose of clustering is to make the proposed methods scalable. 
When the clustering methods are not applied, the computation cost is the number of male users in 
the network multiplied by the number of female users in the network. When users are clustered 
into groups, the computation cost is reduced and is equivalent to the number of males in the 
clustered group multiplied by the number of female users in the network only. The clustering step 
affects the computation cost especially when the SimRank score is being calculated as the 
considerations need to be given to the linked users. When multiple layers from the network are 
involved, the cost becomes exponential.  
 
Three types of information are used as the input for clustering: (1) the combined personal profile 
and preference; (2) explicit preference; (3) and the personal profile. The combination of profile 
and preference information is used based on the intuition that similar people are not only similar 
in their characteristics but also that their choice of ideal dating partners is similar. Clustering users 
based on the preference only information is based on the assumption that people searching for a 
similar type of partner contact similar candidates in reality. Finally, assuming that similar people 
contact similar candidates, the profile only information is also considered as an input to 
clustering. By comparing the results from using three types of information in the experiment, the 
best input information for clustering can be determined and used later in the process. 
 
Clustering is implemented on one party of the population; either male or female are clustered but 
not both together. Clustering is implemented on the party which the SimRank/Adapted SimRank 
algorithm will be applied at later step. The reason why clustering is not implemented on both 
parties is because the traditional clustering technique can not capture the intertwined male and 
female relations during the clustering process. Clustering on both parties means the male group 
has to be paired with the female group. But because of not being able to capture the interwined 
relation, the result of pairing will in theory give bad performance. 
 
Different similarity functions (Han, et.al., 2006) including cosine similarity, Jaccard coefficient, 
correlation coefficient and Euclidean distance are utilized during the experiments. Repeated 
bisection of the k-way algorithm (Karypis, 1999) is applied in this method to cluster the users 
because it achieves the best intra and inter similarity according to the experiments in section 
5.2.6. As the result of clustering, users are separated into smaller groups. Let the clustered group 
denote as (C1m|f, C2m|f, …Ckm|f). Next the users are compared within the clustered group in order to 
find the similar users. SimRank and Adapted SimRank are applied to complete this task. 
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5.2.2 SimRank 
SimRank is a link-based nodes similarity measure (Jeh, 2002). The link-based similarity explores 
the nodes structural similarity and it is useful when the contextual information of the network is 
unknown (Jeh, 2002). This method can be applied to any knowledge domain as long as domain 
information can be represented as a graph. 
 
The assumption of link-based similarity is that two vertices are similar because they are related to 
similar vertices. A vertex is maximally similar to itself with a similarity score of 1. The 
calculation of the similarity of two vertices is a recursive process when they are connected to 
different vertices.  
 
Let an online dating network be modelled as a bipartite graph for the sake of link-based similarity 
calculation. Let G = (UM, UF, E) be a bipartite graph with UM representing the male group and UF 
representing the female group of users. Let E represent the edges between male and female users. 
Let Out-link neighbours of a vertex uim|f be defined as vertices connected to uim|f with the arch 
starting from the vertex uim|f. For example, u3f is u2m’s Out-link neighbour in Figure 5.2.  Let In-
link neighbours of a vertex ui m|f be defined as vertices connected to ui m|f  with the arch terminating 
at the vertex ui m|f. For example, u2f is u1m’s In-link neighbour. Let O (uim|f) denote the set of out-
link neighbours of a vertex ui m|f. An individual out-link neighbour is denoted as Oa (uim|f) for 1≤ a 
≤ |O(uim|f)| if O(uim|f)≠Ø. Let I(uim|f) denote the set of in-link neighbours of a vertex uim|f. An 
individual in-link neighbour is denoted as Ib(uim|f) for 1≤ b ≤ |I(uim|f)| if I(uim|f)≠Ø. 
 
 
Figure 5.2. An Example for Definition Illustration 
 
Let the similarity score of two users uim|f and ujm|f be denoted as ss(ui m|f,uj m|f). If only In-links are 
considered during the calculation of the similarity score, Equation 5.1 is applied. The In-links 
similarity score works well especially when the similarities of two vertices are decided by only 
the vertices that connect to them. .  For example, the In-links SimRank works well when the 
recommendation is based on the items similarities in traditional user-item recommendation (Jeh, 
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2002).  In online dating networks, the In-link similarity indicates that two users are similar 
because they are contacted by the similar users. To compute ss(ui m|f,uj m|f) in Equation 5.1, the In-
links neighbours of uim|f and ujm|f need to be found and then the similarity of each of these 
neighbours pairs ss(Ia(ui m|f),Ib(uj m|f)) are summed up. The result of the summation is then 
normalized by dividing the number of In-links neighbours.  
 
When Out-links are considered for the determination of similarity score, Equation 5.2 can be 
applied. Out-link similarity score works well when the recommendation is based on the users’ 
similarities in traditional user-item recommendation. The underlying meaning of Out-link 
similarity is that two users are similar because they buy the similar items in user-item 
recommendation. In online dating networks, the Out-link Similarity indicates that two users are 
similar because they contact the similar users.  Equation 5.3 is utilized when both In-links and 
Out-links are utilised for the calculation of similarity. The meaning of using both is that the 
similarities of two users are decided by whom they contact to and who contact them in an online 
dating network. ω in Equation 5.3 is initially set to 0.5 in the experiment but the value can range 
from 0 to 1. There is no point of setting up various values for ω as the resulting performance of 
combined In-link and Out-link similarity score are unknown at the design stage. If the combined 
In-link and Out-link similarity score yields the best performance, fine-tuning the value of ω is 
helpful in achieving the best results. Notice Equations 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 are based on the 
assumption that ui m|f≠uj m|f. If ui m|f=uj m|f, then the similarity score ss(ui m|f, uj m|f)=1. C in Equations 
5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 represent the damping factor which indicates the weakening confidence in two 
users being similar as the links joining two users grow larger. C ranges from 0 to 1 with 0 
indicating similarities of two vertices receive no influence from the other linked vertices and with 
1 indicating the similarities of two vertices are influenced by the vertices which directly or 
indirectly linked to them. C is set to 0.8 according to Jeh (2002) as the best results are obtained 
with this setting.  
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Equations 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 are recursive formulas which can be rewritten into an iterative form. 
Consider Equation 5.1 for example, it can be rewritten into Equation 5.4 for the first iteration. 
The in-links similarity of ssk+1(ui m|f,uj m|f) is derived from ssk(ui m|f,uj m|f) as shown in Equation 5.5. 
Eventually, the similarity score which is generated from each iteration converges to the recursive 
equation shown as 5.1. Formally, the convergence equation is shown as 5.6. Based on Equations 
5.4, 5.5, 5.6, Equation 5.2 and 5.3 can be computed analogously. 
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Example: A simple example is given for illustrating how the similarity score is calculated. Let 
the damping factor C be set as 0.8 as explained before. Suppose there are 3 male and 3 female 
users in the network. In this example, we only consider Out-links. Suppose u1m sends messages to 
u1
f
 and u2f and receives a positive reply from both. u2m sends messages to u2f and u3f but only 
receives a positive reply from u2f . u3m initiates message to u3f and receives a positive reply. Let’s 
calculate the similarity score between u1m and u2m. As Figure 5.3 indicates that u1m Out-links to u1f, 
and u2f , and u2m Out-links to u2f, and u3f. The similarity score of ss(u1m, u2m) is decided by the 
similarity of their Out-links neighbour similarity. That is ss(u1f, u2f), ss(u1f, u3f), ss(u2f, u2f), ss(u2f, 
u3
f). In the iteration 1, we calculate ss(u2f, u2f)=1. Therefore ss(u1m, u2m)=0.2. For iteration 2, we 
apply the results from iteration 1 and generate updated similarity values from iteration 2 in each 
of the appropriate equations. For example, the similarity score of ss(u1m, u2m) is adjusted as we 
know ss(u1f, u2f), ss(u1f, u3f), ss(u2f, u2f), ss(u2f, u3f) from the previous iteration (iteration 1). It is 
reported that the similarity scores stabilize at 5 iterations (Jeh, 2002). The similarity scores at the  
iteration 5 should represent stabilized scores that can be used to determine how similar a pair of 
users is. 
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Figure 5.3. SimRank Example. 
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5.2.3 Adapted SimRank 
Adapted SimRank is a modified version of SimRank so that users’ explicit information along 
with their network behavior can be included in calculating similarity. The premise is that two 
users in a cluster are similar if the partners they have contacted are similar based on their profile. 
Let O(uim|f) be the set of Out-link neighbours that uim|f has. Let PPa denote as the personal profile 
of one of uim|f’s Out-link neighbor a. Let PPb denote as the personal profile of one of ujm|f’s Out-
link neighbor b. Eq. 5.7 presents the cosine similarity score of Oa(uim|f) and Ob(ujm|f) is calculated. 
In order to compare the personal profile similarities, each feature of Oa(uim|f) and Ob(ujm|f) is 
compared. Eq.5.8 indicates how adapted SimRank score should be calculated. Adapted SimRank 
only counts the personal profile similarities from the direct links. The benefit of doing so is to 
save on the computation cost. 
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Example: An example is given to illustrate how the adapted SimRank works. Let’s compare the 
similarity between u1m and u2m. As Figure 5.4 shows, u1m has contacted a female user whose 
profile contains feature 1, feature 2, and feature 3 (see page 71 for the definition of feature); and 
u2
m
 has contacted a female user whose profile contains feature 2, feature 3, and feature 4. To 
calculate the similarity of u1m and u2m, their contacted users’ profile features are compared.  
ss(u1m,u2m) in the equation below shows the details of the similarity calculation. When two users 
have the same feature value for the same attribute, the similarity score of the two users for the 
feature is 1. If the values of the same attribute are different or missing, the similarity score of the 
two users for the feature is 0. If u1m and u2m contacted more than one user, the scores are derived 
from the summation of similarity score of each u1m’s contacted user and each u2m’s contacted 
user. 
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Figure 5.4. Adapted SimRank Example. 
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5.2.4 Ranking of Neighbourhood 
Suppose a cluster group Cim|f includes k number of male/female users represented 
as },...,,{ ||2|1| fmkfmfmfmi uuuC = . By applying SimRank score or adapted SimRank score, the 
similarity score ss(uim|f, ujm|f) between each pair of male user ( fmifmi Cu || ∈ ) and another male user 
( fmifmj Cu || ∈ )  is calculated.  For the male user uim|f, the ranking of similar neighbours is listed 
and the neighbours of a user in the cluster can be identified by calculating the SimRank score or 
adapted SimRank score amongst members. Let the ranked list of neighbours for user uim|f in a 
cluster be denoted as },...,,{ |||| fmkfmbfmafmi uuuA = where 1|||| || −= fmifmi CA and fmifmi Au || ∉ . 
The SimRank or adapted SimRank score is denoted as, ),(),( |||| fmpfmipfmafmi uussuuss ∀> where 
p=(1,2…k) and ip ≠ and ap ≠ . 
 
5.2.5 Recommendation 
A user fmiu
| in cluster Cim|f
 
has either null contact list or a set of contacts 
}.,...,{)( ||2|1| mfnmfmffmi uuuuPS =   The Top-n recommendations for fmiu |  include the contact 
lists from Top-n fmiu
|
’s neighbors but excluding the contacted users that appear in fmiu
|
’s contact 
list. The Top-n recommendation for fmiu
| is ))()(()( ||| fmafmifma uPSuPSuPS ∩− where 
)( | fmauPS is the contact list of user fmau | and fmau | is the close neighbour to fmiu | . 
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5.2.6 Experiment Design 
Clustering: Before we apply a link-based algorithm to find suitable partners, a clustering 
algorithm is utilized for grouping users so that the proposed method becomes scalable. The well-
known and commonly used software, Cluto (Karypis, 2002) is chosen for the clustering task as it 
is fast and able to handle large datasets. The parameter settings selected for clustering is repeated 
bisections as clustering method. As Table 5.1 shows, repeated bisection has the highest Intra-
cluster similarity while having low Inter-cluster similarity. Although graph method achieves the 
lowest Inter-cluster similarity, the Intra-cluster similarity is much lower than that of repeated 
bisection. The similarity functions utilized include cosine similarity, correlation similarity, and 
Euclidian distance similarity. We leave all other parameters at the default settings. The number of 
clusters in a clustering solution is set to 1000 because the intra-cluster and inter-cluster similarity 
achieves the best performance comparing to other cluster sizes as Table 5.2 indicates. 
 
Method Average Intra-cluster 
Similarity 
Average Inter-cluster 
Similarity 
Repeated Bisection 0.508 0.054 
Direct 0.388 0.059 
Agglomerative 0.228 0.084 
Graph 0.148 0.052 
Table 5.1 Intra-cluster and Inter-cluster Similarity with 1000 clusters 
Cluster Size Average Intra-cluster 
Similarity 
Average Inter-cluster 
Similarity 
100 0.203 0.076 
500 0.389 0.091 
1000 0.508 0.054 
1500 0.474 0.089 
Table 5.2 Intra-cluster and Inter-cluster Similarity with Repeated Bisection 
Three sources of input data are used in clustering: (1) the user profiles combined with preference, 
(2) the user preference alone, and (3) the user profile alone.  
 
Absence of an ideal clustering solution for the users used in experiments makes it hard to 
manually test the performance of the clustering solution; through measures such as Precision and 
Recall. Therefore the performance of clustering solution is evaluated by using internal clustering 
measures such as intra-cluster similarity and inter-cluster similarity. A good clustering solution 
should have a high intra-cluster similarity and low inter-cluster similarity. In theory, good 
clustering performance should lead to higher performance in recommendation.  
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SimRank and Adapted SimRank: As suggested by the previous SimRank work (Jeh, 2002), 5 
iterations are sufficient enough in order to stabilize the score. In our initial experiment, the best 
results were found when 5 iterations are applied. Thus 5 iterations are applied in this work. Once 
the similarity amongst all users of a cluster is calculated, we test two approaches to recommend 
potential partners to a user uim|f. In the first approach labelled as Top-n all matched users, the 
system recommends to user uim|f all users who were contacted by the Top-n most similar users to 
ui
m|f
. In the second approach labelled as Top-n successful matched users, the system only 
recommends to user uim|f those users contacted by Top-n most similar users to uim|f  and replied 
positively to Top-n similar users. If the user being considered for recommendation did not reply 
positively to a user in Top-n similar users list then they are not recommended to user uim|f. The 
performance of these two approaches can be compared. 
  
The overall performance (using success rate and recall metrics) of the proposed recommendation 
approach is compared with variations of similarity measures for finding neighbours and baseline 
success rate. The combinations of methods tested are shown in Table 5.3. 
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 Acronym Method 
Adapted  
SimRank 
with  
Various 
Similarity  
Measures 
CSAS combined profile with preference + cosine similarity + adapted 
SimRank 
CJAS combined profile with preference +Jaccard similarity + adapted 
SimRank 
CDAS combined profile with preference +Euclidean distance similarity + 
adapted SimRank 
CRAS combined profile with preference + correlation similarity + adapted 
SimRank 
Various 
SimRank 
CSOS combined profile with preference + cosine similarity + SimRank 
with out-links only 
CSIOS combined profile with preference + cosine similarity + SimRank 
with in-links and out-links 
CSIS combined profile with preference + cosine similarity + SimRank 
with in-links only 
CDOS combined profile with preference + Euclidean distance similarity + 
SimRank with out-links only 
CDIOS combined profile with preference +Euclidean distance similarity + 
SimRank with in-links and out-links 
CDIS combined profile with preference + Euclidean distance similarity + 
SimRank with in-links only 
Adapted  
SimRank  
using  
Preference 
only 
EDAS preference only + Euclidean distance similarity + adapted SimRank 
Adapted 
SimRank 
using  
Profile 
only 
ODAS profile + Euclidean distance similarity + adapted SimRank 
Adapted  
SimRank 
using  
Random 
Grouping 
RSAS random grouping + cosine similarity + adapted SimRank 
Table 5.3. Method Acronyms 
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5.2.7 Link-based Methods Results and Discussion 
Overall Performances: In terms of the success rate performance, recommending the Top-n 
successful matched users is better than recommending the Top-n all matched users (Figures 5.5 
&5.6). In the experiment, Top-n goes up to Top-20. The reason why Top-20 is selected as the 
upper limit is as follows. In our method, the Top-n is not just recommendation the Top-n 
candidates to the user. Top-n is the Top-n most similar users. On average, a user sends 20 
messages if only the positive messages are considered. Say the success rate is 0.16. This means 
our methods recommend Top-n*20*0.16 recommendations. When using Top-20, around 64 
recommendations are made to a user. According to work in (Lenton, 2008), 20-50 
recommendations cause the least amount of confusion for a user to browse through the 
recommendation. Most of the time, the Top-n successful matched users success rate gives double 
the performance over Top-n all matched users. From Figure 5.5 the In-link based cosine similarity 
CSIS method produces the best performance in the Top-n all matched users experiment, followed 
by the In-link based distance similarity method CDIS. The In-link based SimRank method is 
better performing than the combined In-link & Out-link based method and the Out-link based 
SimRank for the Top-n all matched users. The reason is that In-link based SimRank retrieves the 
positive message information when a user receives a positive message back from the potential 
partner. In & Out-SimRank performance is lowered by having Out-link information. By including 
Out-link information in In & Out SimRank, more recommendations are generated. Out-link 
information carries the information about the user’s preference and it does not indicate whether 
the partner will have positive feedback or not. Therefore, the success rate is lowered because of 
the inclusion of Out-link information in the In & Out SimRank approach. 
 
In Figure 5.6, it is shown that the CDAS method performs the best and achieves a success rate of 
35.64% for the Top-1 successful matched users. CSIOS is the second best method. The In & Out-
link based method outperforms In-link based only and Out-link based only methods with Top-1 
successful matched users. Positive message information is known in this experiment when the 
potential partners who have returned a positive message are recommended. Therefore, methods 
containing In-link information only do not benefit. 
 
As expected, the Top-n all matched users approaches offer more potential partners for 
recommendation than the Top-n successful matched users approaches. In terms of recall for Top-
n matched users (Figure 5.7) and recall for Top-n successful matched users (Figure 5.8), 
SimRank methods offer more recommendations to users than adapted SimRank methods. The 
reason why the SimRank method make more recommendations than adapted SimRank lies in that 
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the similar users sending and receiving lots of messages usually obtain high similarity score with 
the user and consequently allowing the user receive lots of recommendations because of the 
similar users.  
 
In most cases, the success rate decreases as n increases in Top-n (all/successful) matched users 
expectedly. But in some cases, the success rate increases as n increases. For example, for CSOS 
in Figure 5.6 the success rate increases initially.  The reason for this is that Top-1 
recommendation is recommending the most similar user’s contacted partners to the user. The 
number of contacted partners varies. The Top-1 most similar user may have a huge number of 
contacted partners. In this case the success rate is high. However, if the similar users have a small 
number of contacted partners, the success rate may not be too high. Top-3 users, the success rate 
could be averaged out if one user’s success rate does not perform well. Recall increases as n 
increases in Top-n (all/successful) matched users. 
 
 
Figure 5.5. SR of Top-n All Matched Users 
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Figure 5.6. Success Rate of Top-n Successful Matched Users 
 
 
Figure 5.7. Recall of Top-n All Matched Users 
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Figure 5.8. Recall of Top-n Successful Matched Users 
 
Similarity Measure: Results from Tables 5.4 and 5.5 shows that cosine similarity and Euclidean 
distance measure achieve the best performance in terms of success rate. For adapted SimRank, 
CDAS which is Euclidean distance is the best performing methods for Top-n Successful Matched 
users. For SimRank, CSIOS which are based on cosine similarity achieve the best success rate as 
shown in Table 5.5. 
 
Methods Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-10 Top-20 
CSAS 30.13% 27.45% 25.98% 25.64% 25.33% 
CJAS 26.59% 25.85% 25.08% 23.07% 22.64% 
CDAS 35.64% 32.22% 29.87% 25.10% 24.43% 
CRAS 24.24% 25.9% 25.37% 23.2% 22.88% 
Table 5.4 SR of Top-n Successful Matched Users with Various Adapted SimRank 
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Methods Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-10 Top-20 
CSOS 23.08% 24.37% 24.89% 23.74% 23.74% 
CSIOS 33.07% 28.11% 25.36% 24.84% 24.18% 
CSIS 31.18% 29.58% 26.41% 25.08% 24.85% 
CDOS 22.93% 23.71% 23.84% 23.35% 22.72% 
CDIOS 30.36% 25.77% 25.13% 24.62% 24.11% 
CDIS 28.95% 25.19% 24.48% 23.89% 23.53% 
Table 5.5. SR of Top-n Successful Matched Users with Various SimRank 
Profile or Preference or Combined: Intuitively, using the user’s preferences (what they want in 
their partner) as the input data for clustering should generate better recommendations than using 
user’s profiles only and a combination of user’s profiles and preferences. Because the intuition is 
that similar people are similar in characteristics and the choice of ideal dating partners. According 
to analysis of the ODN in chapter 3, profile should matter. In our experiments, the profile and 
preference combined input for clustering results in the highest performance in terms of 
recommendation. In Table 5.6, CDAS performs better than ODAS and ODAS performs better 
than EDAS. Contrary to intuition, users who have more in common in both their profile and 
preference are likely to choose similar people as their ideal partner.  
 
Methods Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-10 Top-20 
CDAS 35.64% 32.22% 29.87% 25.10% 24.43% 
EDAS 22.31% 24.55% 23.73% 23.36% 22.69% 
ODAS 32.55% 29.24% 28.01% 26.53% 26.07% 
RSAS 18.98% 21.4% 19.59% 18.98% 18.98% 
Table 5.6. SR of Top-n Successful Matched Users. 
Clustering or Randomized Clustering: Test is conducted in order to see the effect of clustering 
and randomized grouping on the performance. In case of randomized clustering test, users are 
assigned randomly to one of the 1000 groups and all clusters have the same number of users. The 
same procedure of calculating SimRank and adapted SimRank scores, and making 
recommendations are followed after the randomized grouping. Comparing performance of 
recommendation utilizing a clustering method against the performance of recommendation 
without using a clustering method, we can see that the proposed idea of recommendation with 
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clustering achieves higher performance according to Table 5.6. Therefore, clustering users does 
contribute to better recommendation performance in general.  
 
SimRank or Adapted SimRank: SimRank is the best performing method in Top-n all matched 
users, with CSIS - a SimRank variation, giving the highest success rate, as shown in Figure 5.5. 
CSIOS gives the highest recall, as shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. For Top-n successful matched 
user experiments, an adapted SimRank method – CDAS achieves a higher success rate score than 
the success rates of all the SimRank methods. However, SimRank methods achieve a higher 
recall score. The reason why SimRank has a higher recall is that it favours similar users who have 
lots of network activities (initiating or receiving lots of messages) as the Top-n matched users. 
Those similar users who only have a few message activities are less likely share a common 
neighbour with the user and therefore the SimRank score is low. Adapted SimRank compares the 
user’s contacted partners’ profiles with the similar user’s contacted partners’ profiles. In most 
cases, similar users only have a handful of contacted partners. Therefore, the number of 
recommendations from adapted SimRank is less than the number of recommendations from 
SimRank, however the quality of recommendations from adapted SimRank is better.  
 
Computation Time: The major advantage of using clustering is the reduction in the computation 
complexity. Suppose there is NT number of users in the network with NF number of female users 
and NM number of male users. The computation cost to make recommendations of potential ideal 
partners to users using different approaches is shown in Table 5.7, where ci
 
represents the number 
of users in a given cluster i, and k represents the total number of clusters that the dataset has been 
divided into. 
 
As Table 5.7 shows all approaches have an N2 component which is unavoidable in this type of 
recommendation.  However, we can see that by clustering the dataset we can reduce the 
computation cost. This is especially true for our proposed similarity measure and clustering 
approach as the following will hold true. 
 
TFi
TMi
NNc
NNc
<<<
<<<
 
Due to this, by clustering the users we can reduce the number of comparisons performed for 
each user to those against only the other users in the cluster. Previously, each user would 
have been compared against either; (1) all other users in the dataset, (2) all users of the 
opposite gender or (3) all other users of the same gender. 
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Recommendation Approach Computation Cost 
Non Clustered Dataset – All Pairs )( TT NNO ×  
Non Clustered Dataset – Male to Female Pairs )( FM NNO ×  
Non Clustered Dataset – Proposed Similarity 
Measure 
))(
2
1)(
2
1( 22 FFMM NNNNO −+−  
Cluster i ))(
2
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Clustered Dataset – Proposed Similarity Measure 
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−
k
i
ii ccO
1
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2
1(  
Table 5.7. Computation Cost. 
Method Run Time in Seconds 
CSAS 5904 
CJAS 6486 
CDAS 4714 
CRAS 3645 
CSOS 21689 
CSIOS 24362 
CSIS 23615 
CDOS 18897 
CDIOS 23950 
CDIS 20941 
EDAS 5320 
ODAS 6925 
RSAS 6300 
Table 5.8. Total Running Time for Generating Recommendation 
Time spent on clustering varies depending on the similarity method adopted. Clustering using 
cosine similarity takes the least time in comparison to other methods. For clustering with the input 
data of combined profile and preference information, time taken using cosine, Euclidean distance, 
Jaccard, and Correlation similarity measures are 23, 454, 426, and 465 seconds respectively. 
Time spent on building graph and calculating the SimRank score for CSIS is 43581 seconds. 
Recommendations that were generated using SimRank scores take 34 seconds. For CSAS, it takes 
5820 seconds to generate adapted SimRank scores. Following this recommendation takes 61 
seconds. Table 5.8 lists the running time of various methods including the clustering step, 
building graph and calculating SimRank score, calculation of adapted SimRank score, 
recommendation step. 
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5.2.8 Link-based Recommendation Method Summary 
In this section, SimRank based and adapted SimRank based Recommendation methods are 
proposed. Clustering techniques are utilized to group users based on the explicit user information. 
Two variations of Link-based method are then applied to calculate the similarity scores of two 
users in a group. The SimRank method utilizes users past contacts as input to measure the 
similarity score, whereas, adapted SimRank utilizes the past contacts and explicit preference to 
calculate the similarity score. Last, the recommendations are made based on the past contacts of 
Top-n similar users. In the experiment, the effects of using different user information for the 
clustering, applying different similarity scores, applying clustering or no-clustering algorithm are 
compared. The performance of SimRank and adapted SimRank are compared as well. The main 
findings can be summarized as: 
• Adapted SimRank is better performing than SimRank in terms of success rate and 
computation time. SimRank generates more recommendations than adapted SimRank. 
• Recommending the past successful contacts to users boosts the success results. 
• Combined profile and preference as the input of clustering helps in improving success 
rate.  
• The clustering algorithm helps in improving success rate. 
• Clustering based on a Euclidean distance similarity measure produces better 
performance in Adapted SimRank recommendation than clustering using other 
similarity measures. 
 
In this section, clustering techniques are applied in order to solve the scalability issue, with 
Adapted SimRank being proposed in order to reduce the computation time and solve the sparsity 
issue. 
 
The contributions of Link-based methods is three-fold;. (1) Link-based methods include 
employing s SimRank method for two-way recommendation;  (2) the clustering techniques are 
performed as a pre-processing step to reduce computation time; and (3) the Adapted SimRank is 
proposed as novel method to solve the sparsity issue. 
 
5.3 THE TWO-WAY NEIGHBOURHOOD METHODS 
The Two-way Neighbourhood Methods introduced in this thesis start with collecting the users 
previously contacted partners. This information is used in building a user-taste matrix which 
incorporates the users and the features of their corresponding contacted partners. Based on the 
user-taste matrix, the Top-n most similar users/neighbours are found by calculating the similarity 
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score of the user and other users. In this thesis, three variations are proposed for dealing with the 
similar users’ (neighbours) successful past relations for making recommendation. They are: 
1. One-way recommendation: After finding the Top-n most similar neighbours for the 
user, the successful past relations of the neighbours are retrieved and the 
recommendations to the user are made from these past relations.  
2. Two-way recommendation using profile information: This method retrieves the past 
relations of the neighbours and compares their implicit preference to the user’s profile. 
If they are similar above the defined threshold, it recommends the neighbours’ 
contacted partners to the user. 
3. Two-way recommendation based on common neighbours: A set of users who are 
similar to the past contacts of the users’ neighbourhood are found. Then the past 
contacts of the similar user are recommended to the user, if the set of users found 
before have positive relations with the original user. For example, suppose uim|f has 
positive relations with ujf|m.  ukm|f who is the similar neighbour of uim|f has positive 
relations with uwf|m. If uwf|m is similar to ujf|m, uwf|m is recommended to uim|f. 
4.  
 
 
Figure 5.9. A Flowchart of Two-way Neighbourhood Methods 
Notations for Two-way Recommendation Methods: Suppose uim|f has a set of close neighbours 
N whose “preference” or “profile” or “combined profile and preference” are quite similar to uim|f. 
Let this be denoted as Nuu fmifmi ~: ||∃ . Suppose P is the set of users that the users in N have 
contacted previously. Let it be denoted as PN →
 
where “→” means “contact”. −+ ∪= PPP where 
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P+ represents those contacted partners who have replied positively to N  and P- represents those 
contacted partners who have replied negatively and have not replied to N.  
 
NuPuifioncommunicatsuccessfuluuS fmnmfpfmnmfp ∈∈= + |||| ,2),(  
NuPuifioncommunicatulunsuccessfuuS fmnmfpfmnmfp ∈∈= − |||| ,1),(  
 
If there is no communication between users, then those users are not considered by this method. 
There may be occasion when ≠∩ −+ PP Ø where −+ ∈∈ PuandPu mfpmfp ||  and upf|m is 
contacted by different users in N set and provide replies differently (positively and negatively) to 
the users in N set.  In such occasion, two-way recommendation will check the suitability between 
ui
m|f
 and the user in both P+ and P- sets. Ultimately, Pt will be recommended to uim|f
 
where +⊆ PPt . 
 
5.3.1 User- Users’ Features Matrix 
Traditionally, a user to item matrix is composed of users and their corresponding ratings for items 
in a memory-based collaborative method. In a dating network, users and their ratings of other 
users are the components of a user-item matrix if it is constructed traditionally. The user-item 
matrix becomes a user rating matrix in online dating networks. Similarity coefficient methods can 
then be applied to the user rating matrix for finding similar users (neighbours). However, the 
sparsity problem mentioned in Chapter 3 indicates that a user rating matrix should not be applied 
due to the absence of large number of ratings provided by user to other user. Instead, users and 
their features should be the components of the matrix. The users’ features dimension can be 
represented by (1) profile of users; (2) implicit preference of users (ie. the profile of users they 
have contacted previously); and (3) profile and implicit preference of users.  
 
When the matrix is formed from the users and the profile of the users, the matrix is called user-
profile matrix. To form a user-profile matrix, the user and the user’s profile are entered as the 
input. The user’s personal profile may potentially work well based on the assumption that similar 
users (by their personal profiles) in nature have similar taste(s) in what they like/prefer.  
 
When the matrix is constructed using the user’s own profile and the features of implicit preferred 
partners, the matrix is called a user-combined matrix. A user-combined matrix, where a user’s 
profile and partners’ preference together form one dimension, and can be constructed by 
recording profile features and the collected past contacted partners’ profile features of the user as 
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the column entries for each user. The combined profile and preference is assumed to produce 
better performance than profile only or implicit preference only since there is more information 
for consideration, hence the performance can be enhanced. 
 
When the matrix is formed from the user and the features of the user’s implicit preferred partners, 
the matrix is called a user-taste matrix. Implicit preferred partners are those who the user has 
initiated messages to. The taste dimension is represented by features (attribute values) of these 
preferred partners. Attributes can be categorical or scalar types. For example, the attribute 
“smoking” is categorical attribute and contains “smoke” and “non-smoke” features. Age is a 
scalar attribute. For each user, the entry for a specific feature is a collective value gathered from 
the profiles of past contacted partners. For example, a user contacted two candidates who are 
under 25 years old. One candidate smokes and the other does not smoke. In this example, only 
age and smoking attributes are considered for the demonstration purpose. Suppose feature 
importance is not considered as well, the entry for this user in user-taste matrix is as follows. 
 
Age 18-25 Smoke Non-smoke 
2 1 1 
Table 5.9. User-taste Matrix Example. 
5.3.2 Users’ Similarity Score 
The importance of an attribute is different for each user. Each attribute contains features and 
results in different feature importance for different users. Same as attribute importance, features 
can have local feature importance as well as global feature importance. The local feature 
importance is the importance of a feature to a specific user. The global feature importance is the 
importance of a feature to the whole user population. For example, the feature “vegan” in the diet 
attribute is quite important for a vegetarian. But this feature is not as important for the whole 
population as most users are non-vegetarian. 
 
To reflect the local feature importance, as shown in Equation 5.9, a weight measure is calculated 
as the ratio of the number of times the feature appeared in the user’s implicit preference to the 
number of partners that user has contacted. The global feature importance, as shown in Equation 
5.10, is proportional to the number of times the feature appeared in the user’s implicit preference 
and the frequency of the feature in the whole dataset. The first part in global feature importance 
reflects the feature’s importance to a specific user. The second part determines the feature 
importance to the whole dataset. By multiplying the two components, it emphasizes the features 
which are important in the dataset. For comparison purposes, Tf× Idf is also applied as one of the 
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feature weighting measures. The Tf part corresponds to the number of features that appeared in a 
user’s preference. The Idf part corresponds to logarithm of the ratio of the number of users to the 
number of times a feature appears in the dataset. Tf× Idf put emphasis on the unique features. For 
example, there are only a few users with blond hair color in the population whilst large number of 
users with brown hair color. By using Tf× Idf , Blond hair color weighs more than brown hair. 
By using Tf× Idf , the system can find the match more easily for a user seeking for a candidate 
with blonde hair color than a user seeking for a candidate with brown hair color.  
 
contactedpartnersofnumber
preferenceimplicitsusertheinappearedftimesoffrequency
LCw ifi
'
=   Eq. 5.9 
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   Eq. 5.10 
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i
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            Eq. 5.11 
The cosine similarity is applied in this work to measure the similarity between two users 
(represented as vectors). A simple example shown in Figure 5.10 is demonstrated as follows. In 
this example the column headers, 1,2,3,4 are body type features and represent “slim”, “average”, 
“athletic” and “overweight” respectively; 5 and 6 belong to the diet attribute and represent “no 
special diet” and “vegan” respectively; and 7 and 8 are related to the marriage attribute and 
represent “single” and “divorced” features. Bob, Tom and Mike have contacted 4, 9 and 6 users 
respectively (the number in each cell represent the number of contacted users which have the 
particular feature in their profile). Let SC(uam|f, ubm|f) be denoted as the similarity score which is 
calculated through the use of the cosine similarity measure. Equation 5.12 shows how the 
similarity score is calculated. In this equation, wi is the importance of the feature i. The feature 
importance can be either local feature importance or global feature importance or Tf-Idf but not 
combined.  When the local feature importance is used for weight calculation, example is shown 
as follows. Bob contacted 4 users and 3 out of 4 users have the feature 2 so Bob gets 3/4 weight 
for feature 2. Tom contacted 9 users and 4 out of 9 users have the feature 7, so Tome have 4/9 
weight for feature 7. When global feature importance is employed, examples of global feature 
importance calculation are shown as follows. There are 8 people who have the feature 2. For Bob, 
the global feature importance for feature 2 is 3*log8. For Mike, the global feature importance for 
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feature 2 is 5*log8. When Tf× Idf , is applied for feature importance calculation, Bob receives 
3*log19/8 score for feature 2 and Mike receives 5*log19/8 score for feature 2 assuming the users 
whom Bob, Tom and Mike contacted are different individual users.  
 
Features 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Bob  3 1  2 2 4  
Tom 6   3 9  4 5 
Mike  5  1 5 1 6  
Figure 5.10. A Simple Example 
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Equation 5.13, 5.14, 5.15 show the similarity score calculation for Bob and Tom using local 
feature importance, global feature importance, and Tf× Idf , respectively.  
 
5.3.3 Top-n Ranking of Neighbourhood 
For each male/female user uim|f, similarity comparisons are conducted against the rest of same 
gender (male/female) users. Based on the similarity scores, a Top-n ranking list is obtained 
},...,,{ |||| fmnfmbfmafmi uuuA = for the user where SC(uim|f, uam|f)>SC(uim|f, ubm|f)>…>SC(uim|f, unm|f) and 
fm
i
fm
i Au
|| ∉ . 
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5.3.4 One-way Recommender with Positive Message 
An assumption of a memory-based collaborative recommendation method is that users will 
choose similar objects in the future as they have chosen in the past. The proposed one-way 
recommender method starts with finding the close neighbours N who are similar in taste (or have 
similar personal profiles or are similar when combining profile and implicit preference) to the 
user. N is collected as the Top-n closest neighbours by comparing uim|f with the whole population 
in dataset who have the same gender as uim|f. P is a set which contains all the partners that users in 
N have contacted before ( −+ ∪= PPP ). Pt is a subset of P which contains all of the partners 
that have sent back a positive reply to N ( +⊆ PPt ). As previous work (Diaz, 2010) shows that 
positive past relation from similar users is positively correlated to recommendation success rate, 
only Pt is recommended to uim|f. The whole process described above is illustrated in Figure 5.11. 
Algorithm 5.1 outlines the one-way recommendation approach. When both profile and preference 
are considered in the calculation of the similarity score, the similarity score takes the average 
similarity score of profile and average similarity score of preference in algorithm 5.1. 
 
 
Figure 5.11. One-way Recommendation Process 
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Algorithm 5.1: One-way Recommendation 
Input: user uim|f implicit preference features IPi, personal profile PPi  ( IPi is built by pre-processing 
the  features of uim|f’s past contacted users) 
Output: List of recommendation Ri to uim|f 
1.Begin 
2.        For j=1 to |M|/|F|(|M|=#UM; |F|=#UF ) 
3.              If i!=j   /* i is uim|f’s index */ 
4.                  switch (similarity score choice) 
5.                      case (preference only) 
6.                          Calculate SC(IPi, IPj)  /*Similarity Score  (cosine similarity score)*/ 
7.                      case (profile only) 
8.                          Calculate SC(PPi, PPj)  
9.                      case (preference and profile) 
10.                        Calculate [SC(IPi, IPj)+SC(PPi, PPj)]/2  
11.             End If 
12.       End For    /* End of finding uim|f’s similar users*/ 
13.       Rank Top-n similarity score SC 
14.       List Top-n most similar users N to uim|f 
15.      {}=iR  
16.        For n=1 to |N|  /*|N| is the number of uim|f’s similar users*/ 
17.           For p=1 to |Pt|  /*|Pt| is the number of users in Pt who send back positive reply to N*/ 
18.               If 
i
mf
p
fm
n
mf
p RuanduuS ∉=
||| 2),( )( || fmimfp uPSuand ∉  
19.                    Add mfpu
|
 to Ri   .                           
20.                End If 
21.             End For 
22.         End For 
23.End 
 
5.3.5 Two-way Recommendation using Profile Information 
The process of two-way recommender method, as shown in Figure 5.12, is the same as the one 
way recommendation method presented before, except for the step where the set Pt is determined. 
The two-way recommender method is stricter than the one-way recommender. The preference of 
up
f|m
 ( tmfp Pu ∈| ) has to be similar to uim|f’s profile, for upf|m to be considered in recommendation to 
ui
m|f
. Algorithm 5.2 outlines this approach. It is same as the one-way recommendation method 
until step 18. The similarity score of uim|f and upf|m are computed and the defined threshold in line 
19 ranges from 0.5 to 0.9. When the threshold is set below 0.5, too many neighbours are returned 
and it affects the precision of the recommendation. For example, the success rate is 18% when the 
threshold is set to 0.4. Considering the existing system without recommendation can obtain the 
success rate of 15.6%, the recommendation system is not of much value if the increase is success 
rate is low as compared to the default system. In the experiment section, tests are conducted to 
decide the best setting of threshold. 
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Figure 5.12. Two-way Recommendation Process 
 
Algorithm 5.2: Two-way Recommendation 
Input: user uim|f’s implicit preference features IPi, personal profile  PPi ( IPi is built from pre-
processing step by recording the  Features of uim|f’s past contacted users), and a user defined 
threshold. 
Output: List of recommendation Ri to uim|f 
1.Begin 
2.        For j=1 to |M|/|F| 
3.              If i!=j    /* i is uim|f’s index*/ 
4.                  switch (similarity score choice) 
5.                      case (preference only) 
6.                          Calculate SC(IPi, IPj)  
7.                      case (profile only) 
8.                          Calculate SC(PPi, PPj)  
9.                      case (preference and profile) 
10.                        Calculate [SC(IPi, IPj)+SC(PPi, PPj)]/2  
11.            End If 
12.      End For    /* End of finding uim|f’s similar users*/ 
13.      Rank Top-n similarity score SC 
14.      List Top-n most similar users N to uim|f 
15.      {}=iR  
16.       For n=1 to |N|     /*|N| is the number of uim|f’s similar users*/ 
17.          For p=1 to |Pt|   /*|Pt| is the number of users in Pt who send back positive reply to N*/ 
18.              If 
i
mf
p
fm
n
mf
p RuanduuS ∉=
||| 2),( )( || fmimfp uPSuand ∉  
19.                  If(SC(PPi, IPp))>threshold 
20.                     Add mfpu
|
 to Ri 
21.                  End If 
22.              End If 
23.          End For 
24.      End For 
25.End 
 
 
5.3.6 Two-way Recommender based on Common Neighbour 
The purpose of this method is to increase the precision by performing an additional step to the 
previous method. In this approach, as shown in Figure 5.13, one more set L is introduced. L is a 
set of users who are similar to users in Pt in terms of preference attributes (users in L are the same 
gender as the users in Pt). mfpu |  in Pt is  recommended to uim|f if one of its similar user in L has 
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positive relation to uim|f. The addition of set L in this method increases the possibility that uim|f will 
like up f|m.  Traditionally, two users who have the common neighbour(s) are deemed as similar. 
Here the reverse of common neighbour is utilized. It is expected that two users whom have 
similar tastes will have a common neighbour. More explicitly, users in Pt are similar to users in L. 
L has contacted uim|f, so there is high chance that Pt will contact uim|f.  
 
Algorithm 5.3: Two-way Recommendation with Common Neighbour 
Input: user uim|f’s implicit preference features IPi, personal profile  PPi /* IPi is built from pre-
processing step by recording the  Features of uim|f’s past contacted users*/, and a user defined 
threshold. 
Output: List of recommendation Ri to uim|f 
1.Begin 
2.       For j=1 to |M|/|N| 
3.              If i!=j        /* i is ui’s index */ 
4.                   switch (similarity score choice) 
5.                      case (preference only) 
6.                          Calculate SC(IPi, IPj)  
7.                      case (profile only) 
8.                          Calculate SC(PPi, PPj)  
9.                      case (preference and profile) 
10.                        Calculate [SC(IPi, IPj)+SC(PPi, PPj)]/2  
11.              End If 
12.         End For /* End of finding uim|f’s similar users*/ 
13.         Rank Top-n similarity score SC 
14.         List Top-n most similar users N to uim|f  
15.        {}=iR {}=L  
16.         For n=1 to |N|    /*|N| is the number of uim|f’s similar users*/ 
17.           For p=1 to |Pt|   /*|Pt| is the number of users in Pt who send back positive reply to N*/ 
18.              If 
i
mf
p
fm
n
mf
p RuanduuS ∉=
||| 2),( )( || fmimfp uPSuand ∉  
19.                 For y=1 to |F| /|M|  
20.                    If SC(IPp, IPy)>threshold 
21.                        mfyuL
|←  
22.                  End If 
23.               End For 
24.               For l=1 to |L| 
25.                 If 2),( || =mflfmi uuS  
26.                     Add upf|m to Ri 
27.                  End If 
28.                End for 
29.            End If 
30.          End For 
31.        End For 
32.End 
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Figure 5.13. Two-way Recommendations with Common Neighbour 
 
This approach is outlined in Algorithm 5.3. In order to find the similar users above a certain 
threshold (it is set to 0.5 as higher threshold will limit the number of common neighbours 
returned later), the algorithm searches the whole population in the dataset for those user whom 
have the same gender as the users in Pt (Line 19-23). Lines 24-28 in the algorithm aim to 
determine whether there exists a positive message reply between user ui and the users in L. 
 
5.3.7 New User: Handling Cold-start Problem 
When a new user joins an online dating network, they have no communication history. The above 
mentioned Two-way Neighbourhood method are not applicable to a new user as the approaches 
are based on users past tastes. In order to make a recommendation to a new user, methods based 
on the user’s profile can be employed. Firstly, the most similar users whose profiles are similar to 
the new users’ profiles are found. Then the past positive contacts of the similar users are 
retrieved. Lastly, the list of positive partners is recommended to the new user. Although the 
precision may not be as good as two-way recommendation, precision will be improved over the 
time as more relevant feedback is returned to the online dating system (mainly through the new 
user starting to actively participating in the network, allowing implicit preference information and 
communication history to develop). 
 
5.3.8 The Experiment Design 
“Two-way One Above” and “Two-way Average” are introduced as the variation of “Two-way 
using Profile Information” method. As mentioned in Section 5.3.4, mfpu
|
 is the partner to be 
recommended to uim|f.  
• The ‘One-way’ method recommends mfpu
|
 to the user.  
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• The method ‘Two-way One Above’ is where mfpu
|
 
is recommended when the similarity 
score between one of mfpu
|
‘s implicit preference profiles and the original user’s 
personal profile (that describes themselves) is above a specified threshold.  
• The ‘Two-way Average’ method is where mfpu
|
 
is recommended when the similarity 
score between the summed average of mfpu
|
 ‘s implicit preference profiles and the 
original user’s personal profile is above a specified threshold.  
• Finally, the method ‘Two-way Common Neighbour’ recommends mfpu
|
 when a user in 
the set L has similarity with mfpu
|
. 
 
Different threshold settings in Two-way using profile Information are compared in the 
experiments. The threshold settings tested included 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9. The threshold 
started with 0.5 to stop too many users being returned and therefore it may influence the 
precision. Threshold settings higher than 0.9 were not tested as fewer users were returned and 
therefore it may have an influence on the recall. The comparisons with the baseline system are 
not displayed in this chapter, but they will be shown in chapter 7. 
 
5.3.9 Two-way Neighbourhood Methods Results and Discussion 
Overall Performance: Proposed methods are compared in terms of the success rate and recall 
results. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the success rate and results of various methods. As mentioned 
early, Two-way using profile information method includes Two-way One Above method and 
Two-way Average. According to Tables 5.8 & 5.9, the success rate of Two-way One Above is 
the highest when the threshold is set at 0.9. The improvement in the success rate is small when 
comparing the results using a threshold of 0.8 and a threshold of 0.9. The success rate of Two-
way Average is 0 when the threshold is set at 0.9. When the threshold is set to 0.9, the recall of 
Two-way One Above is lower when compared to the results with a threshold of 0.8. In order to 
balance the performances of success rate and recall, 0.8 is chosen as the threshold. From Figure 
5.14, we can see that the ‘Two-way Average’ method is the best performing, followed by the 
‘Two-way One Above’ method. The ‘One-way’ method performs the worst in terms of success 
rate. Due to small variation of similarity score amongst Top-1 and Top-20 neighbours, there is no 
significant variation or decay in precision as the “n” increases. For example, the average Top-1 
similarity score using Two-way Common Neighbour with local feature importance is 0.75. For 
Top-5, Top-10, and Top-20, the average similarity scores are 0.73, 0.72, and 0.69 respectively.  
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In terms of recall, the One-way method outperforms all of the other methods. As Figure 5.15 
illustrates, One-way method reaches a recall of around 6% for the Top-20 recommendations. This 
method performs better than others as it imposes less strict condition in recommendation and 
does not require the check allowing more candidates. The recall performances of the three other 
methods are comparable to each other. Experiments with these methods were conducted in an 
offline environment and more than half of the recommendations cannot be found in the dataset 
provided, which is only a portion of the entire live dataset.  
 
In general, Two-way Average with a value of 0.8 as the threshold achieves the best success rate. 
One-way recommendation achieves the best recall. In terms of F-1 measurement, One-way 
recommendation is the best performing method, although Two-way Average is three times better 
than One-way in terms of success rate, the recall of One-way recommendation is about 50 times 
better than Two-way Average.  
 
 
Figure 5.14. Success Rate of Various Methods. 
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Figure 5.15. Recall of Various Methods. 
Threshold Settings: In Two-way recommendations methods that are based on implicit 
preference information, the threshold is set to determine whether the similarity of a user upf |m to 
the user uim|f is high enough for consideration for recommendation. The threshold values tested in 
this work were 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9. Tables 5.10 and 5.11 show the success rate results for 
Top-1, Top-5, Top-10 and Top-20 for each threshold. The success rate performance achieved for 
Top-1, 5, 10 and 20 are quite stable. It was found that as the similarity threshold increases, the 
success rate achieved increased in general. When the threshold is set to 0.8, the precision for 
‘Two-way Average’ is improved greatly and reaches around 90%. The reason why ‘Two-way 
Average’ can obtain high success rate lies in that the great similarity of upf |m ‘s preference and uim|f 
‘s profile. However, the success rate of ‘Two-way Average’ is 0 when the threshold is set to 0.9. 
This is because the condition set up is too strict and none of  upf |m ‘s implicit preferences can 
reach the average similarity score as 0.9 . The success rate of ‘Two-way One Above’ continues to 
increase even when the threshold is set to 0.9. The reason is because of the nature how this 
method works. ‘Two-way One Above’ only requires that the similarity of one of past contacts’ 
profile and uim|f ‘s profile reaches 0.9. Tables 5.12, 5.13 show the recall for ‘Two-way One 
Above’ and ‘Two-way Average’ methods respectively. Both tables show the trend of recall 
increasing as n in Top-n increases (eg, from 1 to 5 etc). However, the recall is seen to drop as the 
similarity threshold value increases. It is not unusual, as the threshold setting increases, less users 
will be similar enough above threshold to the original user.  
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One Above 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Top-1 26.1% 26.8% 32.4% 59.2% 59.3% 
Top-5 25.8% 28.7% 34.2% 57.7% 61.7% 
Top-10 28.2% 27.2% 31.7% 55.0% 59.5% 
Top-20 25.1% 25.3% 28.1% 50.4% 57.0% 
Table 5.10 Success Rate of Two-way One Above 
Average 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Top-1 26.7% 28.8% 74.9% 92.4% 0% 
Top-5 25.8% 28.9% 75.2% 93.4% 0% 
Top-10 30.4% 27.6% 71.3% 89.3% 0% 
Top-20 25.1% 27.3% 72.3% 85.8% 0% 
Table 5.11 Success Rate of Two-way Average 
One Above 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Top-1 0.52% 0.24% 0.13% 0.02% 0.02% 
Top-5 1.91% 1.09% 0.24% 0.06% 0.05% 
Top-10 3.25% 1.51% 0.31% 0.11% 0.09% 
Top-20 5.12% 2.95% 0.65% 0.22% 0.13% 
Table 5.12. Recall of Two-way One Above Method. 
Average 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Top-1 0.22% 0.04% 0.03% 0.01% 0% 
Top-5 0.91% 0.19% 0.09% 0.05% 0% 
Top-10 1.52% 0.37% 0.17% 0.09% 0% 
Top-20 2.63% 0.45% 0.22% 0.11% 0% 
Table 5.13. Recall of Two-way Average Method. 
The threshold setting for Two-way Common neighbour is set to 0.5 as the recall is as low as the 
recall of Two-way Average with a threshold value of 0.8. When the threshold is set higher, there 
will be not many recommendations at all. 
 
Profile Or Preference Or Combined: Table 5.14 shows that implicit preference as the taste 
dimension performs the best. The success rate using profile information ranges from 24% to 
28.2%. When implicit preference information is utilized, the performance is improved.  The 
performance achieved with combined profile and preference information is worse than that 
achieved with just the implicit preference information only. This is because the performance is 
lowered by inclusion of profile information. 
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Measure One-way 
Method 
Two-way One 
Above 
Threshold (0.8) 
Two-way 
Average 
Threshold (0.8) 
Two-way 
Common 
Neighbor (0.5) 
Profile 24.0% 24.9% 28.2% 25.0% 
Preference 25.1% 55.0% 89.3% 36.4% 
Profile and 
Preference 22.9% 46.1% 70.7% 28.0% 
Table 5.14. Top-10 SR Comparisons When Profile or Preference or Combined Measure Applied. 
Feature Importance: Table 5.15 shows a comparison of the Success Rate (SR) results for the 
various feature importance methods including local and global. The traditional weighting 
measure, TF-IDF, has the lowest performance because it identifies the unique features in the 
whole dataset that are important to the users. This means only a few users will get high similarity 
score as TF-IDF weighs highly for special features only which are important to a few users. As a 
consequence, TF-IDF gives low similarity values to most of users and can not identify the users 
with the similar taste. Local feature importance surprisingly, gives lower performance than that 
achieved with global feature importance. Global feature importance can boost SR performance by 
above 8%, when compared to TF-IDF. Global importance describes the trend of population along 
with the feature importance to the users. It explains why global importance has higher precision 
than local importance. For example, religion may be the important attribute to a particular 
culture/population. However, it is difficult to determine the importance of religion from only 
looking at one user’s implicit preference. Global feature importance allows observing the 
importance of feature from the whole population perspective. Global score also takes into 
consideration the attributes that people deem to be the most important for others to know about 
(eg. users always describing their hair colour because they may feel that it is important and want 
others to know before they initiate contact). 
 
Weighting 
Measure 
One-way 
Method 
Two-way One 
Above 
Threshold (0.8) 
Two-way 
Average 
Threshold (0.8) 
Two-way 
Common 
Neighbor (0.5) 
Local Importance 
(LC) 26.0% 55.0% 89.3% 36.4% 
Global 
Importance (GC) 34% 58.5% 92.2% 40.0% 
TF-IDF 25.1% 50.8% 84.1% 33.3% 
Table 5.15. Top-10 SR Comparisons When Different Weighting Measure Applied. 
New Users: New users are the one who have not sent any messages and have not replied to any 
messages during the period of time in the training data. In the training dataset, there are 738 users 
who just joined in the dating service and have no communications. These users are active in the 
testing data. We utilized the new users’ profile information and find the Top-n most similar users 
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by employing cosine similarity. Table 5.16 shows the results of success rate and recall for new 
users. In general, the success rate is not high, but the success rate achieved is higher than the 
Baseline Success Rate which is 15.6%. Using profile information is not sufficient to achieve high 
success rate, however, better recommendation can be made by using implicit information as the 
user becomes active at a later date in the network. 
 
Top-n Success Rate Recall 
Top-10 18.8% 0.12% 
Top-50 18.2% 0.22% 
Top-100 20.0% 0.38% 
Table 5.16. Top-n Performances for New Users 
Comparisons to Benchmarking Methods: According to the results in Table 5.17, the ‘Two-
way Average’ method with the similarity threshold set to 0.8 performs the best in terms of SR 
with the result being significantly higher than both of the other methods. Its recall however is only 
slightly better than the tested CF method. However, the recall is the worst by using ‘Two-way 
Average’ method as the threshold setting is quite high and not lots of recommendations can be 
obtained because of the strict similarity condition. But when the threshold setting is set below 0.8, 
the performance of ‘Two-way Average’ is better than the benchmarking methods for most of time 
as shown in Tables 5.11, 5.13 & 5.14.  
 
Method SR Recall 
Two-way Average (0.8) 89.3% 0.09% 
CF 12.8% 0.06% 
Adamic/Adar 16.8% 0.47% 
Table 5.17. Top-10 CF and Proposed Method Comparison. 
Time Complexity: In One-way Recommender method, the time complexity is the product of 
number of male/ female users NM|F and the number of male/female users NM|F. For each 
male/female user, One-way method compare with the rest of male/female users. The rest of 
male/female users should be denoted as NM|F-1, however, -1 is negligible because of big O 
notation. For Two-way Recommendation using Profile Information, it first finds the similar users 
for each user, the complexity is NM|F* NM|F. Then the suitability test is conducted for the user and 
the past contacts of the similar users. The complexity for the suitability test is NM|F*Npt where Npt 
is the number of past contacts. For Two-way Recommender based on Common Neighbour, the 
complexity comes from three parts. First two parts are the same as Two-way Recommender using 
Profile Information. The third part comes from the comparisons of past contacts of similar users 
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Npt and past contacts of the users NL. Time complexity calculations for three methods are reported 
in Table 5.18. 
 
Time spent on each method is indicated in Table 5.19. Running time include the time to set up 
matrix, time spent on pair-wise similarity, time to find similar users, and time to make 
recommendations. It takes about 18,180 seconds to calculate the expensive pair-wise similarity 
score. 
 
Methods Time Complexity 
One-way Recommender with Positive 
Message 
)( || FMFM NNO ×  
Two-way Recommendation using Profile 
Information 
)( ||| tpFMFMFM NNNNO ×+×  
Two-way Recommender based on 
Common Neighbour 
)( ||| LppFMFMFM NNNNNNO tt ++×  
Table 5.18. Time Complexity of Two-way Neighbourhood Methods 
Methods Running Time in seconds 
One-way Recommender with Positive 
Message 
23,520 
Two-way Recommendation using Profile 
Information 
25,080 
Two-way Recommender based on 
Common Neighbour 
30,660 
Table 5.19. Running Time of Two-way Neighbourhood Methods 
5.3.10 Two-way Neighbourhood Methods Summary 
Many existing recommendation methods are not two-way recommendation. The proposed 
Neighbourhood methods are specially designed for two-way recommendation. The proposed 
methods start with building user matrix including user-taste matrix, user-profile matrix, and user-
combined matrix. Then Top-n similar users are found based on user matrix. Three variations of 
recommendation methods are proposed. One-way Recommender with Positive Message makes 
recommendation to users based on the past contacts of similar users. Two-way Recommendation 
using Profile Information recommends past contacts of similar users to users only when the past 
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contacts and users similarity scores are above the threshold. Two-way Recommender based on 
Common Neighbour recommends past contacts of similar users to users when the past contacts of 
similar users is similar to the past contacts of the users. 
 
Clustering is not conducted on Two-way Neighbourhood method as Two-way methods are quite 
strict in finding the suitable candidates. Because the strict condition is applied, it results in the low 
recall. From the analysis of SimRank-based method, clustering as pre-processing step caused 
lower recall as compared to when non-clustering was applied. If clustering is applied in the Two-
way methods, much lower recall will be returned and low recall is not desirable. 
 
In the experiments, various tests are conducted to observe the effects of different input matrix on 
the recommendation performance; the effects of different feature importance similarity score; 
effects of threshold settings on performance. The results show, 
• The results achieved with a user-taste matrix as the input outperform the results 
achieved with either user-profile matrix as input or user-combined matrix as input. 
• In terms of feature importance, global feature importance is the better option than local 
feature importance and TF/IDF. 
• Higher threshold in similarity score is positively correlated to high success rate, but it is 
negatively correlated to recall. 
• Two-way Recommendation using Profile Information achieves better performance than 
One-way Recommender with Positive Message, and Two-way Recommender based on 
Common Neighbour. 
• Two-way Recommendation using Profile Information obtains much high success rate 
than the benchmarking methods. 
 
In this section, the sparsity problem and two-way recommendation problem are tackled. The 
proposed user-taste matrix is designed to handle the sparsity problem. Two-way 
Recommendation using Profile Information and Two-way Recommender based on Common 
Neighbour are designed for handling two-way recommendation in online dating networks. 
 
The contributions for Two-way Neighbourhood methods are three-fold; (1) using implicit user’s 
preferences based on the findings from SNA are proposed for the calculation of users similarity 
score; (2) global feature importance and local feature importance are designed for measuring the 
importance of users’ features which are described in their profiles and preference; and (3) Two-
way Recommendation using Profile Information and Two-way Recommender based on Common 
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Neighbour are proposed as novel methods for dealing with the recommendations which require 
Two-way matching. 
 
5.4 SUMMARY 
This chapter has provided details of the proposed memory-based recommendation methods. Two 
types of memory-based recommendations are included: Link-based Recommendation methods 
and Two-way Neighbourhood methods.  
 
Under Link-based Recommendation methods, two variations which are SimRank and Adapted 
SimRank are proposed. In order to solve the scalability issue, a grouping method is utilized before 
SimRank and Adapted SimRank methods are executed. In the experiment section, the 
performances with various settings are compared. Experiments are conducted using different 
similarity scores in the clustering process. The results indicate that the Euclidean distance 
measure is best suited for the Link-based Recommendation methods. When comparing the results 
performances with the different input information, the combined profile with explicit preference 
achieves the best. When comparing the SimRank, and Adapted SimRank, Adapted SimRank is 
not only faster but also achieves the better success rate. However SimRank provides more 
recommendations and is better performing in terms of recall. 
 
In Two-way neighbourhood methods, a series of steps are detailed from setting up the user-taste 
matrix to the calculation of feature importance to the recommendation methods. Three variations 
of recommendation methods are proposed: One-way Recommender with Positive Message, Two-
way Recommendation using Profile Information, and Two-way Recommender based on 
Common Neighbour. It is found Two-way Recommendation using Profile Information with a 
high threshold setting can achieve the best success rate. Experiments are also conducted on the 
effectiveness of threshold setting for Two-way Recommendation using Profile Information 
method. With the increase of threshold, the success rate increases but the recall drops. Comparing 
the implicit preference, profile and the combined implicit preference and profile, the experimental 
results show the best outcome is achieved with using the implicit preference only.
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6Chapter 6: Model-based Methods 
The previous chapter focuses on the memory-based approaches including Link-based methods 
and Two-way recommendation methods. This chapter explains and analyses model-based 
methods which have been developed in this thesis. The chapter begins with an overview of the 
proposed model-based methods, providing introduction to the proposed methods. The details of 
the proposed co-clustering methods are explained next. Following this we give details on the 
experiments undertaken using co-clustering methods. Next, the proposed segmentation method 
and different recommendation strategies are introduced. A comprehensive analysis of the 
segmentation approach is conducted using the real life data.  
 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Model-based approaches build and learn from a model in order to predict a possible rating of an 
item from a user (Liu et al., 2011). The model allows the system to learn to recognize complex 
patterns based on the training data (Su & Khoshgoftaar, 2009). Generally speaking, model-based 
approaches train the model with techniques such as clustering, latent semantic analysis, singular 
value decomposition from machine learning and data mining areas. The learnt model representing 
the latent characteristics of the users and items in the system is used for the prediction of new 
items (Kantor, et al, 2011 p112). The proposed methods which include co-clustering and 
segmentation techniques belong to model-based methods as the recommendations are generated 
using the models of co-clusters and segmentation.  Both of the Link-based methods and Co-
clustering methods apply clustering techniques before recommendations are made. The co-
clustering based methods are considered to be model-based methods as the model learns the 
weightings of match score to be used in recommendation.  
 
A model-based approach builds up a model based on the history of ratings to make predictions. 
Compared to memory-based approaches, a model-based method can handle data sparsity better, 
and in general, achieve better prediction performance (Su & Khoshgoftaar, 2009). In addition, the 
model-based approach makes recommendations without needing any domain knowledge. The 
quality of model-based methods tends to improve over time.  
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In this chapter, two types of model-based methods including the co-clustering (Dhillon, 2003) 
based recommendation methods and segmentation based recommendation methods are discussed. 
Co-clustering based recommendation methods aim at large scale recommendations with high 
success rate. It is expected that Co-clustering method can solve the scalability problem in 
recommendation. Segmentation based recommendation methods are proposed because users have 
different communication needs. In the methods, the segmentation technique is utilized to divide 
users into groups according to their communication needs. Then different recommendation 
strategies are designed for catering the needs of users in different segments. 
 
Three co-clustering methods are discussed in this chapter. The Interaction co-clustering method 
utilizes the Bregman (Banerjee, 2007) approach to co-cluster a male-female (or female-male) 
interaction matrix. The step-wise co-clustering method iteratively co-clusters male-female and 
female group matrices. Feature enhanced co-clustering utilizes a male group (or female group) to 
contacted female (or male) attributes matrix for clustering. Co-clustering methods are supposed to 
achieve higher performance than the traditional clustering methods in that co-clustering methods 
identify the intertwined relations in rows and columns.  
 
In the second model-based method, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) (Fraley, 2002) is deployed 
to divide users into different segments. A different recommendation method and strategy is then 
applied to each user segment based on their activities in the network. For the underlying social 
network, the GMM method identified three user segments: (1) a highly active users segment, (2) 
a medium active users segment, and (3) a non-active users segment. For the segment containing 
active users, a Gradient Boosting algorithm is applied for determining whether the user will 
receive favourable response from the person who s/he is likely to contact. For the segment 
containing medium active users, we applied a co-clustering technique and make moderate number 
of recommendations. For the non-active users, we propose to build a Tensor Space Model (TSM) 
(Kolda, 2009) on the users’ interactions data and generate a large quantity of recommendations. 
By dividing users into different segments and provide different recommendation strategies for 
segments, it not only save computation time but also satisfy the communication needs of users in 
different segments. 
 
6.2 THE CO-CLUSTERING BASED APPROACHES 
Clustering techniques have long existed. Several recommendation methods based on clustering 
techniques have been developed in the literature  (Jamali et al, 2011; Shepitsen, et al; 2008; Mittal 
& Nayak, 2010) as clustering provides a fast solution (Sarwar, 2002) especially when the dataset 
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is large. However, traditional clustering fails to identify the intertwined relations between male 
and female members that existed in online dating networks. Recently, co-clustering, a technique 
for clustering two dimensions simultaneously has attracted research attention. It performs 
clustering in such a way that intermediate row clusters incorporate column clustering at all stages 
and vice versa. The traditional clustering algorithms such as k-means and hierarchical clustering 
measure one-way similarity i.e. rows are clustered based on the column attributes similarities.  
However, these algorithms fall short when information in the rows and columns are interrelated. 
An example is document clustering where the documents and terms are co-related. Documents in 
the same clusters have semantically similar terms, and terms in the same clusters appear in 
documents with a similar topic. In a dating network scenario, the co-relation between male users 
and female users is more obvious. Male members who contact similar female users should be put 
together in a cluster as well as, female users of that cluster should be contacting similar males of 
that cluster, assuming both row and column information are considered while grouping.  
 
Several features of co-clustering for grouping the data naturally benefit a recommendation system 
(Daruru, et al., 2009) (Deodhar, et al., 2007).  Co-clustering methods can achieve high 
performance in high dimension space as the numbers of columns are reduced by the previous step 
when the rows are being clustered. The results from co-clustering are more interpretable than 
results from other clustering algorithms as the rows and columns are clustered representing the 
two objects types (e.g. users and products). Moreover, co-clustering has capability to perform 
well with a sparse data matrix as the empty regions get separated out after co-clustering (Dhillon, 
2003). 
 
These features are particularly useful in segmenting the user base of an online dating network and 
supporting the use of those segments in recommendation. The reasons are two- folds. Firstly, the 
online dating recommendation is different from the user-product recommendation as it requires 
two-way matching in recommendation. The recommender system needs the preferences of both 
parties to be considered. A cluster solution obtained using co-clustering, groups male and females 
together who are similar according to their taste. Secondly, online dating networks usually have a 
large user base and the connectivity between users is sparse. For a system with a million female 
and a million male users, in order to find compatible partner(s) for each user, the system needs to 
execute these comparisons a million by a million times. The scalability of a recommendation 
algorithm is one of the main issues for online dating systems. The use of co-clustering can help 
the dating systems in dealing with the scalability problem. 
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Users and their interactions in the network can be modelled as a bipartite graph as the interactions 
take place between male and female groups. The purpose of co-clustering is to divide users in a 
way so that males can be paired with females in a co-cluster and recommendations can be made 
within that co-cluster. The co-clustering process results in two groups of clusters: male clusters 
and female clusters. In order to get the best pair of a male cluster and a female cluster, it is 
necessary to calculate the interaction between each male and female cluster. This ensures that two 
pairing clusters within a co-cluster have the maximum number of interactions between the 
members of the two groups. Recommendations are then made to the male and female users in 
each cluster (within the pair) who have had no contact before but their neighbourhood has had 
past positive interactions. A check is made to exclude previous interactions and negative 
interactions. Figure 6.1 illustrates this two steps method. The first step is identification of co-
clusters and the second step is forming a co-cluster pair and ranking the recommendation pairs 
within those two clusters.   
 
 
Figure 6.1. The Co-clustering Recommendation Process 
 
Example: In Figure 6.1, the {u1m, u2m, u3m…uwm} set represents male members and the {u1f, u2f, 
u3
f
,…uz
f} set represents female members. The male cluster (u1m, u3m, u9m) can be paired with the 
female cluster (u5f, u4f, u7f) if the number of positive interactions made between these two groups 
is more than any other pairing combinations. Recommendations are made within this pair. For 
example, u9m is recommended to u5f and vice versa as u9m has no interaction with u5f and u9m’s 
neighbourhood (which include u1m and u3m) have past positive interactions with u5f. One of u5f’s 
neighbourhood u7f also has past interaction with u9m. In the (u1m, u3m, u9m, u5f, u4f, u7f) co-clustering 
group, u3m and u4f had a negative interaction before; therefore, u4f is not recommended to u1m, and 
u9
m
. 
 
In existing co-clustering methods, only one set of information is included. For document-term co-
clustering, term frequency is the only information (Dhillon, 2003). For customer-product co-
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clustering, user ratings of products/items is the only information utilised (Daruru, 2009). 
However, in an online dating network, there are three sets of information available, namely, user 
profile, user preference and user interaction. It is anticipated that inclusion of three sets of 
information in the input matrix would improve the outcome. In this work, we propose modified 
Bregman co-clustering algorithms based on the input information as well as the clustering process 
including iteration steps.  Three algorithms namely interaction co-clustering, step-wise co-
clustering and feature enhancement co-clustering have been developed to find co-clusters using 
interaction information only, using all three sets of information with iterative steps of processing, 
and the characteristic features of each co-cluster respectively. A learning method is then applied 
to the output of the co-clustering algorithms for ranking the recommendation pairs.  Finally, 
results from all three approaches are compared and best results are presented. Figure 6.2 shows 
the process of recommendation with co-clustering. The following sections will delve into the 
details of each method. 
 
Figure 6.2. The Co-clustering Framework 
 
6.2.1 Interaction-based Co-clustering 
The benefit of co-clustering lies in the ability to capture the subset of rows and subset of columns 
which have the desired patterns. Traditional clustering is only able to find either the subset of 
rows or columns which have similarities in columns or rows to a certain extent. As shown in 
Figure 6.3, a clustering method can only group rows according to the similarity of attributes that 
they share, however, the co-clustering can identify the partial similarity resulting in 2 by 2 row 
and column groupings. The general approach of co-clustering allows the whole matrix 
divided into k rows and l columns. But the splitting of rows and columns should be identical. 
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Figure 6.3. A Co-clustering Example 
A traditional clustering method processes similarities among users based on what products (or 
other users) they like or dislike. In online dating networks, an interaction involves male users and 
female users, with the data recording the interactions of users being two dimensional. The co-
clustering technique allows identifying intertwined male users and female users based on the 
latent relationships such that male users are similar because the contacted female users are 
similar, and female users are similar because the contacted male users are similar. We apply the 
Bregman co-clustering algorithm (Banerjee, 2007) to find co-clusters amongst male and female 
members. 
The input matrix for co-clustering is the male-female matrix denoting interaction among them. 
Let A denote the male-female matrix and aij denote as an element representing the interaction 
between male i to female j.  Figure 6.4 shows the example of matrix A. 
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Figure 6.4. Matrix A Representation 
 
Let m and n be the number of rows and columns respectively that are to be clustered into k 
number of desired row clusters and l number of desired column clusters. The co-clustering 
process finds a mapping ),( γρ  such that },...1{},...,1{: km aρ , },...1{},...1{: ln aγ . Given k, l, a 
Bregman divergence φd , a data matrix A and the minimum Bregman information solution Aˆ , the 
goal of co-clustering is to find ),( ** γρ that minimizes 
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   Eq. 6.2 
The solution to the minimum Bregman Information problem Aˆ is  
∑Λ−=∇
r
rA
*)ˆ(φ
    Eq. 6.3 
Where Λ is the optimal Lagrange multiplier for a set of constraint r. Let Z denote as the optimal 
co-clustering matrix. The matrix Z has the corresponding variables U and V. Four constraints are 
defined according to Banerjee (2004). Let U defined as the set of row indices and V a set of 
column indices. LetUˆ and Vˆ defined as the approximation of U and V. The co-clustering 
involves four underlying variables U, V, Uˆ and Vˆ corresponding to various partitioning of the 
matrix Z. The approximations can be obtained based on Z given by  
 
}}ˆ{},ˆ{},{},{},ˆ,ˆ{},,ˆ{},ˆ,{{ VUVUVUVUVUT =  
 
In the constraint sets, 
}}ˆ{},ˆ{{1 VUC =  
}ˆ,ˆ{2 VUC =  
}}{},{},ˆ,ˆ{{3 VUVUC =  
}},ˆ{},ˆ,{{4 VUVUC =  
 
In (Banerjee, 2004), different Bregment divergences are presented given different constraint sets. 
Initially, each row is randomly assigned to a row cluster. The same applies to column clustering. 
Then, row clusters are updated while treating column clusters as known information and 
computing the matrix optimization by solving the minimum Bregman information problem. For 
column updating, the process is done similarly as row updating. The row and column updates are 
repeated until the convergence condition is met. 
 
6.2.2 Step-wise Co-clustering 
Unlike the previous method, this co-clustering method incorporates all three types of information 
available, users’ interactions, users’ profiles and users’ preferences data. The underlying concept 
of this method is that the two objects in the bipartite graph influence each other. Two 
males/females can be considered similar if they interact with the same or “similar” females/males. 
The “similar” males/females indicate the males/females that are similar intrinsically - their 
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implicit preferences are similar. In this section, both male/female and male cluster/female cluster 
are included as the column entry. The reason for this is to alleviate the sparsity problem, as the 
chances of two male/female users contacting the same female/male user are small. In most cases, 
the similarities of two male/female users are 0. Inclusion of the clusters in the column entry, two 
male/female users are more likely to have a higher similarity score than otherwise. 
 
Initially, the male/female members are clustered according to similarities that they share based on 
their implicit preferences being used in a traditional one-way clustering algorithm such as a 
hierarchical clustering or a centroid-based clustering. The traditional clustering is faster compared 
to co-clustering. Moreover, in this step, the main task is to find the male/female groups based on 
profile and preference similarities regardless of the feature groups.  
 
Let the male clusters grouped based on the members’ implicit preferences represent as {cM10, 
cM2
0
... cMp
0} and the female clusters based on the members’ implicit preferences represent as {cF10, 
cF2
0
…cFq
0}. We denote this initial clustering step as Cp0(M) for the males grouped in p clusters and 
Cq0(F) for females grouped in q clusters. 
 
After the initial clustering process, we structure a matrix MF(1) with UM as rows, and UF and 
female clusters Cq0(F) obtained from initial step as the columns for further clustering (as shown in 
Figure 6.5). The entry of this matrix is the interactions of males with the individual females as 
well as with the group of females appearing in a cluster. The value of an entry in the matrix 
ranges from 0 to 2.  The values are as described in Eq 6.1 when the interactions are between 
male/female to female/male users. The values are calculated by using Eq 6.4 when the 
interactions are between male/female to female clusters/male clusters. The recommendations are 
based on the three types of information. The past successful relation is useful to the 
recommendations of users who have no past relation. The unsuccessful relation should not be 
recommended to the users who have no past relation. There are about 200 messages in the 
dataset. But the 200 messages belong to 2 classes. One class type is the user’s reply showing their 
interests in starting a relation. This type is a successful relation. The other class type is the user’s 
rejection to the message sender. This type is an unsuccessful relation. The direct usage of the 
reply messages will not lead to better recommendation results. Because the communication data 
is already sparse enough, the direct usage of the reply message will lead to even less training data 
and worse results if the model-based approach is applied. It will lead to smaller neighbourhoods, 
less recommendations and worse recall then if the memory-based approach is applied. 
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The benefit of co-clustering this data is the inclusion of females’ implicit preferences information 
in the form of intermediate clusters with the interaction data. By including Cq0(F) as the columns, 
it allows capturing the interacted female cluster structure as well as it handles the sparsity 
problem as the chance of two males contacting same female is lower as compared to contacting a 
group of members. For example, uam ubm have contacted different partners uxf and uyf. These two 
female members belong to the same cluster as they have similar implicit preference. Since this 
scheme takes the implicit preference into consideration, similarity score between uam ubm would 
be greater than 0, in comparison to the previous method that would not find any similarity due to 
lack of common contacted partners.  Suppose there is NF number of female users and l number of 
female groups. Notice that NF>>l. The chance of two males contact the same female user is 1/NF 
and the chance of two males’ contact the females under the same group is 1/l.  Moreover, by 
including individual female members as columns, it improves the accuracy as males who contact 
the same female are more similar than males who contact females in the same cluster.  
 
Figure 6.5. Matrices MF and FM Representation 
 
Let mfij(1) denote an entry in MF(1) representing the interaction between a male and a female, 
ui
m → uj
f  or  a female cluster uim → cFd0. The value of uim → cFd0 is calculated as shown in Equation 
6.4 where g is the number of members in the cluster cFd0 and x is the number of users who have 
any interactions with uim . The construction of FM(1) is done similarly. 
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Let’s Cp1(M) and Cq1(F) denote the clustering results after the step 1. Next, we construct MF(2) 
with UM as rows, and UF and Cq1(F) as columns. Similarly, FM(2) is constructed with UF as rows 
and UM, and Cp1(M) as columns. The process of co-clustering the updated matrix is repeated until 
the convergence condition is met. The stopping condition is that the difference of average 
males/females clusters intra-similarity at step t and at step t-1 must be less than some thresholdδ . 
This clustering process results in grouping males into groups Cpt(M) and females into groups 
Cqt(F).  Algorithm 6.1 details the process of the implementation of step-wise co-clustering. 
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Algorithm 6.1: The Step-wise Co-clustering 
Input: users profiles PPi, users preferences IPi, users interactions 
Output: recommendations R. 
Initial clustering: 
1. Clustering males {u1m, u2m,…uwm} to p groups based on implicit preference 
similarity where   p<<w. Denote the result as Cp0(M). 
2. Clustering females {u1f, u2f,…uzf} to q groups based on implicit preference 
similarity where q<<z. Denote the result as Cq0(F). 
 
Step-wise co-clustering: 
      Repeat 
1. Clustering males {u1m, u2m,…uwm} to k groups utilizing newly constructed 
matrix MF(i) at i iteration. Retrieve result Cki(M) 
2. Clustering females {u1f, u2f,…uzf} to l groups utilizing newly constructed 
matrix FM(i) at i iteration. Retrieve result Cli(F) 
      Until average intra-similarity (Cki(M)-Cki-1(M))<δ and average intra 
       similarity  (Cli(F)-Cli-1(F))< δ  
Recommendation: 
      For each male /female cluster ciM /cjF 
1. Find the pairing female cluster chF /male cluster ceM which is most 
frequently interacted with the members of ciM / cjF. 
2. Implement recommendation strategies and include all the 
recommendations to R.  
 
6.2.3 Feature-enhanced Co-clustering 
Another variation of the co-clustering algorithm is proposed promoting a novel process of 
including implicit preference and users’ interaction information. As discussed in the Two-way 
Neighbourhood method in the previous chapter, the matrix with implicit preference as input 
achieves the best performance compared to the one with profile, or the one with profile and 
preference. Based on previous results as shown in Section 5.3.9, the global feature importance is 
adopted as the weight measure. Let MA and FA represent the preference attributes matrix for 
male and female respectively. MA is formed by the male users and implicit preference of the 
contacted female users. FA is formed by the female users and implicit preference of the contacted 
male users. Figure 6.6 shows an example of MA and FA. The Bregman co-clustering algorithm 
(Banerjee, 2007) is applied on both MA and FA to find male clusters (c1M, c2M..cpM) and female 
clusters (c1F, c2F..cqF). After the co-clustering processes are done, we pair each male cluster with a 
female cluster to obtain recommendations.  
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Figure 6.6. Matrices of MA and FA representations. 
MA and FA can be constructed like step-wise co-clustering. If this is done, it is still Step-
wise method with different inputs.  The proposed Feature enhanced Co-clustering is 
different approach from step-wise co-clustering. The purpose of three proposed methods is 
to see the effect of different co-clustering processes on the recommendation results. If 
Feature-enhanced method is designed as suggested, it will be the step-wise method just with 
the different inputs. 
 
6.2.4 Co-clustering Learning Algorithm for Recommendation Ranking 
The output of a co-clustering algorithm is a set of male clusters and a set of female clusters. In 
order to make recommendations, the male groups are paired with the female groups. The pairing 
male cluster ciM and female cluster cjF can be determined by finding the most frequent interactions 
amongst the clusters of two genders. Continue the process for each cluster until the pairing 
process is finished. Let S(ciM,cjF) denote as the interactions between the male cluster ciM and 
female cluster cjF. The interactions can be from the users in male cluster sending the messages to 
the users in the female cluster S(ciM → cjF) . The interaction can also be from the users in the 
female cluster sending the messages to the user in the male cluster and S(cjF→ ciM). Let the 
number of interaction between the male group ciM to a female group cjF as |S(ciM, cjF)|. To find the 
paired female group index j for the male group ciM out of the q number of female clusters, 
formally, 
|),(|maxarg FqMi
q
ccSj ←
   Eq. 6.5 
 
In term of recommendation strategies, one approach is to form recommendation pairs based on 
the past positive interactions in a male-female cluster pair excluding any negative and prior 
contacted users. More specifically, find all the positive interactions in the paired clusters. Then 
recommend the male user in a positive interaction to all the female users in the female cluster 
excluding the female user in this positive interaction. Similarly, recommend the female user in the 
positive interaction to all the male users in the male cluster excluding the male user in this 
positive interaction. 
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A two-way matching is conducted to further check the suitability of the users in the row cluster 
with the users in the column cluster within the same co-clustering group. A two-way match is 
checked by calculating the match scores of user uim|fs profile with ujf|m’s preference and user uim|f’s 
preference with user ujf|m’s profile. Users have different importance for different preferences, thus 
we introduce weight importance to attributes. Formally, 
∑
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Where )( | fmik ua  is the weight of attribute value k to user uim|f, )( | fmik uf is the total number of 
times user uim|f’s contacted users have attribute value k, and the last part is the number of times the 
attribute value k appears in the whole population. n is the number of users in the dataset. The 
weight is used in calculating the cosine similarity score. The cosine score is calculated by using 
the equation   
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A cosine similarity score is applied to calculate the match score of user uim|f profile to user ujf|m 
preference denoted as SC (PP(uim|f),IP(ujf|m)), and the match score of user ui m|f preference to user 
uj
f|m
 profile denoted as SC (IP(uim|f),PP(ujf|m)). Let w1, w2 as the weights for the match scores. Let 
the sum of two match scores denoted as SC.  
 
 ))(),(())(),(( ||2||1 mfjfmimfjfmi uPPuIPSCwuIPuPPSCwSC +=   Eq. 6.8 
 
To get an improved and automatic matching, we propose to implement a Neural Network for 
predicting the positive interaction between two users. To simplify the formula for the 
representation of training neural network, we rewrite Equation 6.8 as  
 
SC=w1x1+w2x2           Eq. 6.9 
 
In this formula, x1 stands for the SC(PP(uim|f), IP(ujf|m)), x2 stands for SC(IP(uim|f), PP(ujf|m)). Two-
layer neural network is trained with the expected output and actual output in order to get the 
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weights for x1 and x2. Let gt denote the predicted output and Yt denote the actual output. The target 
is to minimize the error function 
 ∑
=
−=
n
t
tt YgE
1
2)(    Eq. 6.10 
 
E is the squared error function. The error E depends on the expected output gt and SCt depends on 
the weighted sum of its input. 
 
In the neural network, the logistic function is used as the activation function. 
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In order to find the weights w1 and w2 that minimize the error, the most widely applied 
backpropagation (Ethem, 2010) algorithm is utilized, with the method applied in backpropagation 
known as gradient descent. 
 
The equations below lay the groundwork for calculating the partial derivative of the error with 
respect to a weight wi using the chain rule: 
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Putting all together: 
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       Eq. 6.16 
 
To update the weight, a learning rate η  is applied. The change in weight iw∆ after learning 
would be the product of learning rate and gradient: 
ii xggYgw )1()(2 −−−=∆ η        Eq. 6.17 
 
The classifier is trained with a suitable dataset and the gradient descent algorithm. The trained 
classifier is then used to determine whether two users will be a potential match. For each co-
clustering group, a trained neural network model is applied to determine compatibility between 
each pair of female and male members. A list of recommendations for each user is formed based 
on these matches. 
 
The classification can be implemented with other machine learning methods. However, NN 
provides a learning capability in which the network can be changed based on relevance 
feedback. In different periods, active users in the training data are different. The NN can 
adapt and learn about users preferences of different period. SVM is not as adaptive as NN. 
SVM puts more emphasis on learning the important features of all the users. Although, 
decision tree can achieve high accuracy without lots of computation complexity, it is easily 
overfitted and requires pruning steps. Moreover, the classifier is used to provide the 
outcome, and interpretability was not a requirement. 
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Algorithm 6.2: Make recommendation list for co-clusters 
Input: co-clusters, male clusters, female clusters, training dataset 
Output: recommendation list for each co-cluster 
1. Apply Neural Network on the training data set to learn the weights w1 and w2 of two-way 
match score using Eq.6.6 - 6.17 
2. If Step-wise Co-clustering or Feature-enhanced Co-clustering are applied, find the pairing 
clusters for each male cluster and female cluster. 
3. For each co-cluster 
4.        For each user in the co-cluster 
5.              Find the potential candidate by using the recommendation strategy. 
6.                Calculate the two-way match score applying the learnt weights w1 and w2 and 
             using Eq. 6.6-6.8 
7.                Decide to recommend or not based on the match score. If recommend, add the 
                          users to recommendation list. 
8.        End For 
9. End For 
 
6.2.5 Experiment Design 
The Bergman co-clustering algorithm requires the defining of the number of row clusters and 
column clusters a-priori. Methods such as Information Theoretic approach, cross-validation and 
Silhouette (Leti, 2003) are more suitable for traditional clustering where clusters are not 
intertwined or overlapped. However, these methods are too expensive to conduct especially when 
the dataset is big, due to the requirement of running the algorithm iteratively. Therefore, we apply 
a simple metric; a-priori value set (Cho, 2004) as the product of number of rows and number of 
columns divided by the number of non-zero entry, to decide the number of row and column 
clusters required. 
• For the interaction co-clustering method, the number of cluster in rows and columns are 
decided to be 4,434 by using the a-priori value set method (Cho, 2004). As the number 
of rows is 46,336, the number of column is 60,281 in this dataset, and the number of 
non-zero is 629,978. The number of clusters is calculated by multiplying the number of 
rows and columns then dividing by the number of non-zeros. 
• For the step-wise co-clustering method, the number of male clusters and the number of 
female clusters for the initial clustering steps Cp0(M) and Cq0(F)  are decided through 
the use of the information criterion approach as the clustering technique used in this 
method is the traditional clustering technique. More specifically, the Bayesian 
information criterion (BIC) is applied (Farley, 2002). The number of rows to be 
clustered which is decided by the experiment is 215; the number of column is set to 
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272. The input matrix for male clustering is 46,336*180 where 46,336 is the number of 
males and 180 is the number of features. The input matrix for female clustering is 
60,281*180. The details about BIC can be found in Section 6.3.1. 
• For determining the number of male clusters and female clusters in the feature 
enhanced co-clustering method, the same approach as the interaction co-clustering 
method is applied. The input male-feature matrix is 46,336*180 and the number of non-
zero is 287,603. By using a-priori value set method (Cho, 2004), the number of clusters 
comes to 29. The input female-feature matrix is 60,281*180 and the number of non-
zero is 301,885. By using a-priori value set method, the number of clusters comes to 36. 
 
One-way clustering is implemented in order to compare the results with co-clustering methods. 
The following process was followed to perform one-way clustering for recommendation. First, 
the users are divided into two groups; male and female. The male group is then clustered into 
more homogenous subgroups based on their profile and preference similarities using the k-mean 
algorithm. The female group is also clustered accordingly. Next, each male subgroup is paired 
with a female subgroup based on the amount of connections between the male subgroup and 
female subgroup. Finally, the same recommendation strategies used on all the proposed methods 
is applied to the subgroups generated using this clustering approach. 
 
6.2.6 Co-clustering based Approaches Results and Discussion 
Co-clustering based Recommendations: Figure 6.7 shows that co-clustering methods 
outperform one-way clustering due to the nature of co-clustering utilizing the intertwining 
information within the data. The success rate is calculated using Equation 4.1 shown in Section 
4.5. In the underlying dataset, these methods are able to find the intertwined females and males. 
SCC (Step-wise Co-clustering) and FCC (Feature-enhanced Co-clustering) outperform ICC 
(Interaction-based Co-clustering) as they include users’ preferences information besides users’ 
interaction that is the only information used in ICC. The inclusion of preference information in 
SCC and FCC helps in identifying more similar related co-clusters. Due to its iterative nature and 
simultaneous update of intermediate clusters, SCC performs the best. In Figure 6.8, using the 
positive interactions only can improve the success rate achieved but also reduces the recall of all 
methods as expected. In general, recall is low as the recommendations are conducted offline. The 
other reason causing the low recall maybe is due to the unbalanced dataset.  Only 15.6% of 
interactions are considered positive. When the model is trained, the model is prone to identifying 
interactions as negative interactions.  
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OC: one-way clustering; ICC: Interaction Co-clustering, SCC: Step-wise Co-clustering: FCC: Feature 
Enhancement Co-clustering. “+” sign for each method denotes as the method which only includes the positive 
interactions in recommendation. OCL: one-way clustering with Learning; ICCL, Interaction Co-clustering with 
Learning, SCCL: Step-wise Co-clustering with Learning, FCCL: Feature Enhancement Co-clustering with 
Learning. 
Figure 6.7. Success Rate Comparisons. 
 
 
Figure 6.8. Recall Comparison 
Co-clustering with Learning: If the recommendation is for the user-product recommendation, 
co-clustering by itself is sufficient enough to determine the suitability of products with users and 
make recommendations.  However, the user-user recommendation proposed in this work requires 
two-way matching to check the compatibility of pairs. When the suitability score is low, the pair 
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is not recommended even if the past relation was successful. The experiments are conducted by 
comparing the method using the past positive relations to methods using the suitability test. 
According to the results, the methods with suitability test are much better than the other one.  
Figure 6.7 demonstrates the discussed point showing that OCL, ICCL, SCCL which use 
suitability tests are better than OC+, ICC+, SCC+, FCC+ which use the past positive relations. 
 
From Figure 6.7, it can be observed the learning algorithm improves the success rate of co-
clustering methods by more than double. These methods actually achieve improved success rate 
than co-clustering methods using only positive interactions for recommendation. Figure 6.8 
shows that the recall is dropped as compared to the methods without learning method applied. 
With learning, the falsely identifying true positive cases are now identified as negative cases and 
are not recommended. 
 
Learning vs. Clustering: Comparing corresponding methods in the blue bars to methods in the 
green bars, the application of a learning algorithm to the methods contributes to the improvement 
of the success rate. For example, SCCL which is the step-wise Co-clustering with learning 
algorithm boosts the success rate by around double when compared to SCC which is step-wise 
Co-clustering. A further improvement in success rate can also be found when the 
recommendation strategy is based on using positive messages only. Comparing the corresponding 
methods in the red bars and the methods in the purple bars, the success rate of the methods in the 
purple bars is about the double of the success rate of those in the red bars. A comparison of all the 
Co-clustering methods to traditional clustering methods under the same coloured bars, the 
improvements in success rate range from about 30% to 70%. From this analysis, it can be seen 
that learning algorithms contribute more to the improvement of the success rate than co-clustering 
methods. 
 
Computation Cost: Table 6.1 shows the computational complexity of the each method splitting 
it into clustering and recommendation. For ICC, it contains row cluster assignment )(mklO and 
column cluster assignment )(nklO  where m, n, k and l are the number of rows, columns, row 
clusters and column clusters respectively. SCC clusters males and females using a repeated 
bisection hierarchal algorithm for t iterations where NMNZ is number of non-zero in the input male 
matrix, k and l are the number of male and female groups to be clustered. For FCC, the co-
clustering is done to male users and female users separately. All three clustering methods use the 
same recommendation strategy where q is the number of co-cluster group, ci is the number of 
users in i group and NNB is the number of neighbours. As the number of row and column clusters 
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are much smaller than the total number of males and females in the dataset, our proposed 
methods take substantially less time than the traditional method.  
 
Approach Clustering Recommendation 
Traditional recommendation N/A )( FM NNO ×  
Interaction co-clustering )( nklmklO +  )(
1
∑
=
q
i
NBi NcO  
Step-wise co-clustering ))log()log(( tlNtkNO NZFNZM +  )(
1
∑
=
q
i
NBi NcO  
Feature enhanced co-
clustering )
(
FFFFFF
MMMMMM
lknlkm
lknlkmO
++
+
 )(
1
∑
=
q
i
NBi NcO  
Table 6.1. Computation Complexity. 
For the traditional collaborative filtering method, it takes 10 hours to set up the matrix, calculate 
similarity score and make recommendations. Interaction co-clustering required the least amount 
time requiring onlyaround 48 minutes, as compared to step-wise co-clustering which takes 
around 166 minutes, and feature enhanced co-clustering which takes about 72 minutes. 
 
Co-clustering vs. state-of-the-art Recommendation Methods: Table 6.2 shows that the 
proposed methods achieve a much better performance than most of the existing algorithms when 
evaluated using the success rate (SR). In terms of recall, the proposed methods are marginally 
better than other algorithms. Recall is generally low for all the methods, indicating that some 
factors other than the static user profile may have influence. In the experiments, we noticed that 
two users with a similarity of 90% in their personal profile receive totally different responses 
from the same message receiver. One reason may be that the photos of users play significant role 
in how a receiver responds. The other reason which is responsible for the low recall may be 
caused by the unbalanced dataset, as only 15.6% of interactions are considered to be positive.  
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Method Success Rate Recall SRI 
Interaction Co-clustering Learning 0.58 0.027 3.7 
Step-wise Co-clustering Learning 0.65 0.032 4.2 
Step-wise Co-clustering Learning + 0.69 0.024 4.4 
SocialCollab  0.35 0.024 2.2 
CollabNet  0.54 0.025 3.5 
Adapted SimRank (CDAS Top-1) 0.356 0.002 2.3 
CF 0.168 0.004 1.07 
CF+ 0.30 0.011 1.9 
Table 6.2. SR and SRI of Various Methods. 
6.2.7 Co-clustering based Methods Summary 
In this section, Interaction-based Co-clustering, Step-wise Co-clustering and Feature-enhanced 
Co-clustering methods are proposed in order to make recommendations in large scale. For 
Interaction-based Co-clustering, Bregman co-clustering algorithm is performed using the matrix 
formed with sender and receiver’s interaction data. Due to the sparsity issue existing in user 
relation data, Step-wise Co-clustering and Feature-enhanced Co-clustering methods are proposed. 
Both Step-wise Co-clustering and Feature-enhanced Co-clustering take users’ interaction data, 
profile, and preference information as input. Step-wise Co-clustering iteratively update co-related 
male and female clusters until the convergence condition is satisfied. Feature-enhanced method 
performs Bregman co-clustering algorithm on user-feature matrix. In order to achieve high 
success rate, a learning algorithm which learns the weightings of two-way matching scores is 
applied.  
 
In experiments, tests are conducted to compare the results of co-clustering and traditional 
clustering, the effects of various co-clustering methods, effects of relevance feedback, and effects 
of learning algorithm. It is found: 
• Results with co-clustering method are better performed than one-way clustering 
method. 
• Step-wise Co-clustering achieves better performance than Interaction Co-clustering and 
Feature-enhanced Co-clustering as the inclusion of both interaction data and static data 
is beneficial. 
• Relevance feedback especially the positive interaction information boosts the 
performance. 
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• Learning algorithm improves the success rate of the proposed methods. 
• Learning algorithm contributes more to the improvement of the SR than the co-
clustering methods. 
• Proposed methods are better performed than benchmarking methods. 
 
In general, the proposed co-clustering methods make recommendations in large scale possible. 
Step-wise Co-clustering and Feature-enhanced Co-clustering are proposed to solve the sparsity 
problem by including users profile and preference information. In learning algorithm, two-way 
match scores are calculated for recommendation thus improving the accuracy of 
recommendation. 
 
The contributions of Co-clustering methods are three-fold; (1) a novel process of employing Co-
clustering for two-way recommendations; (2) Step-wise Co-clustering and Feature-enhanced Co-
clustering are proposed to include the interaction data and static profile information; and (3) 
learning algorithm is applied after the Co-clustering step in order to improve the recommendation 
accuracy. 
 
6.3 MARKET SEGMENTATION FOR RECOMMENDATION 
Traditional recommendation methods use a single recommendation strategy to recommend 
products/users to all users in the system to target each individual need and interest. In reality, the 
user base is heterogeneous and it is not possible to use only one market strategy to suit the needs 
of all users.  Market segmentation is a market classification process based on the buying 
behaviour, habits, needs and desires of users (Engel, 1972). It is easier to understand the needs of 
users from an identified sub-market than the whole market, and then employ a specific market 
strategy to the target market. Segmentation is specially used in the marketing area. The reason 
segmentation is used to emphases the different market strategies applied to different segments of 
users. Although clustering analysis can be applied in segmentation, the clustering is usually 
referred to as the data mining technique used to group objects, so that the objects within the group 
are homogeneous and objects belonging to different groups are heterogeneous. In general, the 
term segmentation is used for the analysis of users communication needs in Online Social 
Network such as used in this thesis ODN. Clustering is specially used to determine users’ 
similarity with machine learning techniques. 
 
In traditional systems, a clustering algorithm is applied to divide the users into groups according 
to the similarities of product preferences and then products are recommended to a user using the 
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information of other users in the same segment using the same recommendation strategy. 
Although it is a simple and straight forward process, this commonly applied process ignores the 
desire and need associated with the number of objects to recommend. Consider this example, in a 
social network, user A has sent 300 messages to other users during a one week period and user B 
has only sent 10 messages to other users during this period. If we assume users A and B are 
similar in terms of their profile characteristics, under a traditional recommendation system, the 
past contacts of A will be recommended to B and vice-versa (Herlock, 1999). It is apparent that 
user A has no problem in finding partners and in fact, it would be beneficial for him to know 
which of his contacts would likely to respond him favourably. This type of user would prefer to 
receive the information related to quality on their searches so the possibility of finding a suitable 
match is increased. For user B, the strategy should be different. A large number of 
recommendations to user B will be beneficial due to his lack of communication with others. 
 
Inspired by the above discussion, this thesis presents an approach that segments users using a 
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) based on their activities in the network and then applies a 
different recommendation strategy and method to each user segment. For the underlying social 
network, the GMM method identified three segments: (1) a highly active users segment, (2) a 
medium active users segment, and (3) a non-active users segment. For the segment containing 
active users, a Gradient Boosting algorithm is applied to determine whether the user will receive a 
favorable response from the person who s/he is likely to contact. For the segment containing 
medium active users, a co-clustering technique is applied and a moderate number of 
recommendations are made. For the non-active users, a Tensor Space Model (TSM) is built based 
on the users’ interactions data which generates a large quantity of recommendations, giving them 
more options to on which users to contact. 
 
Let Out|uim|f| be the number of messages that uim|f has sent to other members in the network. Let 
Out|U| be all users’ interactions (more particularly, message sending activity) in the network. 
After applying a functionϕ to Out|U|, ϕ (Out|U|), the user market is divided into k number of 
non-overlapping segments based on the distributions of users’ interactions.  Assuming k = 3, let 
active, moderate and quiet user segments be AS, MS and QS respectively. The segmentation is 
only applied to the senders and not the receivers. If a male user is the sender and in the active 
segment, the active male will get advice on whether the message should be sent to the female in 
the dataset. Specific strategies are applied to each of these segments as shown in Algorithm 6.3. 
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6.3.1 User Segmentation 
When reflecting on the nature of markets, consumer behavior and competitive activities, it is 
obvious that no product or service appeals to all customers (Engel, 1972). The Coca-Cola 
company, for example, varies levels of sweetness, effervescence and package size according to 
local tastes and conditions (Baker & Hart, 2008). Effective marketing and business strategy 
require a segmentation of the market into homogeneous segments, an understanding of needs and 
wants of these segments, the design of products and services that meet these needs and 
development of strategies, to effectively reach the target segments (Engel, 1972). 
 
In order to provide better recommendations to users of the online dating networks (ODNs), a 
segmentation strategy is proposed which segments the users based on degree centrality. In many 
applications (Wasserman, 1994), degree centrality has been used to find prestigious people and 
abnormal activities by simply counting the number of connections. Degree centrality identifies 
connectivity between members by measuring their activity and participation in the network. 
Degree centrality includes indegree and outdegree centrality. Indegree in an online dating 
network can be defined as the number of messages that a user has received (initiated by other 
users). Outdegree can be defined as the number of messages that a user has sent (initiated by this 
user). As it is more intuitive to send the recommendation to a message sender rather than a 
message receiver, we observe the outdegree distribution for segmenting the population. Figure 6.9 
shows the outdegree centrality of the underlying ODNs for a one week period. The log scale is 
not used on y-axis as the segmentation pattern can not be seen. It is noticed that the number of 
users decreases quickly as the number of messages increases, before slowing down after a certain 
Algorithm 6.3: The Proposed Recommendation Approach 
Input: U, uim|f, Out|uim|f|, Out|U| 
Output: R(uim|f) (recommendation set for uim|f) 
1. Determine market segments by applying ϕ (Out|U|) 
2.  If ϕ (Out|U|) AS∈     
For each  uim|f AS∈ , find all the candidates whose profiles  uim|f  has viewed. Using 
the trained gradient descent function, decide whether the potential match will 
successfully respond to the request. If it is a successful match, a contact message 
should be sent. 
3. If ϕ (Out|U|) MS∈            
For each uim|f MS∈ , find the co-clustering group. Locate the opposite gender of uim|f 
in the same co-clustering group.  Apply the learning algorithm to recommend suitable 
candidates to ui   
4. If ϕ (Out|U|) QS∈      
Build core tensor using users’ interactions and attributes. Reconstruct the tensor and 
identify new entries as recommendations to  uim|f 
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point. The figure also shows the long tail segment indicating that only the small number of users 
actively sent large number of messages. The figure thus suggests the existence of three user 
groups. This observation inspires us to use the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) (Fraley, 2002). 
 
 
Figure 6.9. Outdegree Distribution in ODNs. 
 
In GMM, the observed data comes from a mixture density. Formally, 
∑
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   Eq.6.18 
Where T(x) is the Gaussian mixture function, x represents the dataset and x={x1, x2… xn}. k is the 
number of components in the model. Tm is the probability density function of the observation in 
component m and pm is the probability of the observation in the group m and 0≤pm≤1 and the sum 
of all the components probability equals to 1. 
 
The probability density function for the m component follows Gaussian distribution. Formally, 
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  Eq. 6.19 
 
Where αm is the mean of the component, βm is the covariance of the component which decides the 
shape of the distribution and p is the dimension of data input. Let θm denote as the parameters for 
the m component and θj={αj,βj,pj}. Given the component parameter set θ={θ1, θ2,…θk} without 
component information on an observation point x, the probability of x is estimated by  
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   Eq. 6.20 
As x={x1, x2… xn}, the problem of estimating the parameter set θ of k component to maximize the 
likelihood of the dataset comes to: 
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Let the probability of xi belonging to component m denoted as ϕ. 
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The original maximization problem on Equation 6.21 can be converted to log likelihood. 
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Where n is the number of data observation and m is the number of component. 
 
For fixed number of components θ={θ1,θ2…θk} can be estimated using the EM algorithm 
(Fraley,2002) . First, the parameter configuration θ0 at the initialization step is chosen randomly. 
Then iterative relocation method is applied. For each iteration, an E step and M step are involved. 
In the E step, the expected value of ϕijt is calculated based on Equation 6.22. In the M step, the 
estimation of θt+1={θ1t+1,…θkt+1} is computed based on the following update process. 
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After each iteration, the convergence test is performed. When θl-θl-1<ε is satisfied, the iteration 
process stops. l is the number of iterations when the convergence condition is met. 
 
To determine the number of components in the model, Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 
(Shankar, 2005) is utilized as follows. 
)log()log(2)( nNTkBIC k +=    Eq. 6.27 
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Where k is the number of components, Tk is the maximized likelihood of mixture model, N is the 
number of parameters estimated in GMM and n is the number of observations. 
 
Algorithm 6.4 shows the procedure of estimating the number of components. Max is the input 
parameter representing the maximum number of components in Algorithm 6.4. The Max is set to 
10 in the experiment and the plot of BIC can be found in Section 6.3.6. 
 
Algorithm 6.4: Decide the Number of Components with BIC 
Input: x={x1,x2,…xn}, Max; 
Output: the optimal number of components k; 
1. For k=1 to Max 
2.       Initialize parameters θ0 
3.       While θl-θl-1>ε 
4.                Implement E step using Equation 6.22 
5.                Apply M step using Equations 6.24,6.25,6.26; 
      End while 
6.       Compute the value of BIC(k) using Equation 6.27; 
End for 
7. Select the number of component k* such that 
 k*=argmaxBIC(k); 
 
6.3.2 Gradient Boosting for Active User Segment 
In the active user segment, users take initiative to send messages frequently. By observing the 
user behavior of active user segment, a success rate of 10.7% is found in the underlying network 
without any recommendation. The baseline success rate for the whole dataset is 15.6%. The 
baseline success rate is much higher than the success rate for this segment. For this segment of 
users, they are able to find candidates; however, there is a need for finding more suitable 
candidates, and thus, increasing the success rate. To improve the quality of service and increase 
the customer satisfaction, dating systems can offer some advice to active users on the messages 
they like to send. Such advice, for instance, can be the chances of whether the potential message 
receiver will respond positively or not to their requests. The recommendation system can act as 
the agent between the message sender and the potential message receiver. Before the dating 
system can send the message to the receiver, the recommendation system checks the 
compatibility of two involved users and advises the chances of getting a favorable response back. 
Another advantage of this type of strategy is the use of reduced computation resources. Providing 
advice to active users about whom to contact is comparatively cheaper to implement as only a 
few pairs need to be checked for suitability. This is unlike traditional recommendation methods 
that require each pair of users in the network to be compared for finding the suitable matches. 
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As mentioned in Section 1.1, online dating recommendation is a two-way recommendation 
process. Only when sender’s profile matches with the receiver’s preference and sender’s 
preference matches with the receiver’s profile, a recommendation should be made. However, 
when providing advice to the sender, the dating system only needs to consider the suitability of 
the sender’s profile and potential receiver’s preference. The sender’s preference and receiver’s 
profile do not need to be matched as the sender has already initiated a message indicating that the 
potential receiver’s profile matches with sender’s preference. In summary, providing advice to 
user on whether they may get positive or negative reply is a typical classification task. For each 
potential interaction, the input data contains two parts: (1) a set of the sender’s profile attributes; 
and (2) a set of the receiver’s preference attributes. The target/output attribute is formed 
containing either a positive value when the receiver responds positively indicating that the 
interaction between two parties is positive or a negative value (or no response) indicating that the 
interaction is identified as negative. 
 
There exist many classification algorithms that can be used for this task. In this study, we will 
apply one of the highly accurate classifiers; the gradient boosting algorithm (Friedman, 2002). It 
is claimed that Gradient boosting outperforms SVM and Random Forests in terms of precision as 
well as in computational complexity (Diaz, 2010; Zheng, et al, 2008; Lu, 2006; Ogutu, 2011). 
Random forests always use information gain (IG) or Gini gain (GG) as the splitting objective for 
the optimization. It is reported that IG and GG are inferior to SVM and gradient boosting because 
IG/GG considers each feature independently, while SVM considers all features jointly and boosts 
the composite features ranks by adding over all features (Lu, 2006).  
 
Gradient boosting is an ensemble of decision trees. Gradient boosting is supposed to perform 
better than decision tree as it generalizes the decision tree and boosts the performance by building 
stronger learner from the series of weak learners. Gradient Boosting solves the classification 
problem by minimizing the loss function to current pseudo residuals at each iteration. Given a 
training dataset {y, x}, the task is to find an approximation function F*(x) so that the expected 
value of a loss function is minimized. The approximation function can then be used in future 
prediction for any users. Equation 6.28 shows the approximation function where L is a loss 
function and E is the expected value (Friedman, 2002). 
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   Eq. 6.28 
 
For binary classification task, let p as the probability, let F(x) as a randomized predictor using 
function: 
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If Bernoulli log-likelihood is applied for binary classification (Beigi, 2008) then the loss function 
becomes: 
)1log()(2))(,( )(2 xFexyFxFyL +−=
   Eq. 6.30 
 
Friedman suggested the steepest descent method to find the direction towards the estimation of 
F(x). 
 
The classifier is trained with a suitable dataset. The trained classifier is then used in predicting 
whether the two users will be potential match and the sender should initiate the message to 
another user. 
 
6.3.3 Co-clustering for Moderate User Segment 
Moderate users are the users who are able to find their potential partners and send a moderate 
number of messages to these potential partners. In the underlying online dating network, we 
found the success rate of receiving positive feedback from the receiver is 13.3% for this segment 
of users. Compare to baseline success rate which is 15.6%, the success rate for this segment is 
still lower. Although users in this segment have moderate number of candidates to choose, the 
number of positive relations is still small considering the success rate is only 13.3%. Further, the 
users may like to receive several more options to choose from before they start long term relations 
online.  
 
For moderate users, the proposed market strategy is to send them a moderate number of 
recommendations as they may already have some successful connections in the network and 
meanwhile improve the success rate for the users in this segment. Users in this segment are 
further divided into groups based on users past relations and preferences by employing a 
clustering technique.  A traditional clustering method processes similarities among users based on 
what products that they like or dislike. In online dating network, an interaction involves sender 
and receiver, and data which records the interactions of users is two dimensional. A clustering 
technique, therefore, should allow identifying intertwined senders and receivers based on the 
latent relationships such that senders are similar because the receivers that they contacted are 
similar and receivers are similar because the senders that they contacted are similar.  
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Co-clustering is a method which can cluster rows and columns simultaneously. In this method 
intermediate row clusters incorporate column clustering information at all stages and vice versa 
(Dhilion, 2003). The co-clustering method utilized is in this work is the Interaction-based co-
clustering method. The input matrix for co-clustering is the sender-receiver matrix. The output of 
co-clustering is set of senders and closely related receivers. Recommendations can be made by 
combining the two approaches. One utilizes the past interaction information of the neighborhood 
within the co-cluster. Suppose a sender and a receiver in a co-cluster group who have never 
contacted each other before but their neighborhood in the co-cluster have past positive 
interactions. Then recommendation can be made to both sender and receiver. The second 
approach is to check all the past positive interaction of the user’s same gender neighborhood in 
the co-cluster group, and then recommend these past contacted partners who are not in the co-
cluster group to the user. To ensure the quality of recommendation, a learning algorithm is 
applied to learn the two-way weight matching scores for the paired users. The neural network 
algorithm is applied to learn the weights. The details about co-clustering method can be found in 
Section 6.2. 
 
6.3.4 Tensor Space Model for Quiet User Segment 
In online dating networks (ODN), some users can be reactive. This type of users usually does not 
take much initiation in sending messages to other users. According to our analysis from the 
experiments described later in Section 6.3.6, there are 43,995 user members in the quiet user 
segment out of a total of 46,805 users resulting in 94% of the population being in this segment. It 
is critical to provide quality recommendations for the users under this segment.  For the quiet 
users, the proposed recommendation strategy is to make as many recommendations as possible. 
We propose to use the Tensor Space Model (TSM) (Kolda, 2009) due to the following reasons. 
Firstly, both the content information about the users and interaction information between users 
can be utilized and analyzed simultaneously in TSM. The quality of the recommendation can be 
improved and the computational cost can be reduced when both information sources are 
considered. Secondly, extensive recommendations are possible as TSM captures the latent 
relations between the users, profile features and preference features when the tensor 
decomposition method is applied. 
 
A tensor is a high order generalization of a vector (first order) and a matrix (second order tensor). 
Let τ  denote as tensor. NIII ....21 ××ℜ∈τ is a tensor of N dimensions where Ij is one of dimensions 
or attributes. The order of a tensor is the number of dimensions. In this study, the online dating 
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network is modeled as a third order tensor. Given a set of senders UX, its corresponding set of 
receivers UY, and a set of profile attributes A of UY ,which is the implicit preference of UX, a third 
order tensor AUU
YX ××ℜ∈τ is represented. The entry of the tensor can be populated with positive 
or negative or null interactions between UX and UY. As the negative or null interactions are not 
useful for the recommendation, they are not considered. In this study, the focus is on the positive 
interactions. The TSM is built based on the positive interactions and will extract the attributes 
related to the positive relations. Further, TSM is not like a classifier that needs two or more sets. 
 
The n-mode product of a tensor (Kolda, 2009) NIII ....21 ××ℜ∈τ by a matrix nn IJM ×ℜ∈ is an 
Nnn IJIII ...... 121 ×××× − tensor denoted by Mn×τ . The entries are given by 
∑ ++− =× nnNnnNinnn ijiiiiiijii mtM ......... 121...111)(τ
  Eq. 6.31 
The n-mode product of a tensor τ  with the matrix M  is a generalization of the product of two 
matrices. 
)()( nnn MYYM =≡×τ
   Eq.6.32 
  
Where Y(n) is n mode unfolding of tensor.  
 
For a matrix decomposition, the singular vector decomposition (SVD) can be applied. Formally, 
TVUM Σ=
   
Eq. 6.33 
 
Where U is a left-singular matrix, Σ is a diagonal matrix and V is a right singular matrix. If the 
decomposed matrix is rewritten as 1-mode matrices, M is represented as given. 
)(...)()( 222111 mmm vuvuvuM ooo σσσ ++=
  Eq.6.34 
 
Where ui and vi are the I1st and I2nd columns of U and V. iσ is the singular value of M. m is the 
rank of M. similar to matrix decomposition, the tensor decomposition can be written as the sum of 
1-mode tensor. For an instance, the 3 order tensor 321 III ××ℜ∈τ can be rewritten as 
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Notice that vectors ar, br, cr do not necessarily form an orthonormal set. Therefore, tensor 
decomposition has no orthogonally constraint on the vectors. Algorithm 6.5 shows how TSM was 
applied to our ODN. The threshold is set to 0.4 and above in order to stop too many low quality 
recommendations returned. If threshold is set to a higher value, better quality recommendations 
can be returned. However, the recall is much lower. A threshold of 0.4 is set as a balance point to 
ensure both the quality of recommendation and the quantity of recommendation. 
 
Algorithm 6.5: Tensor Space Model for Quiet Users Segment 
Input: Senders UX, receivers UY and attributes A of senders UX, user-defined threshold δ  
Output: Recommendations 
1. Build a tensor AUU YX .××ℜ∈τ  from ODNs. Each tensor element is the presence of an 
interaction between UX and UY in the presence of the attribute Ak 
2. Apply a tensor decomposition algorithm to the tensor τ  and get singular matrices SUX, SUY, 
and SA. 
3. Reduce the size of the left singular matrices by choosing 
.},1{},,1{},,1{ AkUjUi YX ∈∈∈ The 
reduced matrices are represented as WUX, WUY, and WA. 
4. Calculate the core tensor by: 
    
AUU WWWy YX 321 ×××= τ  
5. Reconstruct the original tensor. 
    
AUU WWWy YX 321' ×××=τ  
6. Utilize the reconstructed tensor τ ’ to generate the recommendations. 
7. Entries in τ ’ which are not present in τ  having a value above the user-defined threshold 
δ are then ranked and presented as recommendations. 
 
Algorithm 6.5 shows how TSM was applied to our ODNs. In order to illustrate how TSM 
works, a toy example is given in this section. Table 6.3 shows a sample of positive 
interactions between users and their attributes. There are 3 senders, 4 receivers and 4 
attributes. After applying the proposed method shown in algorithm 6.5, a reconstructed 
tensor with 48 entries is built. However not all 48 entries are useful for recommendation. In 
order to control the quality of the recommendation, an empirically defined threshold is set so 
that the tensor entries are not considered when the weight of entry is below the threshold. 
Table 6.4 shows the top entries of the reconstructed tensor. By comparing the original data 
as shown in Table 6.3 and reconstructed data as Table 6.4, recommendations can be made 
by selecting those entries present in Table 6.4 but not in Table 6.3. For example, the last 3 
entries can be considered for recommendation. It is interesting to note that u1x and u4y have a 
close relation based on the attribute A1 as well as A2. Therefore, u4y can be a suitable 
candidate to recommend to u1x. 
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Sender Receiver Attributes Interactions 
u1
x
 u2
y
 A1 1 
u1
x
 u2
y
 A2 1 
u3
x
 u4
y
 A1 1 
u3
x
 u4
y
 A2 1 
u3
x
 u8
y
 A1 1 
u5
x
 u6
y
 A3 1 
u5
x
 u6
y
 A4 1 
Table 6.3 Toy Dataset 
Sender Receiver Attributes Interactions 
u1
x
 u2
y
 A1 1.27 
u1
x
 u2
y
 A2 0.99 
u3
x
 u4
y
 A1 3.53 
u3
x
 u4
y
 A2 2.91 
u3
x
 u8
y
 A1 2.33 
u5
x
 u6
y
 A3 3.29 
u5
x
 u6
y
 A4 3.29 
u1
x
 u4
y
 A1 0.92 
u1
x
 u4
y
 A2 0.72 
u1
x
 u8
y
 A1 0.58 
Table 6.4 Reconstructed Tensor 
6.3.5 Experiment Design 
For the interaction co-clustering method, the number of rows and number of columns are to be 
clustered are decided to be 649 by using the a-priori value set method. This is from the number of 
rows being 2,469, the number of columns being 53,603, and the number of non-zero being 
203,916. The number of clusters is calculated by multiplying the number of row and column then 
dividing by the number of non-zero. 
 
6.3.6 Segmentation Method Results and Disscussion 
Users Segmentation: Based on our extensive experiments implemented on the users’ outdegree 
data for a one week period, three is found as the optimal number of segments. Bayesian 
Information Criterion (BIC) was the criterion used in this work for the selection of the number of 
segments, with the larger the value of BIC, the better of the performance. Figure 6.10 shows BIC 
value is maximized when the number of segments is 3. This suggests that the users can be 
grouped into three segments based on the outdegree distribution. Additionally, several studies 
indicated that there are usually three types of users – proactive users, reactive users and general 
users (Bose 2010, p.230; Emmanouilides & Hammond  2000, p.20). Our study confirms this and 
uses this information for recommendation. Table 6.5 shows the thresholds used for the 
segmentation of users for the one week period. The first segment represents active users with 
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large value of outdegree; the second segment represents users with moderate activities in the 
network; and the last segment reflects the quiet users with small value of outdegree.  
 
It is important to identify the segments or components, not the threshold value. The value 
can be different for the training and test segments based on the communication patterns of 
the users. The methodology needs to know the components and users within the components 
for processing the recommendations. Users who are not in the training dataset will be present in 
the testing dataset. In the testing dataset, the communication activity pattern may be slightly 
different from the training set. So a new threshold is needed. Because the proposed approaches 
are model-based, a training and a testing dataset are required. According to our analysis, the 
segments where users are located are consistent in training and testing dataset. The threshold 
number is derived from BIC results. Because BIC tells which segments should each instance 
belong to, the message threshold can be derived. 
 
Figure 6.10. BIC and Components for Training Dataset. 
 
Table 6.5. Segmentation of Users. 
Active User Segment: Two gradient boosting models were built with two different sets of input 
data.  
1. One input dataset was provided with senders’ profiles, receivers’ preferences and 
receivers’ responses. For the training dataset, the number of instances is 102,808. For 
each instance, there are 180 features describing the sender’s profile. Also, there are 180 
features describing the receivers’ preferences. For the testing dataset, the number of 
instances is 77,520. For each instance, there are same number of features describing the 
sender’s profile and receiver’s preference. Because the task is classification task, the 
Segment Threshold in Training Dataset Threshold in Testing Dataset 
Active users Number of sent messages >175 Number of sent messages >237 
Moderate users Number of sent messages<176 and 
>47 
Number of sent messages<238 
and  >36 
Quiet users Number of sent messages<48 Number of sent messages<37 
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response is either 1 representing negative and null response or 2 representing positive 
response. 
2. The second input dataset was generated with senders’ profiles, receivers’ profiles, and 
receivers’ responses. Same numbers of instances are employed for training and testing 
phase. For each record, 360 features are utilized with 180 features representing the 
sender’s profile and another 180 features representing the receiver’s profile. 
 
The first model achieved F-Score of 0.88 in comparison to the second model that achieved F-
Score of 0.81 (precision and recall values are shown in Table 6.6). 
 
Different settings of gradient boosting were tested in order to achieve the best performing results. 
As shown in Figure 6.11 (right side), results are better with small shrinkage value. The shrinkage 
is an important part as the regularization rule and acts as learning rate. The left side of Figure 6.11 
shows the results with settings at 0.01 for shrinkage (as the right side of Figure 6.11 shows 
shrinkage with 0.01 achieving the best results) for different iterations. The larger number of 
iterations yield better performance, however when more iterations are applied, overfitting 
potentially becomes a problem.  
 
We also conducted experiments by comparing the results of different classification methods. 
Table 6.7 shows that the gradient boosting method outperformed all the other methods. The 
reason may lie in that the gradient boosting approach discriminates important attributes from 
negligible attributes during the training phase. In the testing phase, the important attributes 
information can be drawn out to judge the possibility of the positive interactions. 
 
Input Precision Recall F-Score 
Sender Profile+Receiver Preference 0.87 0.89 0.88 
Sender Profile+Receiver Profile 0.79 0.83 0.81 
Table 6.6. Performance with Different Data Input for Testing Dataset. 
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Figure 6.11. Performance over Iterations and Shrinkage for Testing Dataset. 
Classification Method Precision Recall 
Naïve Bayes 0.75 0.79 
Neural Network 0.77 0.80 
Linear Regression 0.79 0.82 
Decision Tree 0.77 0.81 
Gradient Boosting 0.87 0.89 
Table 6.7. Classification Results for Testing Dataset. 
 
Moderate User Segment: Results of the proposed method of co-clustering and two-way 
matching were compared with the results obtained from clustering alone and co-clustering alone. 
Figure 6.12 shows that the success rate of co-clustering with two-way matching is much higher 
than either co-clustering alone or clustering alone, while the recalls of all methods are 
comparable. Co-clustering enables the finding of the intertwined sender and receivers. The 
senders within the same group have similar taste in finding partners. The receivers in the same 
group are related because they probably have common senders. If the recommendation is the 
user-product recommendation, co-clustering by itself is sufficient enough. However, the 
recommendation in this thesis is for user-user recommendation which requires two-way 
matching, and co-clustering alone does not check the compatibility of pairs.  
 
The process to perform clustering for recommendation is as follows. First, the users are divided 
into two groups; male and female. Then the male group is further divided into more homogenous 
subgroups based on their profile similarity. The female group is divided in a similar manner. 
Next, each male subgroup is paired with a female subgroup based on the amount of connections 
between the male subgroup and female subgroup. Finally, the recommendation is made by 
pairing every user in one subgroup to the users in the other subgroup except the users previously 
connected between the subgroups. The result shows that the success rate of clustering is worse 
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than co-clustering as the clustering does not consider the interactions between two subgroups 
during grouping. 
 
 
Figure 6.12. Co-clustering and Clustering Performances. 
 
Tables 6.8 & 6.9 show the recall, success rate and success rate improvement (SRI) over the 
baseline recommendation (BSR) for this user segment. Compared to benchmarking methods, the 
proposed method for this segment performs better recommendation. The SRI reaches 4.4 as 
shown in Table 6.9.Unlike the traditional recommendation method, the proposed method makes 
recommendations for the users which appear in the same cluster. The number of 
recommendations generated from the proposed method is small but marginally better than the 
traditional recommendation methods. Consider that the users in this segment have already sent a 
moderate number of messages to other users they do not need lots of recommendations. 
Therefore, the quantity of the recommendations is not the primary issue. 
 
Quiet User Segment: Performance for this segment which is shown in Tables 6.8 & 6.9, 
achieves the best performance out of the moderate user segment and other benchmarking 
methods. The SRI for this segment is 4.3 as shown in Table 6.9. The TSM method achieves much 
higher recall than all the other methods. Recall is generally low for all the methods indicating that 
some factors other than static user profile may have influence such as photo attractiveness 
mentioned in co-clustering experiments. Because of situations like this, it can cause the 
recommendation method to misjudge the positive interaction as a negative interaction. The other 
reason which is responsible for the low recall may be caused by the unbalanced dataset, as only 
15.6% of interactions are considered positive. When the recommendation model is trained, it also 
uses the unbalanced data. Consequently, the model is prone to identify interactions as a negative 
interaction. 
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Average Performances: The average recall of three methods is 0.325 which is over 10 times of 
improvement than SocialCollab and CollabNet. The average success rate of three methods is 0.56 
which is marginally higher than all the benchmarking methods. Dividing users into different 
segments and making recommendations based on the needs of the users is beneficial for the 
performances. This allows the system provides the recommendations to users with high quality as 
well as saving the computation time which will be discussed in the next section. 
 
Method Recall 
Gradient Boosting method for active user 
segment 
0.89 
Co-clustering for moderate user segment 0.027 
TSM for quiet user segment 0.058 
Average recall of three methods 0.325 
SocialCollab 0.024 
CollabNet 0.025 
Adapted SimRank 0.002 
CF 0.004 
CF+ 0.011 
Table 6.8. Recalls of Various Methods. 
 
Method BSR Success Rate SRI 
Gradient Boosting method for active user 
segment 
0.107 0.39 3.6 
Co-clustering for moderate user segment 0.133 0.58 4.4 
TSM for quiet user segment 0.169 0.72 4.3 
Average SR of three methods 0.136 0.56 4.1 
SocialCollab  0.156 0.35 2.2 
CollabNet  0.156 0.54 3.5 
Adapted SimRank (CDAS Top-1) 0.156 0.356 2.3 
CF 0.156 0.168 1.1 
CF+ 0.156 0.30 1.9 
Table 6.9. SR & SRI Comparision. 
Time Complexity: In Gradient boosting method, NE represents the number of training 
entries; Nr represents the number of entries in rows.  
 
For ICC, it contains row cluster assignment )(mklo and column cluster assignment )(nklo  
where m, n, k and l are the number of rows, columns, row clusters and column clusters 
respectively. In recommendation, g is the number of co-cluster group, ci is the number of 
users in i group and NNB is the number of neighbours.  
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In the Tensor Space Model, NF represents the number of female users, NM represents the 
number of male users, NA represents the number of attributes, KF represents the female 
users’ dimension of low ranked approximation. KM represents the male users’ dimension of 
low ranked approximation. KA represents the attribute dimension of low ranked 
approximation. 
Method Training Recommendation 
GB O(NElogNr) (Chen, et al, 2013) O(1) 
Co-clustering )( nklmklO +  )(
1
∑
=
g
i
NBi NcO  
TSM O(max((NFNMNA)2KF,(NFNMNA)2KM, 
(NFNMNA)2KA))(Cai,et al, 2011) 
O(NA+NFNMNA) (Rendle et al, 
2009) 
Table 6.10. Computation Complexity 
In this section, we will compare the time spent on recommendations using the basic collaborative 
filtering method and our proposed approach. For the collaborative filtering method, the time spent 
on building a user-user matrix is 378 seconds. To find the similarity score between users, it takes 
29,380 seconds. Making recommendations from the neighbors past relations take 7,153 second. 
Adding these times up, the traditional collaborative method takes a total of 36,911 seconds which 
is about 10 hours.  
 
In the proposed approach, to get recommendations for active users, the steps involve building 
matrix into memory, construction of the model and finally recommendation. The time used on 
these steps is 661 seconds, 1,013 seconds, and 321 seconds respectively. The time spent on 
recommendation for moderate user can split to matrix building time, co-clustering time, weights 
calculation time, learning model setup time, and recommendation time. It takes 124 seconds, 587 
seconds, 899 seconds, and 67 seconds respectively. For the quite user segment, it takes 18 
seconds to decompose the matrix, 6,607 seconds to reconstruct matrix, and 20 seconds for 
recommendation. The total amount of time used on generating recommendations for all 3 user 
segments is 10,317 seconds which is a bit less than 3 hours.  
 
It can be clearly seen that by employing a segmentation strategy, considerable time can be saved 
(about 7 hours for this dataset) along with an improvement in the recommendation quality. 
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6.3.7 Market Segmentation Method Summary 
A segmentation method is proposed in order to satisfy the communication needs of different users 
and make the recommendation scalable and more satisfactory. The optimal number of segments 
is obtained from the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with users’ communication history as the 
input. From GMM, users are segmented into three groups: (1) active user segment, (2) moderate 
user segment, (3) quiet user segment. For the active user segment, sender’s profile and receiver’s 
preference are utilized for training and testing the Gradient Boosting model. For the moderate 
user segment, the co-clustering method takes users past contacts information as input for finding 
the co-related males and females. Then the learning algorithm trains and tests the neural network 
with users’ profile and preference in order to make recommendations for users in the same 
cluster. For the quiet user segment, Tensor Space Model is applied with senders and receivers 
profiles and preferences information in order to achieve high success rate in recommendation. 
 
Experiments are conducted based on the proposed methods and findings are revealed from the 
experiment results. 
• The results with sender’s profile and receiver’s preference as the input yield better 
performance than the results with the sender’s profile and receiver’s profile as the 
input. As the matching needs to consider whether the sender meets the preferences of 
the receiver and thus when sender profile and receiver profile are considered as the 
input data, the receiver’s preference is ignored and thus the results are worse. 
• Gradient boosting is better performed than other classification methods including Naïve 
Bayes, Neural Network, Linear Regression, and Decision Tree. The reason lies in that 
Gradient boosting emphasizes important features and neglects the unimportant ones.  
• Co-clustering method performs better than clustering method because Co-clustering 
performs two-way clustering. The co-clustering with learning algorithm improves the 
results performance. 
• Proposed segmentation method performs better than benchmarking method in terms of 
success rate and recall. The success rate of the proposed segmentation methods is 
boosted by a Tensor Space Model which identifies the hidden relations. Recall is able 
to be improved because the task of classification is simpler than the recommendation. 
In classification, the user and candidate are identified. In recommendation, the system 
needs to search for potential candidates for a user. Chances of identifying the wrong 
candidate for recommendation are larger especially when the user base is large. The 
proposed model-based methods do not compare a user to the rest of the users for 
recommendation due to the efficiency matter. Thus less recommendations are 
generated which results in low recall. 
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• Proposed segmentation method requires less time complexity than traditional CF 
method by dividing users into segments and proposing different recommendation 
strategies. 
• By dividing users to segments, effective strategies are applied and running time is 
saved. For active users, there already exist many interactions in the past. For them, the 
quality of advice is important. For quiet users, quality recommendations matter. Tensor 
Space Model is applied to the quiet users as it is able to make high quality 
recommendations. The average success rate is high even when different strategies are 
applied. Comparing the computation complexity, the active user segment which 
employs classification techniques requires the least running time, the quiet user 
segment which employs Tensor Space Model requires the most running time. If the 
Tensor Space Model is applied for all the segments, much more time will be required.  
 
In this section, a segmentation method is proposed for online dating recommendation. The 
proposed method utilizes different recommendation strategy in order to achieve the scalability. In 
Gradient boosting method and TSM, sender’s profile and receiver’s preference are utilized to 
solve the sparsity problem.  
 
The contributions of Market Segmentation for Recommendation are two-fold; (1) a novel 
segmentation process is proposed to differentiate the communication needs of users in the 
network; and (2) three methods are proposed to satisfy the needs of users in the three different 
segments. 
 
6.4 SUMMARY 
The previous chapter introduced the memory-based approaches namely Link-based 
Recommendation Methods and Two-way Neighbourhood Methods. The chapter also presented 
experimental analysis of these methods. This chapter introduced model-based approaches namely 
co-clustering methods and segmentation methods. Three co-clustering methods are discussed in 
this chapter. The Interaction co-clustering method utilizes the Bregman approach to co-cluster 
male-female (or female-male) interaction matrix. The Step-wise co-clustering method iteratively 
co-clusters male-female and female group matrices. Feature enhanced co-clustering utilizes male 
group (or female group) to contacted female (or male) attributes matrix for clustering. In the 
experiments, Interaction-based co-clustering, Step-wise co-clustering and Feature-enhanced co-
clustering are compared to traditional clustering. As demonstrated in the results, all of the 
proposed co-clustering methods outperform traditional clustering. Step-wise co-clustering 
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achieves higher SR and recall than Interaction-based co-clustering and Feature-enhanced co-
clustering. The proposed learning method improves the SR for all proposed methods. 
 
Segmentation based recommendation method is proposed in order to cater the needs of users in 
different segment Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is deployed to divide users into different 
segments. A different recommendation method and strategy is then applied to each user segment 
based on their activities in the network. For the underlying social network, the GMM method 
identified three segments: (1) a highly active users segment, (2) a medium active users segment, 
and (3) a non-active users segment. For the segment containing active users, a Gradient Boosting 
algorithm is applied for determining whether the user will receive favourable response from the 
person who s/he is likely to contact. For the segment containing medium active users, a co-
clustering technique is applied and moderate numbers of recommendations are made. For the 
non-active users, Tensor Space Model (TSM) is built on the users’ interactions data and generates 
a large quantity of recommendations. In the experiments, the segmentation methods are compared 
to benchmark methods. As the results indicate, the proposed segmentation methods achieve a 
higher SR and recall. The results also show the segmentation methods save computation time 
compared to the traditional collaborative recommendation method. 
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7Chapter 7: Performance Comparisons  
In Chapter 5, two memory-based methods including Link-based and Two-way Neighborhood 
methods are discussed. Experiments are conducted to investigate various aspects such as positive 
feedback, similarity measures on the performance of each memory-based method. In Chapter 6, 
two model-based methods including co-clustering based methods and Market Segmentation 
methods are proposed. The performances of each method and the effects of the inclusion of 
various settings are compared and discussed in the experiments sections of each method. 
However, no comparisons are conducted on all the proposed methods and benchmarking 
methods. Aspects such as the strength of various methods, effects of input data, and the method 
which achieves the best overall performance are unknown.  
 
In this chapter, the results from all methods are gathered. The main focus of this chapter is  
• To discuss the strengths and shortcomings of proposed methods. 
• To compare the performance Link-based methods, Two-way Neighbourhood methods, 
co-clustering type of methods, segmentation method. 
• To compare and analyze the performance of two types of methods: memory-based and 
model-based methods. 
• To compare performance of the proposed methods with the benchmarking methods. 
• To analyze the effect of type of input data. 
• To analyze the effect of two-way vs. one-way recommendation methods on the 
performance. 
• To discuss the computation complexity of proposed methods. 
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Type of Methods Methods Success 
Rate 
Recall F-1 
Measurement 
Link-based memory 
recommendation 
methods 
CSAS 0.301 0.0001 2.6e-4 
CJAS 0.266 0.0001 2.4e-4 
CDAS 0.356 0.0002 3e-4 
CRAS 0.242 0.0001 1.8e-4 
CSOS 0.231 0.0073 0.0138  
CSIOS 0.331 0.0067 0.0129 
CSIS 0.312 0.0060 0.0125 
CDOS 0.229 0.0032 0.0067 
CDIOS 0.304 0.0038 0.0071 
CDIS 0.290 0.0034 0.0069 
EDAS 0.223 0.0001 1.9e-4 
ODAS 0.326 0.0002 3.0e-4 
RSAS 0.190 0.0001 2.0e-4 
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Type of Methods Methods Success 
Rate 
Recall F-1 
Measurement 
Two-way 
neighbourhood 
memory 
recommendation 
methods 
One-way method 0.264 0.006 0.01 
Two-way One Above 
(0.5) 
0.261 0.005 0.01 
Two-way One Above 
(0.6) 
0.268 0.002 0.004 
Two-way One Above 
(0.7) 
0.324 0.001 0.002 
Two-way One Above 
(0.8) 
0.592 0.0002 2.0e-4 
Two-way One Above 
(0.9) 
0.593 0.0002 4.0e-4 
Two-way Average (0.5) 0.267 0.002 0.01 
Two-way Average (0.6) 0.288 0.0004 8.0e-4 
Two-way Average (0.7) 0.749 0.0003 6.0e-4 
Two-way Average (0.8) 0.924 0.0001 2.0e-4 
Two-way Average (0.9) 0 0 0 
Two-way Common 
Neighbour 
0.35 0.0002 4.0e-4 
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Type of Methods Methods Success 
Rate 
Recall F-1 
Measurement 
Co-clustering based 
model 
recommendation 
methods 
OC 0.14 0.034 0.05 
ICC 0.19 0.036 0.06 
SCC 0.26 0.041 0.07 
FCC 0.21 0.037 0.06 
OC+ 0.22 0.021 0.04 
ICC+ 0.29 0.024 0.04 
SCC+ 0.35 0.031 0.06 
FCC+ 0.31 0.023 0.04 
OCL 0.39 0.021 0.04 
ICCL 0.58 0.027 0.052 
SCCL 0.65 0.032 0.061 
FCCL 0.62 0.03 0.057 
OCL+ 0.43 0.016 0.03 
ICCL+ 0.62 0.019 0.036 
SCCL+ 0.69 0.024 0.046 
FCCL+ 0.64 0.017 0.033 
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Type of Methods Methods Success 
Rate 
Recall F-1 
Measurement 
Segmentation based 
model 
recommendation 
methods 
Gradient Boosting 0.39 0.89 0.54 
ICCL 0.58 0.027 0.05 
TSM 0.72 0.058 0.1 
Average of Segmentation 
methods 
0.56 0.325 0.4 
Benchmarking 
methods 
SocialCollab 0.35 0.024 0.046 
CollabNet 0.54 0.025 0.0458 
Adar 0.128 0.0006 0.0012 
CF 0.168 0.047 0.073 
Table 7.1. Performance Comparisons of Various Methods 
7.1 STRENGTHS AND SHORTCOMINGS OF VARIOUS METHODS 
Link-based Methods: Link analysis, as its name suggests, analyses the linkage between the 
actors in a social network to determine the relationships amongst them. These relationships can 
be used to derive the similarity in social network analysis.  
Strengths: 
• SimRank methods consider many layers in forming link relations. The common 
neighbour approach is usually applied in link analysis methods to perform 
recommendation. 
• Adapted SimRank is an alternative method which avoids the data sparsity by 
employing the candidates’ profile, preference, and the combined profile and preference 
information to compare the users’ similarities.  
• By performing clustering techniques as pre-processing step, proposed Link-based 
methods are more scalable than those without clustering conducted. 
• Adapted SimRank is able to cope the sparsity and cold-start problem as it utilizes users’ 
profile and explicit preference which new users have. 
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Shortcomings: 
• SimRank method can not deal with data sparsity issue as it only takes the interaction 
data. 
• Link-based methods obtain low recall as the recommendations only utilize the past 
contacts of the similar users within the cluster. 
• SimRank method is computational expensive for implementation as many layers of 
links need to be considered. 
 
Two-way Neighbourhood Methods:  A traditional recommendation method performs 
satisfactorily for user-item recommendation. For user-user recommendation, the challenge lies in 
two-way recommendation which means the preferences of both parties should be considered. The 
proposed two-way neighbourhood methods are designed to handle this challenge. 
Strengths:  
• Two-way recommendation methods are designed for online dating network. The 
success rates achieved with Two-way recommendation methods are higher than with 
the One-way recommendation method. 
• Users’ implicit preferences are considered and thus higher success rate is achieved. 
• The design of Two-way Neighborhood methods are simple to implement.  
• Some of the Two-way Recommendation methods especially when the threshold is set 
up high achieve the highest success rate compared to Link-based methods, Co-
clustering methods, and Segmentation methods.  
• An approach specifically designed to cope the cold-start problem is developed. 
• Two-way Neighbourhood methods are able to handle the sparsity problem. 
Shortcomings:  
• Belonging to the family of memory-based approaches, these methods suffer low recall. 
Memory-based approaches make recommendations based on the neighbourhood and 
the recommendations do not compare the suitability of each pair of users in the dataset 
 
Co-clustering based Approaches: Traditional algorithms such as k-mean and hierarchical 
clustering measure one-way similarity. For example, rows are clustered based on the column 
attributes similarities. However, they fail to identify the intertwined relations that may exist 
between the products and users. Co-clustering is a technique of clustering rows and column 
simultaneously. It performs clustering in such a way that intermediate row clusters incorporate 
column clustering information at all stages, and vice versa. 
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Strengths: 
• Two-way clustering results in higher success rate than one-way clustering. 
• A learning algorithm is added to the Co-clustering methods and thus it enhances the 
performance. 
• Both static information and activity information are included in the Co-clustering 
method so that the recommendation performance is improved. 
• Compare to all other proposed methods, Co-clustering methods require the least 
running time. 
Shortcomings:  
• Interaction-based co-clustering method can not handle new user and sparsity problems. 
Interaction-based co-clustering method separates the active users and new users in the 
process of co-clustering. It can only use the interaction data, therefore, 
recommendations for new user is not possible. 
 
Segmentation Methods for Recommendation: Using specific recommendation strategy for a 
targeted subgroup helps in saving time, especially when users have different needs with regard to 
the number of communications. Some users like to communicate with lots of other users before 
they decide to start a dating relation. Some users may only communicate a few before they decide 
to go with a given candidate. A segmentation method is proposed in this thesis to deal with the 
needs of different users. 
Strengths: 
• Segmentation methods require less time to make recommendation than traditional 
recommendation methods. 
• Segmentation methods consider the communication needs of different users. 
• Segmentation methods are able to achieve reasonable high success rate. 
• High recalls are achieved comparing to the proposed recommendation methods and 
baseline methods  
Shortcomings: 
• Segmentation methods are complex methods as users need to be segmented first and 
then different strategy is applied depending on which segment the user is located at. 
Recommendation performance is largely depending upon the result of segmentation 
process. 
• Segmentation methods can not deal with new user problem as the implicit preference 
instead of explicit preference takes into consideration when making recommendation 
for quiet users. 
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7.2 PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS AMONGST THE PROPOSED 
METHODS 
Success Rate: Among the four types of methods, Two-way Average (0.8) methods achieve the 
best success rate followed by Step-wise, Feature-enhanced co-clustering methods and the 
segmentation method. In general, Link-based recommendation methods generate the lowest 
success rate. The reason behind the lower performance of the Link-based recommendation 
methods are as follows. 
• No threshold settings are applied on the users’ similarity scores. From the results of 
Two-way Neighbourhood methods, the effects of threshold settings are obvious. If the 
threshold settings are applied to Link-based methods, the success rates of Link-based 
methods can be improved. 
• No learning method is applied on Link-based methods. By using the relevance 
feedbacks from the past connections and the similarity scores, a learning model can be 
set up which may improve the success rate of Link-based methods. 
• Link-based methods except CSIOS and CDIOS do not incorporate the two-way 
checking whether the candidate will also like the user. 
 
Recall: Segmentation methods have the highest recall score followed by the co-clustering 
methods. Limited to the availability of neighbourhood’s past choices as recommendation set, 
recall of both Link-based methods and Two-way Neighbourhood methods is low. 
 
7.3 MEMORY-BASE METHODS VS. MODEL-BASED METHODS 
The experiments conducted in chapters 5 and 6 are based on a 1 Week dataset. In order to 
compare the performance of memory-based methods and model-based methods without the bias 
from the time period and size of the dataset, two more subsets from the dataset are utilized. These 
datasets are a 1 day dataset and a 1 month dataset as described in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. First, 
comparisons of the performance of memory-based and model-based methods are conducted using 
the 1 week dataset which is described in Section 4.3.1. Then the results using two datasets which 
are described in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 are displayed in order to find out the results are 
generalizable on different datasets.  
 
Comparisons of various methods performances are restricted to the best method of each type. 
These methods under comparisons include CDAS, Two-way Average, Step-wise Co-clustering, 
and Segmentation method including GB, co-clustering, and TSM. The reason why the 
experiments are conducted only on these methods is because the characteristics and performances 
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of each method are known from the methodology design stage and experiments using 2 weeks 
dataset.  
 
Type Methods Success 
Rate 
Recall F-1 
Memory 
Based 
Methods 
CDAS 0.31 0.00018 3.6e-4 
Two-way Average (0.8) 0.84 0.00009 1.8e-4 
Model 
Based 
Methods 
Stepwise Co-clustering 
(SCCL+) 
0.65 0.021 0.04 
Gradient Boosting 0.33 0.83 0.47 
Co-clustering 0.55 0.024 0.05 
TSM 0.67 0.043 0.08 
Average of Segmentation 
Method 
0.52 0.3 0.38 
Table 7.2 Performance Comparisons using Dataset II 
  
Type Methods Success 
Rate 
Recall F-1 
Memory 
Based 
Methods 
CDAS 0.38 0.0005 1.0e-3 
Two-way Average (0.8) 0.89 0.0003 6.0e-4 
Model 
Based 
Methods 
Stepwise Co-clustering 
(SCCL+) 
0.72 0.03 0.06 
Gradient Boosting 0.42 0.87 0.57 
Co-clustering 0.61 0.054 0.1 
TSM 0.74 0.065 0.12 
Average of Segmentation 
Method 
0.59 0.33 0.42 
Table 7.3 Performance Comparisons using Dataset III 
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Success Rate 
Dataset I: In terms of success rate when used in the dataset containing 2 weeks of records, the 
memory-based method-Two-way Average (0.8) achieves the best performance. By imposing a 
strict rule on finding the candidate for recommendation, a success rate 0.924 can be achieved. The 
second best is a step-wise Co-clustering with learning algorithm applied with the success rate of 
0.69, followed by feature-enhanced Co-clustering with learning applied with success rate of 0.64. 
The high success rate of Co-clustering lies in the learning algorithm which learns the weights of 
two-way match scores.  The model-based methods, in general, can achieve better performance (in 
terms of SR) than memory-based methods. The success rate of most memory-based methods can 
only achieve around 0.3. The success rate of most model-based methods ranges around 0.5. The 
reason that model-based methods achieve better success rate is because the following. 
• The learning models contribute to the higher success rate which the model-based 
methods achieved. The model-based methods are able to learn weighting for the 
similarity scores and identify the important attributes and features from the training 
process. A memory-based method, although, finds the similar users based on the 
similarity scores. The similarity scores are directly applied to find the similar users 
without any fine-tuned weightings which are learned from models in the model based 
methods. 
 
 
Figure 7.1 SR in Different Datasets 
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Dataset II: Results are consistent with the results from dataset I with the proposed Two-way 
Average method achieving the highest SR. In general, all of the model-based methods which 
include SCCL+ and Segmentation methods achieve better SR than the memory-based method - 
CDAS.  
 
Dataset III: The trend of results in Table 7.3 is the same as the results found in Table 7.1 and 7.2. 
Two-way Average (0.8) performs the best in terms of SR followed by SCCL+, and then 
Segmentation methods. CDAS which is s memory-based method performs the worst. 
 
The impact of Dataset Size: Figure 7.1 demonstrates the SR of the various methods with 3 
different sizes of dataset. The standard deviations for the methods in sequence order as in Table 
7.2 are 0.03, 0.45, 0.028, 0.037, and 0.024. Two-way Average (0.8) method has the largest 
deviation value and the SR is irrelevant of the size of dataset. But SR of Two-way Average (0.8) 
achieves the best performance and hovers around 0.8-0.9.  
 
The size of dataset has slight influence on the SR. The SR achieved from the two days dataset is, 
in general, the worst because the longer period of collection of dataset, the better of the 
observation of users behavior especially the users’ preferences. The SR of two months dataset 
achieves the best performance. 
 
Recall:  
Dataset I: In terms of recall, model-based methods outperform the memory-based methods. The 
recall of most model-based methods ranges from 0.02 to 0.03. The recall of most memory-based 
methods ranges from 0.0001 to 0.0004. The reason why model-based methods perform better in 
general is because of the reasons listed as follows. 
• The way how memory-based and model-based recommendation methods work decides 
the performances. Memory-based recommendation methods make recommendations 
from the past behavior of the similar users. Because of this, the number of 
recommendations is limited to the number of past contacts whom the similar users 
have, causing the low recall. On the other hand, model-based methods make 
recommendations by comparing the suitability of the user and all the opposite gender 
users. Although this leads to more computation time required than the memory-based 
methods if grouping is not applied to model-based methods, this also contributes to the 
higher recall performance than the memory-based methods. 
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Figure 7.2 Recalls in Different Datasets 
 
Dataset II: Recalls of memory-based methods using dataset II are decreased slightly comparing 
to that of memory-based methods using dataset I. The reason why only slight decrease is observed 
lies in how the memory-based method works. The recommendations for memory-based methods 
come from the top-n neighbors and most of neighbor has the limited number of contacts and very 
few successful past relations. Therefore, the decrease in the number of recommendations due to 
the shorter observation period does not affect much of the recall of memory-based methods. The 
model-based methods suffer lower recall because of shorter time period. But the trend still holds 
that model-based methods perform better than memory-based methods. 
 
Dataset III: The improvement in recall for model-based methods is observed as Figure 7.2 
shows. More instances available for training the models probably help in the recall improvement. 
A slight increase is observed in the recall of memory-based method due to the increase of size of 
the dataset. 
 
Impact of Dataset Size: The larger dataset helps in the increase of recall. Comparing the 
memory-based methods and model-based methods, the improvement in recall of model-based 
methods are larger than the memory-based methods. The model-based methods make 
recommendations by comparing the suitability of the user and all the opposite gender users. Thus 
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the increase in the number of message senders and receivers lead to the increase of the number of 
recommendations and recall. 
F-1 Measurements:  
Dataset I: In terms of F-1 measurement, model-based methods achieve better results than 
memory-based methods. The memory-based models result in much lower recall than the model-
based methods. This leads to much lower F-1 measurement of memory-based methods than the 
model-based methods. 
 
In general, the model-based methods outperform the memory-based methods in terms of accuracy 
of recommendation provided. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.3 F-1 in Different Datasets 
 
Dataset II: Model-based methods achieve a higher F-1 score than memory-based methods as 
shown in Table 7.2. Although Two-way Average (0.8) obtains the highest SR, the recall of it is 
quite low which influences the F-1 score. 
 
Dataset III: Just like the results found in dataset I and dataset II, model-based methods 
performed better than memory-based method in terms of F-1 as shown in Table 7.3. 
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Impact of Dataset Size: A large dataset resulted in higher F-1 scores for both memory-based and 
model-based methods as Figure 7.3 indicates. The increase of F-1score is larger in model-based 
methods as compared to memory-based methods, when the size of dataset is increased.  
7.4 PROPOSED METHODS VS. BENCHMARKING METHODS 
CF and Adar: All of the proposed methods are better performed than the traditional 
benchmarking methods which include CF and Adar methods in terms of success rate. As CF and 
Adar methods are one-way methods which mean that the match score is calculated based on the 
suitability of the candidate to the user and the suitability of the user to the candidate is not 
considered. As the results indicate, the inclusions of two-way recommendations methods are the 
main cause of high success rate.  
 
However, recall of the proposed methods is worse than the traditional benchmarking methods in 
some occasions. The reason why proposed methods achieve the lower recall than CF is because 
the reason listed as following. 
• The proposed methods make recommendations from the close neighbourhood 
considering the computational time and scalability issues.  
• CF compares the suitability of each pair of users. A CF method calculates the 
suitability score between a user and the candidate based on the average match score the 
user receives from the past history and the match score from the similar user to the 
candidate. 
•   Although, there is sparsity issue when implementing CF method, but, it assigns the 
average match score to the user when there is no similar user to refer the match score. 
In this way, CF is able to assign the match score to most pair of users. Therefore, the 
recall is higher than the proposed methods. 
 
Dating specific recommendation methods (SocialCollab and CollabNet): These two 
benchmarking methods take the two-way matching into the consideration when making the 
recommendation. Consequently, the success rate performance is satisfactory. Some of the 
proposed methods including Two-way One Above, Two-way Average, some co-clustering 
methods and some segmentation methods outperform SocailCollab and CollabNet. The reason 
why some of the proposed methods are better performed than the benchmarking methods is 
because of the following reasons. 
• Better models are chosen by the proposed methods. Co-clustering with learning 
employs the stricter rule model than the CollabNet which only utilizes a learning 
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method in that users in clusters are co-related. TSM is able to learn the underlying 
relations between users and therefore is better performed than CollabNet. 
• The object of learning is different. CollabNet learns whether the users’ interactions are 
successful or not. The proposed methods learn the match score between two users 
based on the suitability of the profile and implicit preferences. 
 
CollabNet is a combined memory and model based method. Compared to our proposed model-
based methods including Co-clustering methods and Segmentation methods, most of the 
proposed methods are better performing than CollabNet. The reason is because the proposed 
methods employ both interaction data and static data whilst CollabNet only employs the 
interaction data. Comparing CollabNet to proposed memory-based methods, some of the 
proposed methods can achieve better performance. Some Two-way Neighbourhood methods, 
especially when strict rules are applied, are better performing than CollabNet. However, 
CollabNet is better performing than Link-based memory recommendation methods. The reasons 
are because CollabNet employs learning algorithm and Link-based methods do not use the 
learning algorithm. No strict condition is applied to the recommended candidates when the Link-
based methods are utilized. More specifically, the candidate is recommended to the user as long 
as the candidate has past positive relation with the similar user. There is no checking done to 
make sure the candidate’s implicit preference is similar enough to the user’s profile. SocialCollab 
is a memory-based method. Comparing it to our proposed memory-based methods in terms of 
success rate, some of the Two-way Neighbourhood methods are much better performing 
especially when the strict rules are applied. In Link-based methods, two types of 
recommendations are performed. One uses all the past messages of similar users for the 
recommendations; the other uses the successful past messages for the recommendations. When 
the latter recommendation strategy is applied, the success rates of some Link-based methods are 
comparable to SocialCollab. When the former recommendation strategy is applied, success rate 
of SocialCollab is better than Link-based methods. In terms of recall, the proposed Segmentation 
methods are much better performed than SocialCollab and CollabNet. The proposed model-based 
methods are comparable to the benchmarking methods at most cases. 
 
7.5 EFFECTS OF INPUT DATA 
In this section, comparisons are conducted to observe the effect of using the combination of static 
data and interaction data versus using interaction data only. The results comparisons of using 
static only vs. interaction only vs. the combined static and interaction data can not be conducted 
as the interaction data is required as the relevance feedback for all the proposed methods.   
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For both the Link-based methods and co-clustering methods, the better success rates is achieved 
when the interaction data is combined with the static data in comparison to using the interaction 
data only as an input. For example, both the SimRank methods and adapted SimRank methods 
apply the cosine similarity and distance similarity. The adapted SimRank methods (CSAS, 
CDAS) which include both interaction data and static data perform better than SimRank methods 
(CSOS, CSIOS, CSIS, CDIS, CDIOS, CDIS) which only include interaction data. In co-clustering 
methods, the variations of interaction co-clustering methods which are ICC, ICC+, ICCL, ICCL+ 
include only interaction data as the input. The variations of step-wise co-clustering methods 
which are SCC, SCC+, SCCL, SCCL+ include both static data and interaction data as input. The 
success rate results show that the step-wise co-clustering methods outperform the interaction co-
clustering methods. 
 
7.6 EFFECTS OF ONE-WAY VS. TWO-WAY RECOMMENDATION 
Success Rate: Unsurprisingly, Two-way recommendation methods generate higher success rate 
than one-way recommendation methods. Within the Two-way neighbourhood methods, Two-way 
One Above and Two-way Average with threshold setting greater than 0.5 and Two-way with 
Common Neighbour always performed better than the One-way methods. Within co-clustering 
methods, Two-way methods including ICC, SCC, FCC, ICC+, SCC+, FCC+, ICCL, SCCL, 
FCCL, ICCL+, SCCL+, FCCL+ outperform corresponding One-way methods including OC, 
OC+, OCL and OCL+. 
 
Recall: One-way recommendation methods usually generate more recommendations than the 
Two-way recommendation methods, as the Two-way recommendation methods have stricter 
conditions to be satisfied before the recommendations are made. For example, Two-way One 
Above and Two-way Average methods set the thresholds on the similarity score of candidates’ 
implicit preference and the user’s profile before the candidates are recommended to users. One-
way recommendation only checks the match score of the user’s implicit preference and the 
candidate’s profile. But no checks are made on the candidates’ implicit preference to the user’s 
profile. 
 
7.7 QUALITY VS. QUANTITY 
Quality vs. Quantity: All of the proposed methods achieve a high success rate and low recall. 
This means the recommendation quality is high but the quantity is low. In general, the quality of 
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recommendation is more important than the quantity of recommendation. The quality of 
recommendation is closely related to users’ satisfaction. An increase in the recommendation 
quality should increase users’ satisfaction. However, an increase in the quantity of the 
recommendation may lead to an increase of the users’ confusion. Users don’t know what to 
choose when there are too many recommendations presented to them. 
Issues with Low Recall: All the methods presented in this thesis including the benchmarking 
methods achieve low recall.  There are several reasons. 
• This is partially due to the uncertainty of users’ behaviour. Users’ behaviours are 
unpredictable to a certain extent. For example, user says they like a certain type of 
candidate. However, the user chooses another type of candidate when s/he acts.  
• Personal attractiveness may affect the low recall as well. In dating system, a factor like 
personal attractiveness affects the users’ decision on choosing the partners. However, 
the proposed methods do not take users’ photos as input to judge on the attractiveness 
of users as this process is subjective in its own right.  
• In this study, users’ text descriptions are not considered. In the dating system, users are 
allowed to input a description about them. For some users, the description plays 
important role on deciding whether a message should be sent to the candidate.  
• Recommendations are conducted offline. Many recommendations can not be checked 
to see whether the recommendations are successful or not because it is conducted 
offline. 
• The nature how the proposed recommendation system works may be responsible for 
the low recall. In the proposed memory-based recommendation system, the 
recommendations are made from the neighbourhood. Not all the pairs of male user and 
female user are compared to check the suitability. In the proposed model-based 
recommendation system, the candidates in a cluster or a segment who match with the 
user in the cluster or the segment are recommended. Proposed methods do not conduct 
heuristic search by comparing the suitability of each pair of users to make the 
recommendations. As conducting the search for each pair is time and resources-
consuming for a large social network. 
 
7.8 COMPUTATION TIME 
The running time for SimRank and Adapted SimRank methods shown on the graph is the 
averaged running time of all SimRank methods and all Adapted SimRank methods respectively. 
As the graph indicates that a Two-way Recommender based on Common Neighbour method 
requires the most computation time as this method does not apply any clustering method as 
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preprocessing step. Interaction-based Co-clustering method requires the least time as only the 
interaction data is utilized for co-clustering. Segmentation methods take less time to run than 
SimRank method and Two-way Neighbourhood methods.  In Section 6.3.6, it is noticed that most 
running time of Segmentation method is spent on TSM. 
 
There are no guidelines as to whether memory-based methods are cheaper to run than model-
based methods. As the graph show, one of memory-based method, adapted SimRank is one of the 
cheap methods to run. Another memory-based method, Two-way Recommender based on 
Common Neighbour is the most expensive to run. From the results analysis, the running time is 
dependant on the nature of methods. For example, both Link-based methods and Two-way 
Neighbourhood methods are memory-based approaches. Adapted SimRank only counts the 
similarities from the direct link within the cluster. Two-way Neighbourhood methods involve 
many rounds of user and candidate suitability checking using whole dataset. So the Two-way 
Neighbourhood method is more expensive to run than the Link-based methods. Comparing 
amongst the model-based methods of Co-clustering methods and Segmentation method, Co-
clustering methods take less time than Segmentation method. Interaction-based Co-clustering and 
Feature-enhanced Co-clustering, which do not require iterative steps in order to make 
recommendations, are therefore quicker to obtain the recommendations than Step-wise Co-
clustering. TSM is expensive to run in Segmentation method but TSM is only implemented on 
Quiet user segment. The running time spent on Segmentation method is comparable to Step-wise 
Co-clustering. 
  
In general, the proposed model-based methods require less computation time than the proposed 
memory-based methods. In model-based methods, clustering or segmentation methods are 
applied and the recommendations are generated from the users within the groups. Because of this, 
model-based is better performing than memory-based which make recommendations for the 
whole selected dataset and requires many layers of link information. 
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Figure 7.4. Running Time 
7.9 TIME SCALABILITY 
Scalability can refer to several different aspects, for example the ability to make 
recommendations in large dataset or the ability to make recommendations in short amount of 
time. The scalability in this work refers to time scalability. A time scalable system should be able 
to make recommendation in short time. The metric utilized in this thesis to evaluate the scalability 
is the running time. From the results shown in Figure 7.4, clustering and segmentation techniques 
clearly demonstrate their merits in the saved running time. Two-way Neighbourhood methods 
utilizing the whole dataset which is described in Section 4.3 takes a much longer time to run in 
comparison to co-clustering methods, segmentation methods, and the Adapted SimRank method. 
Just like the computation complexity analysis indicated in Section 5.2.6, clustering techniques 
address the scalability problem by seeking users for recommendation within smaller and highly 
similar clusters instead of the entire data set. 
 
SimRank is not a scalable method to run due to the nature of the method. Even though a 
clustering technique is applied to SimRank, it is still expensive to run. The reason lies in that 
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SimRank requires significant amount of time to build a graph which carries many layers of nodes 
links information. 
 
7.10 OVERALL RECOMMENDATIONS OF PROPOSED METHODS 
 Proposed Method SR Recall Time 
Scalability 
Sparsity Computation 
Complexity 
Running 
Time 
Total 
Memory 
based 
Methods 
SimRank 2 2 2 1 1 2 10 
Adapted SimRank 3 2 4 4 3 4 20 
One-way 
Recommender 
2 3 2 4 4 2 17 
Two-way 
Recommendation 
using Profile 
Information 
4 2 2 4 4 2 18 
Two-way 
Recommender 
based on Common 
Neighbour 
3 2 2 4 3 2 16 
Model 
based 
Methods 
Interaction-based 
Co-clustering 
3 3 4 1 3 4 18 
Step-wise    
Co-clustering 
4 3 3 4 3 3 20 
Feature-enhanced 
Co-clustering 
4 3 4 4 3 4 22 
Segmentation 
Methods 
4 3 3 4 2 3 22 
Table 7.4. Proposed Methods Recommendation 
Table 7.4 shows the comparisons of various proposed methods against performance metrics 
including success rate, recall, time scalability, sparsity, computation complexity, and running 
time. The scale of the performance ranges from 1 to 4 with a higher value being better. The 
values in the scale have the following meanings; 1 stands for “no support”, 2 stands for “low 
support”, 3 stands for “medium support” and 4 stands for “high support”. The level of instances is 
decided by using k-means clustering. The purpose of using scale is to differentiate the good 
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results from bad results. However, assigning instances to a level is an arbitrary process. K-means 
identifies the instances as being closely related. 
Table 7.4 indicates that Feature-enhanced Co-clustering and Segmentation methods are the best 
performing methods from the evaluated metrics. 
 
7.11 SUMMARY 
In this chapter, the performances of all the proposed methods are gathered and compared in order 
to see the impact of various effects. First the strengths and shortcomings of proposed methods are 
discussed. Then the performances among the proposed methods are discussed, followed by the 
comparisons of memory-based methods and model-based methods. In general, we found that 
model-based methods outperform memory-based methods in terms of both success rate and 
recall. The higher success rates of model-based methods lie in the powerful models selected, 
especially the learning model. Model-based methods compare the suitability of every pair within 
the group resulting in higher recall than the memory-based methods which make 
recommendations from limited number of similar users. Comparisons are conducted to see the 
performance of proposed methods and benchmarking methods. All the proposed methods 
outperform the CF and Adar because the proposed methods are designed for two-way 
recommendations. Some of proposed methods, especially the model-based methods outperform 
CollabNet and SocialCollab. The reason lies in that better models are applied and both interaction 
data and static data are utilized for the proposed methods. Other aspects including the effect of 
input data, effect of One-way vs. Two-way, quality vs quantity, computation time, time 
scalability, and overall recommendations of proposed methods are discussed. In general, the 
proposed model-based methods including Co-clustering methods and Segmentation methods 
achieve a higher ranking than memory-based methods in terms of overall recommendation. 
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8Chapter 8: Conclusion 
The increase in usage of online dating networks is paralleled with the increasing number of 
available candidates from which a user can choose. It is unrealistic to sift through all the choices 
manually; therefore, personalized recommendation is necessary. Existing recommendation 
system is designed for one-way recommendation. However, online dating requires two-way 
recommendation. With a large user base and sparse dataset, it adds to the challenge of making 
recommendations in a short period of time while dealing with the sparsity issue. 
 
In order to tackle the above mentioned problems, this thesis proposed memory-based methods 
which include the Link-based methods and Two-way Neighbourhood methods and model-based 
methods which include Co-clustering methods and segmentation methods. 
 
Through the inclusion of clustering as a pre-processing step, the scalability problem which Link-
based methods often encounter is solved. Further, unlike traditional Link-based methods, one of 
the proposed methods considers the links from many layers when the neighbourhood similarity 
score is calculated. Two-way Neighbourhood methods are specially designed for two-way 
recommendation. The recommendations are made from the past contacts of similar neighbours. 
The proposed methods impose a series of rules on finding candidates for a user by using two-way 
relevance. 
 
Co-clustering is able to capture the interwined relations between rows and columns. However the 
existing Co-clustering methods are only able to include one type of data. The proposed Co-
clustering methods are designed to take both interaction data and static data in order to solve the 
sparsity issue. Recommendations from clustering results often result in low accuracy; the learning 
algorithm is developed to improve the success rate. The segmentation methods proposed in this 
thesis aim to speed up the recommendation process by segmenting users into different parts 
according to users’ needs. Then different recommendation methods are applied to cater the needs 
of users in different segments. 
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8.1 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS 
From the reviewed literature, three commonly applied recommendation methods are content-
based, collaborative-based, and hybrid-based. Traditional methods are designed for user-item 
recommendations. More specifically, the items are recommended to the users based on the users’ 
preference. Because of the nature of user-item recommendations, one-way recommendations are 
involved. Existing works for online dating network come from the psychology field which 
focuses on the affecting factors related to dating issues; and social matching which provides 
recommendation methods.  Most of the works from social matching apply collaborative-based 
methods; however, the prevalent problems such as scalability and sparsity are unsolved. In 
general, the research gaps from the literature review are identified as: 
• Lack of a two-way recommendation method 
• Lack of a scalable recommendation method 
• Lack of a recommendation method to deal with sparse dataset 
The above mentioned shortcomings are overcome by  
• Employing Two-way Neighbourhood method, Co-clustering with Learning Method in 
order to make two-way recommendation. 
• Employing clustering in Link-based method, using co-clustering methods, applying the 
different recommendation methods on different segments in order to make 
recommendation in large scale. 
• Employing static data such as user profile and preference in order to make 
recommendation with sparse dataset. 
 
The main contributions are summarised below 
• A comprehensive analysis of a live ODN has been conducted. As a consequence, the 
properties and features of the ODN are discovered and applied to the proposed 
methods. 
• Developed Link-based recommendation methods.  
o Unlike the existing link-based method such as common neighbour, SimRank 
methods consider many layers of links in order to find the similar user and then 
make recommendations from the past contacts of the similar users. 
o Adapted SimRank solve the sparsity issue which occur to SimRank method by 
taking into account both the user static profile information and interaction 
information. 
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• Developed Two-way Neighbourhood methods. 
o Traditional recommendation methods are one-way methods. The proposed Two-
way Neighbourhood methods are specially designed to make reciprocal 
recommendation. 
o Based on the findings from SNA, implicit users’ preferences are applied to 
calculate the users’ similarity score and users’ match score. 
o Global feature importance is designed for ODN scenario to decide the 
importance of users’ features which are described in their profiles and 
preferences. 
• Developed Co-clustering methods. 
o Clustering users into groups helps in saving the computation time when making 
recommendations. However, traditional recommendation method is one-way 
clustering. The proposed co-clustering is two-way clustering. 
o Existing co-clustering method is only able to employ interaction data. The 
proposed Step-wise co-clustering method and Feature Enhanced co-clustering 
method include both interaction data and users’ static profile information. 
o Learning algorithm is applied after co-clustering process in order to achieve 
higher performance. 
• Developed Segmentation Recommendation methods. 
o Existing recommendation methods utilize one method for all users’ needs. The 
proposed Segmentation Recommendation methods divide users to different 
segments. Based on the needs of users, different recommendation strategies are 
applied. By divide users to different segments, computation time is saved. 
 
8.2 MAIN FINDINGS 
The main findings are summarised as following 
• Analysing the structure and features of an Online Dating Network helped to understand 
how the recommendations in an ODN should be carried out.  
o The analysis of indegree and outdegree proves the existence of power law 
phenomenon in the studied ODN, that is, the majority of users only send or 
receive a few messages and only a few users send or receive a massive number 
of messages. 
o Bow Tie Structure is a useful tool to identify the dynamic structure of the studied 
network. As usual, the majority of users participate in network activities 
including sending or receiving messages. But there is still a small portion of 
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users who do not have any communications at all. This portion of users is like 
new users as they do not have communication record and a special 
recommendation method should be considered for this new user like portion of 
users. 
o According to the reachability test, only a small number of nodes can reach many 
other nodes. This means algorithms that are required to traverse nodes in the 
network are expensive to conduct and should be avoided. 
o There exists discrepancy between what a user says and how that user acts. This 
is shown through findings that indicate that users’ defined ideal partners do not 
match with the users’ contacted partners in 90% of cases. 
o Some attributes are broken more easily than others. Because of this 
inconsistency, the implicit preferences (what the users do) is applied to our 
proposed methods instead of explicit preferences (what users say). 
• In Link-based methods, the findings are shown as the following.  
o In general, Adapted SimRank algorithms are the better algorithms to be applied 
in recommendation than SimRank algorithms in terms of achieving better 
success rate and computational complexity.  
o Adapted SimRank is able to achieve a better success rate because the adapted 
SimRank incorporates both the user interaction and user profile information 
whereas the SimRank only takes into consideration the interaction information. 
o It is more time consuming using the SimRank method against the adapted 
SimRank. 
o SimRank achieves better recall than adapted SimRank as it favours 
neighbourhoods with lots of past contacts. 
• Experiments in Two-way Neighbourhood methods indicate the following findings. 
o The results comparisons show that Two-way recommendation methods achieve 
higher success rate than One-way recommendation methods. But One-way 
recommendation methods provide higher recall than Two-way recommendation 
methods. 
o The higher the threshold of neighbour similarities is, the higher the success rate 
of Two-way recommender using Profile Information approach is. 
o From the results of One-way recommendation method, Two-way Recommender 
using Profile Information methods, and Two-way Recommender based on 
Common Neighbour method, the data input with the users’ implicit preference 
achieve higher success rate than the input data with user profile only and the 
combined profile with implicit preference. 
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o Global feature importance which reflects the important features in the whole 
population achieves better success rate than the local feature importance which 
reflects the important features of individual users. 
• Experiment results from co-clustering methods shows the following findings. 
o Compared to traditional clustering, co-clustering presents higher quality 
recommendation than traditional clustering. 
o Comparing the results of ICC, SCC, and FCC, the success rates with the input 
data as the interaction data and static data are higher than the success rate with 
the input data as interaction data only. 
o The inclusion of a learning method into co-clustering enhances the performance 
of the results. 
o Learning algorithm contributes more than co-clustering methods in terms of 
improving the success rate. 
• The findings from Segmentation Methods include the followings. 
o The proposed segmentation method helps to save computation costs by 
providing different strategies to users in different segments. 
o TSM is able to achieve high success rate and recall, comparing to the 
benchmarking methods. However, it is time-consuming and resource-chewing 
algorithm to implement. 
• In general, model-based methods perform better than memory-based methods in terms 
of F-1 measurement.  
o Memory-based methods achieve much lower recall than the model-based 
methods. 
o Some of memory-based methods can achieve higher success rate than model-
based methods. But most of times model-based methods outperform the 
memory-based methods in terms of success rate. 
• Results comparisons are conducted on all the proposed methods and benchmarking 
methods. All of the proposed methods are better performed than the traditional 
benchmarking methods which include CF and Adar methods in terms of success rate. 
Some of the proposed methods including Two-way One Above, Two-way Average, 
some of co-clustering methods and some of segmentation methods outperform 
SocailCollab and CollabNet. 
• Two-way matching is carried out in all the proposed methods. In Link-based methods, 
two-way matching is conducted by considering users in-links and out-links similarities. 
Two-way neighbourhood methods are specially designed to solve the two-way 
matching by measuring the compatibility of the user’s profile and candidate’s 
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preference and the compatibility of the user’s preference and candidate profile. 
Proposed co-clustering method employs co-clustering and compatibility score for two-
way matching. TSM utilizes the relevance feedback and user’s implicit preference for 
two-way matching. 
• Clustering techniques are proposed to solve the time scalability issue in 
recommendation system. Clustering techniques enable the recommendations made 
within much smaller clusters rather than the entire dataset. The complex and expensive 
clustering computation is run offline. 
• Sparsity problem is solved by using static data such as user’s profile and preference. 
• Link-based recommendation methods are expensive to conduct. This thesis proposes 
clustering steps before Link-based recommendations are made in order to save the 
computation time and complexity. 
• In this thesis, two-way recommendations are made by considering the compatibility of 
the user’s profile and candidate’s preference and the compatibility of the user’s 
preference and candidate profile. 
• Proposed Step-wise Co-clustering method and Feature-enhanced Co-clustering method 
are better than traditional co-clustering method in terms of dealing with the sparsity 
problem. 
• In order to make recommendations to users efficiently, GMM segment users according 
to their communication needs and different recommendation strategies are applied 
accordingly.  
• Cold-start problem can be alleviated to an extent by finding the preferences of existing 
users who has profile similarity to the new user. However, the success rate obtained is 
not high because the preference(s) of the new user is unknown and two-way 
recommendations cannot be conducted. 
 
8.3 ANSWERS TO RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
1. How to build Two-way recommendation so that the recommendations take into 
consideration requirement of both the user and candidates? 
Two-way Neighbourhood methods are specially built for Two-way recommendation. In Two-
way Recommendation methods, the potential recommendations are generated from the past 
contacts of the neighbourhood. The past contacts are the preference of the similar neighbour of 
the user and therefore, they will be preferred by the user. Before these past contacts are 
recommended to the user, tests are conducted by checking the similarity of the user and 
preference of the past contacts. In Co-clustering methods, a two-way matching with the weight 
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learning algorithm is conducted. The two-way matching score include the compatibility score of 
the user’s profile and the candidate’s preference and the compatibility score of the user’s 
preference and the candidate’s profile. 
 
2. How to build scalable Link-based recommendation for Online Dating Network? 
Link-based methods, especially those involving many layers of links are expensive to conduct 
when the user base is large. Building scalable Link-based recommendation will reduce the 
computation cost. By clustering users into groups before the Link-based recommendation is 
carried out, the link similarity comparisons are conducted within the group and therefore the 
Link-based recommendation is scalable even with a large user base. 
 
3. How to build segmentation methods in order to make recommendations 
efficiently? 
Gaussian Mixture Model is proposed to segment users. In order to make recommendations 
efficiently, algorithms are selected by considering their efficiency and their recommendation 
qualities. Given that the users in the active user segment have already initiated many messages, 
the recommendations of more candidates are not essential. Therefore, the task is to advise the 
user on whether to initiate a message or not, should the user initiate a message in the future. 
Classification can fulfil this task and is cheaper to implement than recommendation. Co-
clustering with the learning algorithm is applied to the moderate user segment. It is an efficient 
method as the recommendations are generated by calculating the compatibility score of users 
within the co-clustered group instead of the whole user base. For the users in the quiet user 
segment, the quality of recommendations matters. Tensor Space Model is applied as it can 
produce quality recommendations. Although TSM requires more computation time during the 
tensor decomposition step, this process can be done offline. 
 
4. How to build effective co-clustering recommendation methods so that the sparse 
interaction data does not affect the performance? 
Existing Co-clustering methods only take into account the interaction data. The proposed Step-
wise Co-clustering and Feature-enhanced Co-clustering consider both interaction data and static 
data. The inclusion of static data helps in solving the sparsity problem. 
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5. Which types of methods achieve better performance, the memory-based methods 
or the model-based methods? 
According to our results, one of the memory-based methods called Two-way Average achieves 
the best performance in terms of recall. In general though, model-based methods outperform 
memory-based methods in terms of both success rate and recall. 
 
8.4 FUTURE WORK 
There are a number of limitations in this research. Although we propose a method to solve the 
cold start problem, the performance is not ideal. The current approach makes use of the user 
profile information to determine the users’ similarities. Then the past contacts of the similar users 
are recommended to the new user. As we discussed in Chapter 3, the implicit preference is better 
information in deciding users’ similarities and making recommendations to the user. However, 
the implicit preference information is collected over time. A new user has not yet contacted 
anyone in the system and therefore, the implicit preference is not obtainable.  
 
Datasets from other online dating networks are difficult to retrieve as the companies do not make 
their data public. Even with a crawl engine, only the static information such as user profiles is 
obtainable but not the interaction data. Our proposed methods require both user interaction and 
more static user profile information data for the experiments. Therefore, it is not feasible to 
conduct experiments on other datasets using our proposed methods at the current time. 
 
In future work, shortcomings of proposed methods are to be overcome. More specifically, work 
listed as follows should be conducted in future.  
 
In proposed Adapted SimRank method, the similarity of two users is only determined by the 
similarities of their partners’ profile. In future work, other information can be included to decide 
the similarity of two users. More specifically, experiments can be conducted to calculate the 
similarity of two users by using the users’ profile and the partners’ implicit preference or users’ 
profile and partners’ combined profile and implicit preference. 
 
In current segmentation method, the computation time of each segment is calculated and summed 
up to compare with the computation time of using traditional recommendation method for the 
selected dataset. In future, the experiments should be conducted to test the computation time of 
using each segment method for the whole selected dataset. Then the computation time of each 
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segment method for the whole selected dataset should be compared with the computation time of 
using the current experiment set up. 
 
Better methods should be designed in order to solve the cold start problem. The current method 
uses the profile information to find the candidate for the new user. In future, the explicit 
preference information should be utilized. A learning algorithm may be applied to calculate the 
suitability of the new user and the candidate as the learning algorithm is quite effective in this 
thesis. 
 
The recall of existing methods is low. The root of this problem is in the use of the past contacts 
from the neighbourhood. If the suitability tests are compared for each pair of users, the recall 
would be much higher. If this approach is applied, a method which requires only low computation 
complexity is desired. 
 
In this thesis, experiments are only conducted on small dataset as the limitation of the time, 
resources, and the complexity of current approaches. In the future, a method should be designed 
to be able to make recommendations in a short amount of time for a big dataset. If the 
recommendation method is implemented on Oracle in future, it is possible to make 
recommendation in short time. If all procedures are implemented on the same relation database 
where the database is located, the performance can be further improved. Instead of using Java, 
employ PL/SQL for the programming task. It will save computation time and complexity. This is 
because (1) PL/SQL variables store data in the same internal binary format as the database, and 
thus no data conversion is required; (2) PL/SQL use the same program and memory space as 
database server, thus little communication overhead is required in order to talk to the database 
(Feuerstein & Pribyl, 2009). 
 
The proposed methods works for the static dataset, but real life recommendation systems work on 
dynamic data, with new information becoming available constantly. An adaptive 
recommendation method is required for handling the fast updating of the data. A memory-based 
approach is capable of such a task. The similarity of two users is composed of the past users 
similarity and current users similarity. To make recommendations for the user, the system just 
needs to find the most similar users based on the similarity score of the current score and the past 
similarity score which should be stored in the database. 
 
Given the opportunity when other ODN dataset can be collected, our proposed methods can be 
applied and it would be interesting to know the results from the applied methods. 
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